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INTRO DJLCTTOJf.

Certain facets of Islamic culture have been the

subject of extensive studies, namely, musliia law and

theology, Islamic philooo hy and history in broad out¬

lines and in detail. The efforts of the scholars in

such fields, have not been equally directed, and the

humanitarian and artistic asnects of the Islamic cul¬

ture have not received sufficient attention, either

in the modern Tslarale East itself, or In the oriental

studies conducted by Western scholars.

The artistic side of this culture, although

subtle and elusive - esneclally in the case of music

which does not exist in recorded examples - is absolut¬

ely essential to the real understanding of this great

civilization, in its past. Such studies are not of

purely academical value, but have a direct bearing on

the oresent situation in Islamic countries, as provid¬

ing the essential background to the correct diagnosis

of the present problems and guidance for the future.

Having studied music, I have always felt the

necessity of a study of its function and place in our
the need

culture, and/to go to the roots of that artistic heritage
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which Is so peculiarly Islamic and Eastern. The

deplorable lack of studies In this field in the

East, is one of the symotoms of the present bewil¬

derment which the East is experiencing now, as to

whether it should hold on to its own age-old traditions

fanatically and thus resist the dangerous and inevitable

trend of Westernization, or to indulge in studying West¬

ern science, thought and art and reject altogether its

own culture. However, the first step seems to me to

be the assiduous study of our Islamic artistic heri¬

tage, a study aoproached with en analytical and criti-
should be

cal spirit, and/as far as possible^ unbiased and im¬

personal. True, science can be borrowed, but aits

and music oartlcularly, can never be borrov/ed, for

then th^ywould cense to fulfill their natural role of

expressing emotions and feelings. It is impossible

to borrow the medium of expression of a nation*s feel¬

ings and emotions from another. Yet it is possible

that with the encounter with other styles and other

idioms, a modification could be effected. Thus, the

first step to me, to face; the present emotional and
that

£■oii 1 i,ual crisis,/the East is now undergoing, is to

adopt the western critical approach and method and to

apply It in extensive studies to our Islamic culture
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and arts of the past# Buch a serious attitude will

Inevitably result In an enlightened guidance for our

problems of the nresent.

Such a study should necessarily start with the

"broad outlines, overlooking matters of detail, for

later and more specialized research. This thesis is

"based on these lines, and only hopes to reconstruct

a comprehensive picture of the whole. Its inadequacy

in matters of detail and in points of purely historical

value, could be justified perhaps, as the field is so

vast that it absolutely had to be restricted, geogra¬

phically and historically, if any positive results were

to be achieved.

Historically, it has been limited to the end of

the twelfth century A.D. The first si* centuries of

Islam, have witnessed a period of speedy growth and

exnansion, in all spheres, and although social changes

are elusive and do not lend themselves, like historical

events, to exact dates, yet the twelfth century seems

to mark a different mooo in Islamic culture. It has

been conveniently chosen, as being the point of culmina¬

tion of creative efforts, whidiiust precedes the period

of political, cultural and social disintegration and

stagnation, that were to cast their dark shadows over

the musllm East for centuries to come.
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Geographically, It has "been limited to the

Middle East, thus excluding t»»'o essential elements

in the Islamic World, the Indian In the East, and

the Spanish or Andalusl&n in the west. Both, having

their own ancient civilizations and cultures, where

the Islamic culture was mellowed and tempered, and

hence anturned a remarkably local character which calls

for a special approach, which was not possible in this

limited survey.

The middle lectern countries, with their differ¬

ent. racial and cultural elements, seem to form a unity

which has been mutually influenced and interrelated.

The natural chronological order, has been

followed In the classification of the parts of the

study. The Islamic culture appears to have evolved

in cycle© or chares, such cycles were not clear-cut,

and overlapped in same cases. The first cycle, was

the "religious", since the new religion formed, the

core of that culture, this was followed by a phase

of "military" operations. The new conquests imposed

the necessity of "administrative" and political organ¬

isation* These were superseded by & cycle of marked

*Intelleotunl" activities. The "social" aspect of

that civilisation provides the necessary background

to the previous movements or phases.
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Then for practical purposes, the military and

political phases, were amalgamated In the social,

and hence the classification of the work Into

three main parts: Music and the religious life.

Music and the intellectual llfc^ and Music and

Socle 1 life, ""

I f-m greatly Indebted to Dr. H. Q, Parmer for

his advice and guidance, per sonally*, as well as ti trough

his valuable works in that field, which have facilitated

my task, I wish to express my Indebtedness to I)r» W,

Montgomery Watt for his help and encouragement.
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MTJSTC AND THE BELTQIO'JS LIFE.

Any attempt to study an aspect of Islamic

culture, whether material or sol ritual, must tafce in¬

to account the fundamental and determining factor of

Ielm as a religion. It Is this religious element

that had united under Islamic polity a wide variety

of races and cultures, over a considerably extended

part of he globe, all centred around the common creed.

All the heterogeneous elements of Aryan and Semitic,

Arabian, Persian and Mongol, were merged together

under Islam and formed what is essentially an Islamic

culture, unified through the com on faith. The positive

attitude of Islam towards the various departments of

life, gave it command over the temporal as well as the

spiritual aenects of life. Indeed Islam, has almost

revolutionized the beliefs, ctistoms and traditions of

the various countries that have professed it. The

religion of Islam has, to a great extent, shaped and

moulded the life of the Islamic world and has ultimate¬

ly resulted in a complete change of ideology.

Such a drastic change in the spiritual environ¬

ment, as that wrought by the advent of Islam, must in¬

evitably have its repercussions on the arts of that

culture, being the best channel through which human nature



usually expresses Its Inner feelings and emotions.

Fine arts are the spontaneous emotional outlet for

human nature, whatever Its degree of civilisation.

Hence the Importance of a study of the arts, espe¬

cially music of the Islamic culture, as affected by

religion and on the other hand, as affecting the re¬

ligion and Its practices.

Islam has its special outlook regarding the

elementary forms of rt known in pre-Islaralc times,
a)

matniy music, noetic and taswir that Is the faehlan-—'

(2)
Ing and forming of images and pictures. There are

some points of similarity in Islam's attitude towards

the arts, an attitude which reveals orohlbltlsn,

with varying degrees, although not directly derived

from Qur'anlc teachings. Some scholars "believe that

the religious factor alone, is responsible for the

limited scone of artistic creation in the Islamic
(3)

culture, while ethers attribute it to a natural

lack of the artistic impulse which was being hidden

1) 0. SayIanj Tamnaddnn al le+a-'T, 33.

2) TasuTrs Encyclop. of Islam ]£$[, 561.

3) Z. Hassans "Taswir*1, 1hcyclop. of Islamic Arabic

translation, 299 - also <*• Zaldan: Tamaddun al

I slam?s ITJ, 197.



. (1)
under the facade of the religious ban.

Whatever the real factors for the restriction

or limitation of the scope of Islamic aesthetics,
which generally refers to the representative arts

and does not include music, the religious Justifica¬

tions of Isiam* s aversion to taswTr are worth mention-
«

ing, if only to provide the background relevant to

Islam's attitude towards music, and serve to contrast

the degree of prohibition aoolied to both arts, and

also to help to analyse the underlying motives in the

religious restrictions on them respectively#

The "ban imposed on tapwir, the forming and

shaping of images in Xsl&a, has been strictly observed

throughout the Islamic world, during the period covered
study,

by this./with rare exceptions only, which accounts for

the advanced standard of Islamic architecture, being

the only channel for artistic creation that Is in keep¬

ing with the religion. The close association of taswTr
i in ii ■■ ■

with pagan idol-worship - which Islam sought to eradi¬

cate for its contradiction with Islamic iundamental

ideas - 1s one of the strong reasons for the success

of the Islamic ban on that form of art. The traditions

1) A. Badawl, 1ntroduction-3-(c.H. Becker, 88)- Al
turath al yunanT fll hadarit al Isiatulya - SouB^iet;

GrandSfrratluues Kltuelles. 181.



given "by BukharT concerning this question are much
U)

more specific and decisive than in the case of music#

As Sir Thomas Arnold illustrated, in his book HPalnt-

tng in Islam" that there was unanimity in EhTfa and

Orthodox doctors* vievys on this question, this added

to the weighty authority of well authenticated - and

not conflicting - tradition, as well as the religious

motive that made this form of art mahruh i#e, dis¬

approved, all these make the case against taswTr in

Islam, much stronger, more definite and straight¬

forward, than that against music# The i.ima3(consensus,
that tagwTr is disapproved, is absent in the case of

music, a factor which led to a division of opinion

and an endless controversy which did not, bewever,

hinder the progress of music under Islam# It seems

that music did not fulfill any special religious

function in ore-Telsraic pagan worship like that of
•r (3)

Tapwlr#

The 3egal attitude of Islam towards music has

many interesting features, since it reveals a constant

clash among the religious authorities themselves, and

between the strict orthodox dogmas, and the liberality

.1) BukharT; EahTh IV. 30-2#' —i# , —*

2) Farmer: History of Arabian Mu:.ict 9.



of the practical realities# Yet It Is an essential

to a correct assessment of the function of music in

a culture that was essentially Islamic, that Is to

say governed "by the religion of Islam# It la very

important to establish two main points in the inter¬

relation bet,we n. music and religion, that is how

religion affected music and on the other hand how,

if at all, music served religious purposes in Islam#

In order to do so, we must attempt first to reveal

how Islam regarded music#

The QurSn, the primary source of Islamic

jurisprudence, does not reveal any positive attitude

towards music, neither of approval nor of censure#

Had It been a question of major Importance to the

cult, some decisive attitude would have been tsiren

probably# Yet accord 1 ng to the ^uxfei alone, where

no actual prohibition Is specified, a kind of tacit

approval should be assumed. But this was not the case

apparently, since as early as the Prophet's time and.

during his life (according to tradition) the question

whether nueic was religiously allowable or not did

arise. Although the factual history of Islamic music

has long ago provided an answer to that Question, In

the flourishing state of music and its unhindered

progress under the patronage of Islamic rulers, yet



theoretically the objection - to out It mildly -

to music hoe always been present 1n the Islamic

countries, if in varying degrees, an objection

which forme an integral oart of the history of

Islamic music and its course of development.

The verses of the Quran are most Indefinite

on this subject, yet according to the advocates of

the lawfulness of music, they afford some inferen¬

tial data in support of their views. In the first

instance, the beautiful voice is considered a blese-
(1)

ing which Otod increases In his creatures, the second

Is a negative oraise of the beautiful voice and the

third is based unon the Quranic description of Para¬

dise "And they in a garden shall be glad (yahbtruna)^'
where the faithful shall be"listening" which A1

(4)
QushayrT gives in his Rlsala as the meaning of yah

blruna. The opposite side to the question also

applies to the Quran for supporting its views, and

mainly relies on inferential evidence of the same nature*

which is equally vague and indefinite. The verses

1) XXXV. 1.

2) Sura XXXI. 18. cit; Ibn *Abd habhihl. (Icd al Carteliv.da
3) 22&, 14.

4) p. 178.
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quoted from the Quifei, on both sides, are sometimes

quoted ©n the slightest resemblance of bearing on the

subject. Philologically the word sama(means hearing (or
listening) but ever since the introduction of the prac¬

tice of Sufi listening to music to induce, religious

ecstasy, the word al sa,;.a^ has acquired a special mean¬

ing and became established as the g neric terra for that

type of mystical practice. Thus many quotations from

the Qur&i - in support ®f both sides - are based on

the mere mention of the word al sama*which did not

acquire that specific meaning in gufi terminology till

centuries later. Mast of the Quranic verses, are merely

quoted ©n account of that word samaf or any other deriva¬
tive from the root sink, as in the following example.

"Give glad tidings to my servants, who listen to the
(1) (_ ,

word and follow the best of it' ( alladhina yastaml una 1

ciawla... etc. ). This is cited by Al QusharyT in support
—

42)of the lawfulness of al saraa.

This was the only ground for Quranic quotation on

this auestion since the word ghina* or inshad have
■ ' M ■ « I ■ III

net occurred in the Quitei. Both sides to the question,

when turning to the Quran for evidence chiefly rely

1) XXXIX. 19.

2) Risala, 178 - Majd el I)7n Al GhazalT: Bawariq al

lima* translated, Robson: 137. Al Sarraj Al Luma(,
280.
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®n Indirect allusions and the verses quoted are

indirect and non-committal and in this case It turns

out that the authority Invoked Is the special inter¬

pretation of the exegete, rather than the Q,u^an itself*
As to tradition, the position is almost un¬

changed, yet let us turn t© tradition and surma

where we can adduce from gawl, fll ©r- tagrir, that

is from the Prophet's speech and action, the evi¬

dence to the contrary* The following "brief summary

may shed some light ®n this thorny question, although,

it involves the repetition ©f points and agreements

which have long ago "been thoroughly investigated,

in the extensive Arabic literature dealing with

that problem af al sama. The same material has also

been translated into English and other languages*

The same evidence, pro and con, has been featuring

in every work concerned with this problem, whatever

the author's views, and both sides would cite the

opposite views in order to discuss them* Frsm the

earliest extant treatises on the subject, that of
(1)

,Tbn Abll Dunya (d. 281*394) t© JTbn Taymiya's
Klsaia fil sama wa 1 rags (eighth century A*H* ) there
see?re t© be a steady accumulation of all the evidence

that could have any bearing on that question*

1/ Ed* by J. Robeon j Tracts on listening to Music.



A1 BukharT quotes ^A^isha, the Proohet's wife

who relates how on the occasion of the wedding of

a Muslim woman to a man from the ansar, the Prophet"1
e 1

asked her If there had been any jollification, lahw,
O) f _(2)as the Anpar delighted in the same. The Icjd al Parld

has a different version in which the Prophet asked

his wife: "and did you not send someone who could

sing? The ansar are people who delight in ghazal
(3)

(love song).

There are other traditions favouring music on

joyous occasions, such as weddings, circumcisions and

the like. A tradition states that the duff (tambourine)
is played an such occasions and to publish and celebrate

marriage - although it does not specify whether it should
(4)

be played by a man or a woman. Ibn Taymiya however,

objects to such an explicit approval on the grounds

that the Prophet only permitted women to do so, since

during his life men did not play the dufuf or clap their

hands, these practices being peculiar to women only and

1) Bukhari: SafrTh, III, 169.

2) IV: 91.

3) Farmer: History. 27.

4) A. Al Nabulsl; Tdah al dalalat. fol.7 - Ibn Taymiya:Risala

234.
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unworthy of men# Thus a man who imitates women# In

so do<ng# should be calledfjnuklftannath^i Evidently#
hla mention of this mukhannnth class# which was re¬

garded with contempt and disfavour In early Tslam# wae

meant to strengthen his point of view#

Another well authenticated tradition relates

how Abu Baler exnreased hie disapproval at finding two

girls olaylng two tambourines and singing the songs of

the day of Buath in A isha's house and in the presence

of the Prophet, who then turned to Aim Baler and 93ked
U>

him to leave their? alone# Other sources attribute to

the Prophet the specific remark of» "let them alone#
(2)

this is our festival#

It is worth jaenti >ning that the severe orthodox

Ibn Taymlya attaches great importance to the last remark -

concerning the festival - and interprets it# not as an

explicit approval of the Proohet# but conditioned by-
two exceptt >nal factors# The first Is that those con¬

cerned were only two young girls# the second that some

pleasure and enjoyment could be allowed them on festive

occasions only# He winds up this argument by citing a

tradition to stress the idea of tolerance in Islam# (3)

1) Ai Ohaaall; Thva II# 04U

S) Al rbehTMTs Al Mustatraf# 001 — Ibn Taymlyat op# cit#

and Al c^ushayrti Rledla: 197 - Al Hafculef* op#oit#
fol# 10.

3) op# cltt 235#
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BuT'harT and Muslim tell us how, on a festival day

^Td, the Abysslnians (A1 Nabuls? has the "Sudanese"

Instead) were playing In the mosque with shields -

darajj — and darts — |ilrab. The Prophet made^ isha go

"behind him, where she could watch them at It, and
(1)

waited patiently there for her. Although this Inci¬

dent Is not directly relevant to the point, in question,

yet It, Is generally g^ven "by the advocates of the law¬

fulness of music, In defence of Islamic tolerance of

pleasure (unessential snort) - lahw. and olny, la^lb.
(27^and to emphasize that the Prophet allowed them.

It Is also related that the Prophet used to

listen to hudll or caravan song, and on one occasion
-> T - (3)

A1 Bara Ibn Malik the "brother of Anas ibn Malik sang

It (Jiuda^ for the men, while Anjasha sang for the

women. It was on that occasion that the Prophet
(4)

warned Anjasha, "to drive gently for the cjawlfrir.

The point being that the hiadT must not rouse the camels

with his song too much, lest they should run wild and

hurt their women riders.

1) A1 QhazalTt Ifrya 245. A1 IbshThT op. clt,., 201.

2) Bukharl: 777. 172. A1 WabulsT: f31.12.

3) Ax GhazalT: loc. cit.

4) A1 OrazalT: Ibid, 242. CiawarTr here Is a colloquial

word for women. Prof. D. Macdonald translates It as

the big glass bottles. J.H.A. S. *Qha?.ail on music."
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On another occasion, the Prophet was present,

at *A^Bha's house where a girl was singing, hut on

tOmar,s entrance she ran away and the Prophet sailed.

So ^Ifcnar as>ed him "what has made thee smile" and he

said, a slave girl was singing here, "but she ran

away as soon as she heard thy step," "I will not

depart, said %roar, until T hear what the Apostle has

heard,M So he called the girl bac'c and she "began to
(1)

sing, the Apostle listening to her.

The advocates of the positive side of the de¬

bate, always refer to the famous occasion of Mohammed's

arrival at kadTna, when the women on the housetops

chanted their xaiuous song, to the beating of their

dufuf, to manifest their joy and greetings on his
(2)

arr!val.

Rajas verses, the object of which is to in¬

spire valour and courage at the battle, have also been

chanted in the presence of the Proohet by his Mcom-
(3)

panlons" while digging the ic^andao. Other fort,is of
poetry have been chanted, either to the Prophet*b

(4)
request or in his presence and with his consent,

1) A1 MarpafTi A1 Ajwiba al music ita, fols, 4 A 6,

A1 HujwTrTt Kashf al rnahjub, 401,

2) Al OhazalT: op»cit», S44,

3) Tbn Tayrolyat op, cit, , 293, Al GhaaalTi op, cit, »YT« 24a

4) Al Qushayrfl lbidt 197.
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- J1)
A1 Qhazall relates how the Prophet listened to a

hundred lines from the poetry of tfcia^ya ibn abTi
Salt. His enthusiasm for poetry, notwithstanding

(2)
the Quranic condemnation of poets Is clearly exhibited

in the Prophet's encouragement to |iassan ibn Thabit,

whose aid he enlisted against the unbelievers, even

to the extent of allov?1ng him a mlnbar (pulpit) in

the masque from which to recite his poetry in glori¬

fication of the Prophet. A tradition also reveals the

Prophet encouraging and inciting Hassan to defend the

sacred cause of the new religion, through the effec¬

tive and impressive medium, poetry, in which he saysj

MOod aids Hassain with the ruh al nudus, so long as he

defends and vies in glory the Apostle of God. M In

another tradition, the Prophet describes the effect

of Hassan's poetry on the unbelievers Banu' £bd Manaf
(4)

as more potent than arrows in the darkness of night.

Ibn Abd Fabblhi adds that the greater part of Hassan*s
(6)

verse was usually chanted.

1) Ihya^ 242.

2) XXXT. XXVI. 224-6.

3) GhazalTj ibid, 242. Al NabulsT; Ibid, fpl.ll.

4) *Iqd al FarTd: TV, 90 - IbshlhT; op. cit. 201.

6) Also c.f. Al TusY; Bawarlqi 128.
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From this summary of the material provided

"by Islam's primary sources, in favour of the per¬

missibility of music, let us now attempt a fair view

of what the opponents of rausic have against It, al-
>»

ways falling back on the authority of the Quran and

the Proohet'e sayings and actions*

Quoting the Quran for evidence against the
to

lawfulness of music, Tbn Taymtys refera/the sura.

spoken to satan "And excite those of them whom you

I1)
can with your voice," which according to him, meant

the "voice of singlngi'

Rejecting the quotation from the sura which

speaks of the beautiful voice that God "adds" or

"increases" In his creatures, Ibn Taymiya bases his

view on the ground, that God's blessings are numerous

and beauty of the face, one of them, Is also an addition

sstyada In creation, but that does not at all Imply the

lawfulnes of enjoyment of such blessings* To the argument

derived from the unpleasantness of one tyoe of voices,

that of asses, he answers that it does not necessarily

need to be intemreted as the permissibility of another

type* As to singing being allowed In paradise (yahbliiiia
XXX. 14). he compares It with wine khamr. which Is allowed

1) I HI. 59-61.
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(1)
there, but le definitely prohibited in this ?/orld.

In dlscubsing tradition, in favour of listening,

we had already alluded to eome of his versions of the

Interpretations of these traditions* To this he adds

fresh evidence, such as an incident revealing the

Proohet, nutting his fingers in his ears to avoid
(2)

listening to a shepherd's pipe. On this same Incl-
- 43>^abulsi basesdent, A1 Nabulsi bases his argument to the contrary,

on the grounds that the Prophet could have ordered

Wafi^, who accompanied hira to do the same, had he found

it essential to the preservation of his faith.

A1 GhazaiT quotes1 sha' s authority, In a

tradition which condemns the singing-girl, her price,
(4)

the selling of her and teaching her as unlawful. There

is another saying to the effect that IblTs was the
(5)

first who walled, and the first who sang. The Prophet

is said to have denounced two voices sawtan a lament

in a moment of disaster, and a pipe mlzmar. in a moment

1) Tbn Taymlya: op. cit. 302-3.

2) Ibid: 235. A1 TUsT: Bawartn al lima*. 155.
3) Idah al dalalat, fol. 12.

4) op. cit., 244.

5) Ifrya,* 251. SuhrawardT: War if, fol. 60.
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(1)
of joy. There are also other traditions relevant

« (2)
to this point in the gajiTfc of A1 TiimidhT.

The Companions, A1 Sajiaba, the contemporaries
of Mohammed who occupy a prominent place In Muslim

law, in view of their shared experiences with the

Prophet, were also brought into the discussion and

have contributed some more conflicting data, yet

without any success In settling this much debated

problem.

Proceeding still further, In a survey of Islamjs

legal attitude towards music, let us outline the respec¬

tive views of the four legal schools of law madhaMb as

expounded by their original founders and in their de¬

velopment of the later writings of their disciples.

Imam Abu JJanTfa pronounced his decided dislike

for singing, to the extent of making it a major sin
(3)

kabTra. According to the'^idaya" a franafT law book,

the testimony of a wailing woman - na\fta - and a song¬

stress - mughannfya. should be rejected, for the sins

they commit, i.e. wailing and singing, since the Prophet
-) (4)con emned the two voices of the nri^a and mughanolya.

1) A1 QushayrT, 193.

2) I; 241 - IIj 33. For more traditions on this point

c.f. A1*IraqT: A1 mughnl printed with the Thy a: II,

pp. 239-240 - also ThyII p. 251-2.

3) A1 Ghasali: oo.cit. XT, 237. Also Hidaya, III, 376.

4) loc. cit.
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(l)
Listed under the same category, is anyone who olaye

the pandore frunbur and is a singer or gathers people

around him to listen to his singing, as such gather-

Inge aim at committing a major sin kabTra.

Malik ibn Anas proscribes singing and commands

Muslims to return a slave-girl if after buying her
(2)

it is discovered that she is a singer. Ibn Taymiya

tells us that Malik on being asked what fom of sing¬

ing was permissible according to the people of MedTna,
replied, "among us, it is only the diseinated - al

fusrag - who sing. The section of the Mudawwana, on

testimony, reveals Malik's view that the testimony

of a naijia^songstress and/singer should be rejected,
if they are reputed among the oeoole as such ( i.e.

(3)
slnrera). In this Malik is generally considered to

represent the prevailing outlook at MadTna, with the

exception of one only of its learned men: Ibrahim
ibn Sa id.

Imam Al Shafl^T, proves a little more liberal -

minded on this question, if only in placing some

1) Hldaiya. loc. cit.

2) GhazalT: op. cit. IT, 237.

3) TV: 79.

4) GhazalT: loc. cit.
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reservations on the legal dislike of music, and

attaching it to certain conditions* He adopts a

cautious course, he states that although music is

not categorically prohibited, yet it is unworthy of

a good Muslim to indulge in listening to it nor make

It hie profession. Thus people who do not actually

indulge in it, hut show an occasional inclination
U)

towards it, should not he rejected as witnesses.

He thereby diverges from the traditional course and

considers It a question of degree and association

rather than an absolute unconditional prohibition*

He also shows his approval of al fcuda] caravan song,

which is soundly based on authentic tradition and

sunna. His disciple A1 HawawT as well as other later

doctors of the same legal school, proscribed all

musical instruments, with the exception of the tam¬

bourine duff, in celebration of a wedding, circumcision

or banquet only. Such unlawful instruments could be
* (2)

destroyed without any liability.

The imam Ibn Jlahbal, who is the head of the

strictest and most rigid of all madhahib naturally
(3)

dislikes music*

Yet in trying to adduce material from the

biographies of these great imams, relevant to the

1) A1 Shafl(r ; Kltab al Hmm Vf. 214-5,

2) Al rlawawi; 200, as cited in Farmer: History, 30.
3 Al QharSlT: op*cit* TT, 238*
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subject under discussion, we are confronted with

the clash "between their theoretical teachings and

the realities of their lives* A story reveals

Abu HanTfa as not altogether Insensitive to music's

appeal* A neighbour of his used to sing, while

drinking, a certain air, every night regularly.

Then, one night Abu HanTfa missed the man's song*

On ashing he was Informed that the man was taken

to prison* The next morning and contrary to his

custom, he made for the palace of *Tsa lbn MUsa,

the governor, who welcomed him with due respect

and on hearing his appeal on behalf of his singing

neighbour, he set free, not only the singing kayyal.

but all who were taken into custody on the same
(1)

day.

As to Triarn Malik, there is no escaping his

reouted fondness of singing about which so much has

been written. It seems to have had an early beginning,
as one of his teachers %rwa Ibn Odhayna, a learned

jurisconsult and an authority on tradition, was also

a gifted lyrical noet, and used to compose the music
(2)for his own poems and sing them* Ibn Udhayna's In¬

fluence, in this s phere, must have been remarkable, as

1) A1 IbshThT: A1 Mustatraf. 202*

2) (Iqd al FarTd JJ, 96.
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the kitab al AghanT reveals Malik correcting a
(i)

mistake that a passer-by made in his singing*

Ibrahim ibn Sa'id ( a learned man of Al MadTna
who

_ _

Medina)/was once asked by the Calif lis run al Rashid

about the learned men of al MadTna who disliked

singing, cited Malik, but vowed to the Calif that

he has heard Malik, with his own ears, sing at the
(2)

wedding of a man named Abu Jian^ala. Such reports,

especially of the K. al AghanT, are often subject
to serious objections to their reliability, but the

song that Ibn Said vowed that he heard Malik perform

on the above mentioned occasion, i. e« "Sulavnia azrna'at

bayna.".. etc. , happens also to be attributed to his

music loving teacher Ibn Udhayna, and is a composi¬

tion of his. This fact might give some weight to

this account, which, no matter how Questionable, still

has its social significance# There is also the possi¬

bility that Abu'l Vila' al Ma^arrT referred to Imam Malik,

some centuries later, in a nassage from his Risalat
J 3)

, xal Chairan which alludes (disapprovingly) to men, v/ho

in their youth were dissipated (sing. khalT), but were

1) AghanT IV,39.

2) ibid: II, 75 - xIod al Fai-Id: IV, 93.

3) p. 175.
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later chosen to lead and teach, and singers with

pandorec and lutes, who were destined to ascend

the nulplt and preach#" Ibn Khordadhbah, suggests

that the author must have looked into the raniss

of singers and wae astonished to find among them

such personalities as^TJnar Ibn Abdel ^AsTs and Malik
(1)

Ibn Anas. However, a close look, at the spiritual

factors that formed the special rational character

of A1 JIljlTs at that time reveals how natural and
inevitable It must have been for Malik to be

appreciative of music and singing. At that time

Mecca and MaflTna, had become, since the beginning

of the second century, A.H. the centre for training

and producing the professional musicians required

for the court at Damascus. There the echoes of

song and melody were fused with those of prayer

and supplication, a state of things which had its
_ (2)

inevitable repercussions on Malik In spite of his rigid.

teachings, and notwithstanding Tbn Taymiya's vigorous
_ (3)

denials of any truth In such accounts about Malik.

A1 Shaftshowed his open appreciation of

music when on one occasion he was listening to sing¬

ing, he asked his companion, 'hew do you like that,

1) A. El Kholys Malik; JT, 261

2) Also c.f. A1 Sarraj - K. A1 Lumac, 276.

3) Ibn Taymiya; 294.
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does it please you?" And, to the negative answer,(1)
Abu HanYfa replied, you have no feeling."

To emphasize the conflict "between the

theories and the actual sociological realities,

there Is some evidence that even, where the specific
qualifications that render a man unworthy of giving
witness were present, that Is to say, in the case

of a man "being "known as a singer, even then some

singers' evidence was accented contrary to the letter
(2)

of the law. A|;rad, a man of sound legal and relig¬
ious education was also a singer, and the fact that

his testimony was acceptable in Madina, is expressly
(3)

referred to by his biographers. DuJ^man A1 Ashlar,

also gave witness, la spite of his profession, as
(4)

he was a musician and singer.

Perhaps the most concise and straightforward
comment on this controversy among the authorities

themselves and between the theory and reality as

well, is that which states that anyone who commits
something on which there is dl^agreement between

1) A1 MarsafT; Ajwiba al musfrita, fol. 5.

2) This vocalization is given in Maealik al Absar,
a different version is fAtarrad given in Farmer:

History, 85.

3) Al^UmarT: Masal lit al Abpar. IX. 10.
4) Ibid. 9.
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U)
the jurists, will not he punished for It#

It could he concluded from the preceding

survey of the oriiaary sources that Islamic law

too* a distinctively "^disapproving" view of music,

that Is If such an understatement could convey the

actual legal outloo*# Singing, singers, musical

Instruments and those who Indulged In listening to

them, were all subject to severe strictures, with

perhaps the exception of frudta *alone.
Yet out of this labyrinth of conflicting

theories and the constant clash of the letter of

the law, with the sociological reality, the first

element essential to a real understanding of this

problem, would be to attempt to specify that on

which the ban was imposed, what was the conception

of music in relation to this question? Was it,

vocal, Instrumental? religious or secular?

The quotations from the Quran and sunna.

reveal some inconsistency ana vagueness# There
mm)

is no mention of the word fihlna. or for that matter
its early pre-lsiamic counterpart of Insnad. which

was generally associated with poetry, nor fouda In

the Quran# The only word which has the nearest
mm (

bearing on music in it Is soma# which as referred

1) Rlsala fT lbafcat al same/ Paris MS./'ll&Q
fol#13#
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to before, did not acquire that specific sense as

a term of Suffsrn, till some centuries later. ThUB

there is no ground for any direct views based on

the Quran and hence the shallowness and superfic¬

iality in the legal basis of the theologians* argu¬

ments against music, which the exegetes tried to

remedy by their special and somewhat arbitrary

1nterpretations.

Tradition and sunna's authenticity is

generally open to questioning. In these, music is

dealt with both instrumentally and vocally. Vocal

music seems to fall into two distinct categories,

religious and secular. The religious vocal music,

that is chanting of poetry on a sacred theme, as
>_ (1)

well as the cantlllatlon of the Quran, seem to

have been equally acceptable and permissible, if

with certain reservations. So is instrumental music,

associated with any religious ritual or other occasion.

Vocal and instrumental music of a purely secular

nature, is almost unanimously viewed with disapproval

by the orthodox of Islam.

Thus music, in itoelf, was not prohibited,

since it was elevated to the sphere of the sacred,

1) For legal view on this, see p. 46 of this chapter.
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and Ita great moral Influence In aid of religious

sentiments was not. Ignored In Islam. Then how

did the opposition to music originate under Islam?

There are two theories on this question,

the one attributing the germ of that opposition

to music, to the Proohet himself, while the other

suggests a later period and credits the 'Abbasld
theologians with fabricating the evidence so aB

to counteract the Immoderate love for music pre-
U)

vailing at that time.

In order to examine closely the theory of

the Prophet's responsibility for the germ, or the

whole of the censure of music, It Is necessary to

establish, very briefly, the function and the role

that music played In ore-Islamic life,with Its

secular and religious aspects. It seems that the

prevailing attitude towards life as a whole, among

the pre-Islamlc Arabs, was not what could be safely

described as religious, In fact, they seem to have
(2)

been all for worldly pleasures. Music in their

life, fulfilled Its normal function by ekpress^ng

their emotions In moments of Joy and festivity, as

In celebrating marriage and similar family occasions,

1) Farmer* History. 22.

S) Lyall: Ancient Arabian poetry p. XXVI1 also

Qrunebaum: Medieval Islam. 71.
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or In sadness and adversity Ae in the elegies and

lamezits for the dead, women also sang their battle-
(1)

songs. The hKdT whiled artay the time and tried

t© overcame the fatigue and hardships of his

monotonous desert life by his si pie ^udTtS The

mother would lull her baby to sleep t© the strains
(8)

of a fsimnle tune. ">®etry, the Arabs best beloved

art, was generally associated with music which seemed

t® come naturally to the aid of poetry with its strong

accents, making so natural the intoning of thee© verses
(3)

verses in (tarnTmj. their trghbTr was also a form

of musical Intonation of prose. In their worship,

they practiced certain rituals such as the
(4)

and talblya in the pilgrimage. At such a primitive

phase ©f civilisation, music ie generally a social art,
(&)

practiced by all. It was not a free independent artistic

1) At the battle of TJhud Hind biut fUtba accompanied by

the women belonging ta al Lat, spurred the warriors

on by reciting ra.iaa ooems to the sound of tambourines.

(K« al Aghant: XT. 186) Haldar; Association of the

cult Praohets aiinng the Semites, 184.

8) tfIqd al Farid: TV, 38. J. Zaydam ibid. V, pp. 33—38.

3) Hastings. Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethlcsi

Mohmmnedan music* Tx, 83.

4) Haldari op. cit. 185.

5) Farmers History. 10.
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activity sought for its own sake, but was invariably

associated with noetic recitation or chanting, and
(1)

dancing. Pre-Islamic music was no exception to thie

rule, and their music was always associated with

other activities, yet Arabian music, did not seem

to have any particular sacred or religious associa¬

tion^ as in the case of other primitive cultures*

A view which is justified by the thoroughly secular
(2)

ideals prevailing in jahlllyya* So much for the

situation, before Islam, let us then examine the

different theories on the origin of the ban on

music, in the light of that brief picture of Pre-

Islamlc music.

The Proohet himself, as we have seen from

some well authenticated traditions, was not totally
indifferent to the beauties of the tonal art, even

as simple as we have just seen, it could safely

be said that he tolerated the frudgjj at last, on

some occasions* Even the popular view that he was

strongly opposed to ooetry, and to music as associated

with it, must be refuted, on the ground that it does

not conform to his appreciation of {tassan*8 poetry

1) Wallaeehekj Primitive Music. Chan.Wf. VIII.

2) Fanner: History* 9.
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and hie consciousness of Its Influence on the un-

(1)
believers. Thus the absociation with ooetry, could

not, alone be at. the root of hie reserve towardB
(S)

music. The exploration of the Prophet1b attitude
(3)

on this question, on purely physiological grounds.

Is hardly worth discussion at all.

Another alternative expounded by Dr. H. O.
U>

Parmer, finds the root of the whole problem in

Mohammed's aversion, even fear,of anything that

savoured of paganism, or any association that was

in any way suggestive of the heathen practices of

pagan soothsayers and poets.

This theory, at its face value, seems to pro¬

vide an adeauato Interpretation of the underlying

motive in Mohammed'b attitude. Yet on closer exam¬

ination, even this theory conflicts with an established

fact In the Islamic ritual practices of many centuries.

Curiously enough, the almost principal function of

music in pre-Tslamlc pagan worship, was that connected

1) See ante. p. 13.

2) Farmer, Ibid, 23.

3) ibid: 32.

4) ibid: 33.
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(1)
with pilgrimage. And it was this pre-Islaralc

pagan practice that came to he adopted in Islam

and'the erstwhile heathen tahlTi and talhlya

actually "became sacrosanct under the new dlspensa-
(2)

tionj' and we hear of the companions using tahlil
and talhiya during the Pro bet's life* in pilgrimage.

How then would this fact conform to the theory that

the motive was to avoid anything suggestive of pagan

ideals or wordiip? Surely the tahlll and talhlya

should have "been "banished and prohibited from all

Islamic worshio* "being much more dangerous and

threatening to the new falthyand more suggestive
of paganism* than the mere sound of a duff or mtamar

on a joyous occasion.
Vie must then seek* another adequate justi¬

fication or explanation of Mohammed*e views concerning

music. His reserve* on this point has much in common

with other religions* in similar circumstances as in

the preaching of puritanlsm and unworldllness In
(3)

early Judaism and Christianity. Thus, in the same

spirit, Mohammed sought to divert his people's minds

1)0. Uemombyness Le Pelerlnage* 194.

2) Farmer: j.r.a.S. 1952, I, "Religious Music", 62.

3) Farmer: IMd* 61.
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avrny from worldy pleasures which they loved and

apnreciated so much, before Islam* It was most

probably in an effort to concentrate ail resources
in the service of the new creed* The founder of

the faith must have been intent on keeping the

believers in a serious integrated and exalted

frame of mind, and to eliminate all weakening and
enervating elements, including music that could
have been detrimental to his great and constructive

task*

Such a theory based on general principles

seems to have much in its favour, especially in

view of the prevailing ideas on the great influence
of music* In fact, the outstanding feature of the

Islamic censure of music, at its different stages,

is the implicit awareness of music's power* The
whole controversy repeals -although indirectly -

a consciousness of the spiritual power of music,

and a deeo-rooted appreciation and loire of the

tonal art, of which so many exaggerated accounts
(1)

abound in Muslim writings, and which even the

strongest orthodox opponent to music Tbn Taymiya
(2)

could not deny. Could the ban on inuelc, then, have

1) rIqd al Farld: 3a*

2) op. cit 304.



"been originally, a protective measure, which was

later elaborated and adopted "by the theologians

of Islam, to counteract the keen susceptibility

of the Arab temperament, and all other Muslim

nations also, to music?

Having discussed the theory of the Prophet*s
responsibility for the censure, from different

angles, there remains the other theory suggesting

its origin in the fabrications of the Olbbasld
theologians. This theory seems to have much in

its favour, being more in accordance with the logi¬
cal and historical evolution of the society. The

Islamic society, which by that time - ^Abbasid
dynasty - was enjoying an undreamt of social and
economical stability and prosperity, was indulging

in finery and luxurious living. One of the best

appreciated pleasures of life in this opulent

society was music and song, which incidentally were

intimately associated with drink khamr, at the courts
■

of Califs. It is probably under these favourable

conditions, that music became closely associated

with forbidden pleasures. The social background

to Islamic music - especially in the life of the

ruling aristocracy - made it savour of dissipation

and frivolity, which gave some justification to the

puritans' condemnation of it, as associated with the
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(1)
neglect of religions duties.

It is more than likely, that the legal "ban

dates from a late period in Islam, and was actuated

"by the flourishing state of music and musicians, and

at the same time its closer attachment to evil asso¬

ciations, factors, which could well "be considered as
(2)

threatening to the moral code of the Islamic society.
To ensure more attention and observance of the ban on

music, it is likely that the theologians vested it
with religious authority, since the moral and the

religious, were not distinctly separ ate under Islam.

However, we can safely presume that the act'aal ban

did not directly originate from the teachings of

the Prophet, as the problem, at that time was not

dangerous. It also seems to have sprung later, from

social, rather than religious considerations.

Music itself then was not the object of the

censure in Islam, and we now have ample evidence of

the permissibility - and approval - of music and

musical instruments associated with any religious

sentiment or ritual. Thus, it is not difficult to

comprehend, how, in spite of the endless contro-

1) Ibn Abi'l Dunya: bhamm al malahT, trans. Rob sons
Tracts on listening to music.

2) Rob son: ibid, 4.
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versies on music, Islamic worship reveals some

interesting musical features and that music did

contribute its share to the ritual practices of

the same religion, which is supposed to have pro¬

scribed it. Even the orthodoxy of Islam appreciated

the stimulating, unifying and exalting powers of

music in the fieia of worship, and thus music - as

simple and crude as it was- had a function to ful¬

fill under Islam, which was unanimously sanctioned

and approved.

Having endeavoured to assess the influence

of religion on music, let us now consider the other

side of the picture, that is to say, how music in¬

fluenced worship in Islam# As in the previous part

of this survey, the sociological nature of this study

imposes the necessity of considering, not only the

legal and theoretical aspects to the point under

discussion, but also the relevant sociological

realities of life, with their inevitable modifi¬

cations to laws. The following survey of Islamic

religious music, being chiefly descriptive, will

occasionally refer to modern practice. This is to

some extent due to the inadequacy of the material

derived from legal works, in conveying a clear

picture of the actual music of the older period,
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and again to the total absence of any notation
of the particular style of religious music. In

recurring to the modern practice, allowance will
"be made of course, for the normal evolution of

such practices over the centuries, although, being
related to religious matters such evolution is

bound to be rather limited in regard to the great

care and -preservation with which religious rituals
(1)

have been cherished in Islamic countries. As J.

Rouanet put it, the contact between muslim countries
and other civilizations might have effected some

modifications in the ancestral customs and tradi¬

tions, yet what concerns the religion has always
(2)

remained intangible.

The musical features in Islamic ritual are

many and interesting, yet the scope of Islamic re¬

ligious music is rather restricted as compared to
that of the Christian sacred music, although, in

matters of origin, the difference was not so sharply
contrasted. The individual character of Islamic

worship and its simplicity, with its direct commu¬

nion between God and the faithful, is definitely

one of the factors that have narrowed down the scope

1) j. B. Trend: The Music of Spanish History: 22.
2) Rouanet: "Musique Arabe," in Lavignac Encyclo¬

pedic de Musique... pt. I, vol.V, 2818-9.
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(1)
of Islamic religious music.

The Quran, the sacred took of Islam, a

constantly recurring feature in the daily life
of a muslim, provides some interesting aspects of

a musical element, in its composition, its correct

pronunciation and recitation - ta.iwTa - and its

cant illation.

Every language has Its music, so to speak,

and this "music" of the language, lies mere in

the general intonation of the Idiom, the accents

and way of pronunciation and the timbre of the words,
(2)than in the special meaning of the vocabulary. This

"music" of the Arabic language has found its ulti¬

mate expression in the composition ef the Quran.

This greatest masterpiece, the culmination of liter¬

ary achievement in the Arabic language, has been and

always will be the best model and source of the

Arabic language at its purest and highest level.
This outstanding example of fepajia had a strange(3)

-

appeal to the rough badawl Arabs in spite of their

aversion to its Ideals at first. Its influence and

1) Bousouet: Lea Grandes Pratiques Bituelles... 116.

Leisnens: Islam Beliefs arid Institutions. 106.

2) Dupre et Nathan 1 he lanesge musical, ct^ by
il. Belvlanest Soclologle de la Musi cue. 119.

3) Grunebaum: "Apart from its theological content,
it has even been aciii ired by some Christians"

op. cit. 97-99.
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power over the Arabs, in the early daya of Islam,

belonged rather to the adhere of the ©esthetic tlian

the intellectual, it was more of an emotional res-

nonee to the Bound of the words, than may intellec¬

tual appreciation of the content, *TJtear ibn al

Khatlab. vnown among the Arabs for hie severity

and strength, wee among the many who were won over

to the new faith, through the deep stirring influ-
(i)

ence of the sacred words. This emotional influence

of the ©acred bo >k, could be chiefly attributed to

its well-balanced, musical and strongly rhythmic

composition. Its immediate appeal to the poetic

nature of the Arabs - eveft the unbeliever© - could

be better understood ©n these line;;, ae distinct

from the actual grasp of the sense of the verses.

According to the authorities in Arabic rhetoric,
the conditions of fagafrg, in the one word among

others are that its letter© should be of dietinet

pronounciattan, ©o ae not to shoe* the ear, and its
sound should be suggestive of its sense. Then the

composition of the sentences should constitute a

certain element of delicate choosing of words to
(S)convey the exact shade of xoeanlng required etc*

1) M.S. Al s5fifii I^iaz al ..arani 284.

2) Al KhnflTjT* Strr al fayatfra, 62,
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Of these examples abound, in the well balanced con¬

trasted composition of the Quran, which fully conforms

to such conditions. In its words, separately, and as

a nart, of the sentence, indeed it is the perfect ex¬

ample of the "music of language".

The composition of the Quran itself is very

elaborate and impressive. The eariy suras of the

Meccan period are very rhythmical and have a dis-
U)

tlnct rhythmical cadence. "Recited in sonorous long

drawn tones by a practised reader whose whole being

is thrown into the effort of reproducing the words

of Allah, they are undoubtedly impressive even to

an outsider and on the faithful the effect is elec-
(3)

trical." The predominance of a poetical element

in the early aires Is acknowledged, especially,

as contrasted with the longer and more serious

MadTnan suras. The latter dealing with practical

and Je gaL questions, do not afford the same out-
(3)

standing strong feeling for rhythmic impulse pre-
__ (4)

dominant in the Meccan suras. This dominant, feature

becomes clearer by corapfiMng the suras from the Meccan

1) Stanton: The Teaching of the Quran. 14

5?) ibid, lac, cit.

3) Even Larnmens thought the.: "lyrical" op. cit, 46.

4) Mursalat LXXVTT - Muddathlr LXXIV.
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with those froM the MadTnan periods. The latter,

are not so rhythmic in composition, or elaborate in

construction, and are much longer, features analogous
U)

to the practical and legal nature of the content.

On the whole, there is a marked feeling for
V

syrametry and balance in the Quran, and its elaborate

construction seems to take the definite form of a

recurring "refrain" which heightens the effect of

the words by stressing the recurrent ideas, in a musl-
(2)

eally effective and contrasted form and there are

also examples where the sacred words fall into dls-
(3)

tinct stroohes.

A modern Egyptian writer M. £adeq A1 Rail

has greatly contributed towards a better apprecia¬

tion of the muelcality in the composition of the

Qufei in his book "I^is al Quran." Whatever the

value of such a contribution to the vast literature

on the Quran, it certainly has a claim to be men¬

tioned here as Introducing a new element to the

snhere of research on the subject. The comixjsiticffi

TJ Laramens: ibid. 47. Rodwell, preface to translation

of Quran, p. 3.

2) Sura Mursalat LXXVtl, "Moon" al qamar m and

Al Rafttnan LV etc.

3) Although a madTnan sura, is a good example.

Al AJizab, 33.
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ft Ion of the sacred "book had always been eftudied by

rhetoricians, and approached from linguistic and

literary aspects before. This very brief and
inadequate account is intended to touch on the
interest of a specialized study of the musicallty
In its composition, and does not claim more than

to point it out to those best able to undertake it.
The Quran has greatly contributed in another

way, to the preservation of the ourest form of
Arabic. The sanctity with which the book was cher¬

ished among Muslims, over the centuries was, in¬

directly reflected on the language. Rules were

later fixed to ensure, the correct pronunciation

and recitation of the Qufen, which was handed down

orally from one generation of nurraj to another. A
singularly perfect system of the Intonation of the
Qu?an was devised. Thus the language in which the
sacred book was revealed to the Prophet, shared

some of the formal and aHmost fanatical affection

which was always bestowed on religious matters in
'(1)

Islam.

This perfect system of intonation is known
(2)

as t.a.1wTd which literally means perfection. Technically

1) Trend ibid. 22.

2) Tbn A1 Ja?:arTj A1 TarohTd fl *llrn al ta,1wTd.5.
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cally It. designates the art, of reciting the Qui^an
correctly, "giving to every consonant its full

value as much as it reciuires to "be well pronounced
(1)

without exaggeration# The object of this art is to

train the tongue to the correct vocalisation and

punctuation, essential to the perfect understanding

of the sacred words.

There are three forms of tat]wTd: tartTl is
the slow recitation which enables the reciter to

observe all the rules and to do justice to every

vowel and consonant, and give just the right length

to every pause or long vowel, (macid). |iadr Is a

quicker recitation, yet always with strict adher¬

ence to the rules of tajwTd. The third is the reci¬

tation of medium speed, something between tartll and
(2)

hadr.
MMMIM

The long vowels (or the madd) have fixed rules

which govern the exact length approorlate to each case.

Failure to observe these is considered a grave error
(3)

in recitation which would be strongly criticized.

Although the fundamental rules are fixed for the correct

recitation of the Qufei, yet there are seven different

clraoat. and according to some sources ten, which do not,

1) Encyclopedia of Islams "TajwTd" Tv. 601.

2) ibid, 7.

3) ibid, 4.
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(1)
however, differ fundamentally.

It is worth mentioning however, that the

rules of ta.jwTd do not give any Indication of the

melodic cantillation of the yufex, they merely deal

with the nunctuatton and Intonation of the words,

yet these rules observed so strictly throughout

the Islamic world, have greatly contributed to

preserve that special rauelc of the Arabic language

against the process of time. The millions of mus-
v.

iims who learn the Quran by heart, ever since in¬

fancy, have had their tongues prooerly trained

through the best of all phonetic methods, the

ta.lwTd, which was preserved and studied in the
(2)

numerous Quranic schools throughout the Muslim world,
"1—

The cantillation of the Quran is perhaps, the

most interesting feature of Islamic religious music.

The terms cantillation, and chant, denote the free

art of chanting or monoohonic recitation of prose

texts, according to no fixed melodies or intervals,

practices which are characteristic of the liturgical

music of many Oriental cultures, such as that of the
(3)

Jewish synagogue, and the Indian chanting of the Rigveda•

1) A1 JazirT: Munjlfl al MuqriTn pp. 70, 57.
2) c. f. WaymT: Dur al Quran ff Dimashq.

3) Harvard Dictionary of music - Grove: Diet, of

Music, 703.
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Thus these terms seem the most appropriate

for designating the style of chanting of the Quran*

This style is generally in free rhythm, and follows

no fixed melodies or intervals. It must on no account

"be accompanied with musical instruments and with, of

course, strict adherence to the shove mentioned rules
of ta-1wTd. The melodies of cant illation, usually

flowing and slow, are limited to a few notes, and

very seldom exceed the octave* But they provide a

wide ecooe for individuals to exercise imagination,

a1'ill and initiative in cantlllating it* This variety

in style has now "become sharnly defined in the modern

practice in different. Islamic countries* The contrast

can "be easily grasped by comparing the existing

styles of cantillation in Egypt, North Africa and

Syria respectively* The elaborate and ornate style,

with errvnhasis on the lyrical side in the melodic
(1>

contour, has always been favoured in Egypt* In

North Africa, the cantillation is nothing but the

mere inflexion of the voice, on two or three notes

only, which is just designed to relieve the monotony,

without any definite shape or elaborate ornamentation

of the melody* The Syrian style however is lee6

elaborate than that of the Egyptian style, and is

1) A1 JazarT: TaahTd. Qurtubl, ibid. 121.
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(1)
simpler and taken at a quicker tempo.

Going bacr- to the earlier days of Islam, it

is difficult to determine the exact rise of this practice,

but the usual theoretical debates on cantillation, simi¬

lar to those on music generally — have arisen early.

Side by side to the above mentioned controversy on the

lawfulness of music, there arose also the questions of

chanting the holy book, and whether It should Involve

the use of melodies. Here again the profusion of

material makes it very difrlcult to sura up the whole

coherently. However, we cannot exclude all mention

of the trends of the debate, even if only for their

1) Prof. D. Prince (Encyclopedia of Religion and

Ethics ITT. 53) tends to stress the "rhythmic
character of the chanting of the Quran and des¬

cribes the melody as secondary to the rhythm of

the language and used merely to avoid monotony.

He describes also a roulade on five notes on the

stress syllable of the most important word." It

seems that the modern standards in the Middle East

show a preference for the interval of the fourth,

rather than the fifth. But the emphasis on the

rhythm does not apply to the cantillation or the

Adhan. which do not follow anything in the nature

of the rhythmic modes, or sharp accentuated rhythms

typical of oriental singing nor does it conform to

a systematic recurrence of a strong beat.
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academic Interest.

In the Quran itself, there is one relevant

verse which £oea;"wa rattil 11 Mufen. t.artTlal^ ^'fhe
literal meaning of tartTl is the slow and deliberate

following of one thing after another, and according

to A1 Afma^i ; is, the careful and slow pronouncing
of words. fAli ibn AbT Jalib is credited with the

Interpretation of this verse, as "the tajwtd of letters

and the correct pauses, while Tbn al JazarT gives us to

understand that, It means nothing but just to recite it
(2)

slowly and carefully.

Another BttkharT tradition tells us that the

Prophet on hearing (Abdullah ibn Qays or Al AshWT,
chant the Quran, with his delicate and beautiful voice,

(3)
likened it to a pipe from the pipes of David.

Al TlrmldM quotes Huahayfa that the Prophet

said, "Recite the Qux^an to the melodies lufruh of the

Arabs, and their airs agwatiha but never to the melo¬

dies of the dissipated (ahl aL flgg),... He then prophe-
siee that there will come the time when people will be

1) BukharT: gafrTfr TTF, 156

2) TamhTd. pp. 6 — 7.

3) BukharT, loc. cit. Tbn KathTrj FaffaSlal Quran, 122.

Al QurJubTj Al Tadhkars. 112. GhazalT: op.clt., TT
239.
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"singing" the Qui^im to the tarlT^of singing fthlnK^
and lauent nawh, and they shall he cursed, as well* (1)
as those who listen to them.

Another tradition to that effect goes* "Adorn

CsawInul the Quran with your voices,1" and is cited

"by Ion iawud, Tbn Haja and A1 ilasa^Q Muslim's version

differs in saying "He is not one of us, who does not
- , >-

e1ng (yatoahanm Ml ) the wan.
This saying has "been the subject of one of

those protracted arguments, which involved commentators

as well as philologists. The letter's job was to estab¬

lish the exact meaning of the words, A1 ^urJubT dealt

with thie point at length and from every postal ble

angle, in order to eliminate any possibility of using

profane melodies in cant illation. One of his inter¬

pretations is founded on the inversion of the text
j_(S)

I.e. adorn >our voice.' with the Curarw Another taovIed
J*)

taghanni as derived from lstlghna or oposlto of 1ft1gar.

However, after three different interpretations, the Jest

1) QurJubTt ibid, 191,
2) Ibid, 112,114,117 - A1 Ladhl-I: Al Fatfciyya, ful.lt>,

in—
For more traditions* c,f, Al MOghnTi Ip'CMargin of IJiya)

280 - 281.

§| mi. 11T also Barraj* ibid. 680. Ibrt .Salaraa: K» al
Qurtubi __ malahT, 5.

4)/tbid, 115, Tbn sTda; Mufchaapas >Tt ». 9.
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compromise arrives at, was that the "adornment" is
the mastery of the different glra^at. Tbn Taymlya,
however, takes a positive attitude In stating that
it just meant chanting it (tafrsln al sawt blhT). As

typical of such controversies, we find Al yabar? and
Ibn al ^ArabT using the same tradition in favour of

allowing melodious cantlllatlon of the Imuran with
41)

ta$rTb and tarj 1. This last example represents the
"bewilderment of theologians on this question, and

their deliberate efforts to avoid the suspicion of
>(s)

associating profane singing with the Quran.

Of the doctors of the four1 legal schools Ma 11.1c

and Tbn jjlaribal proscribe melodious cantlllatlon (tafrrlb)
Abu HanTfa allows It^and Al Chafapproves of melodies

in recitation and nrefers it to be recited with hadr
(4) 5

(quick recitation) and tafr^Tn,In a sad voice.
The controversial evidence does not help, here

again, to settle the question* Yet, there arose a class
of eminent muslim writers with a more liberal outlook

Qurtubi
D/Xbld, 11S.

S) Farmer; Religious Music In Islam, 62,63.
mm

3) Al Shalabi; Commentary on Tanblh by Zayla 1 ; I, 91.
4) Shaf iCT ; K. al TJram V£> 215.
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liice A1 GhazalT, Ibn Khaldun and others who appreciated

the great power of the holy book if chanted to appropriate

melodies, and rendered with dignity and conviction with¬

in certain limits. According to them ta£rib and tarji(
were permissible on the condition that they do not inter¬

fere with the correct and proper pronunciation, nor with

the sense of the words: The appropriate form of cantilla¬

tion is that which inspires the listener with awe, piety
(1)

and devotion.

Ibn Khaldun the fanous Andalusian historian of

the eighth century A. H. tried to draw the line between

the dignified appropriate chanting and the melodies of

secular singing. The right musical intonation of the
V

Quran, according to him, is that based on simple, spon¬

taneous melodies, which are not the outcome of any musi¬

cal training, as music has nothing at all to do with

the Qui/anJ This natural ability to which he refers,

is called midmar and most of the curra* whose chanting

can be as sweet as the sound of pipes, have only got that

natural spontaneous ability. However, if the melody of

the cantillation would in any way conflict with the

perfection of pronunciation, then the melody should be

abendonned in favour of tilawa recitation. The Quifen

1) Ibn Kathir: Pada^'l al Quran. 122 also S. Rashid

Ei£a: commentary on seme, 120-9.
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is supposed to Inspire awe, as it directs our thoughts

to death ana what follows it. It should be held above
(1)

mere delight in the perception of pleasant sounds. If

we add to this the statement of Ibn ^utoyba to the effect
tb*1* tartTl and taghbir of the i«,uran are no different

irom singing and huda» also that ^Ata^ ibn AbT kabaji
a ? roved of using the raelodiet. of sang and huda? in

v. <2) —
cantillating the furan, Later we have evidence again

that definite secular melodies have found their wa^s

to the cantillation, and a certain verse from sura XVIII

was the first to be sung to the same melody of a certain
(3)

popular eong* Such things must have greatly perturbed

the orthodoxy of Islam and it is lively that the strong

etiictvsres against tar.iTi tnjrlb end ta^blr were meant
to cbecV euch profanity from cant,illation, and as a

aoature to counteract a t*ndency which became clear 1n

Ai Hijira, sine© we hear that the Calif ^Itanr ibn fkbdel
/ - (4)
iAzlz, when heading the believers at Praters melodized

(t,atrabaj his recitation, to which the learned Ea^ld ibn

Muqaddiiaai pp, 366-8,

?) Tod al FsrXd, Jv, 92.

3) Al JaznrTi TnmhXd 4,

4) TJsing a capital to denote the special muallxa

practice after Domombynos,
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al Muelb objected, the result was that it was never
(1) >.done a cra^ n. This melodizing of the < uran in Prayere

is generally dlsap-iroved and the prevalent custom ie

to intone the vereee with the usual Inflexion of the

voice, restricted to two or three notes only - while

the ornate melodious cant,Illation has been restricted
(S)

to independent recitation.

It would be rather difficult to grasp the full

significance of such a dispute until we hear of cer-
<

tain dangerous practices that have been mixed with

cantiiiation in later years. Al JogarT (d.1429 A*£>« )
a shafT^ite mention® devices such as tarfd, shaking

of the voice, ta$rTb, which makes the words ancillary

to the melody, to the extent of distorting them, tabaTn,
the affectation of ©odness, all being devices of a

profane character, not in keeping with the sanctity

of the Qux&n. They neither enhance the sense of the

holy words, nor help to Impress their meaning on the

mind of the listener which is the aim of all reading

of the Quran. In *torth Africa haggaibTn. that ie pro¬

fessional cantlllstors chant the together (in a

1) QurJubT, 113.

2) Al EhalabT says that melodising the turVin in Prayers,

if It changes a word invalidates the Prayeri ibid; 1,91.

3) Al JazarTi Ibid, pp. 4-6.
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chorus) at the mosques and, by the end of the month

the sixty ahzab of the Qu^an must be finished by what
(1)

is called a khatma or finale to mark the end. This

however must have been a comparat ively recent develop¬

ment, since we know that Ibn JUbayr who on travelling
to the East and on hearing the Quran chanted (in chorus)

(2)
was astonished. To sum up, the fundamental principle,

which covers all the different views at all times, is

that the melody of the eantillation should never be

allowed to govern the words or take the upper hand,

nor should it be considered as an end in itself# The

chanting must be of a simple, dignified and impressive

character worthy of the sacred book#

What is said of cantlllation can be said of the

adhan literally "announcement," that is the call to

Prayer, which although it is only a sunna and not

farT&e, jet, failure to observe it, amounts almost to a

breach of the faith, for which war can be declared by

the believers, such is the importance of this institution
(3)

to muslim ritual.

According to the traditional account it was

first instituted during the Prophet's life soon after

1) J. Rouanet; op# cit#, 2821.

2) Tbn Jubayr - Travels, 152.

3) A1 Zayla^i : TabyTn X, 89.
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Hv'ra. Bhen the muelims first c^itie to MadTna, they

suggested the use of a hell to Bumraon them to Prayers,

or the sounding of a hug (trumpet), both were, rejected

as Christian and Jewish practices# tfoiar suggested that

a man should call to Prayers, whereupon the Prophet
a)

8s1red Bilal to do so. According to a different version,
(2)

it was Abdaliah ibn Zayd, who saw It in his dreams#

Thus Islam has substituted the human voice for the

Christian churehbell and the Jewish trumpet, and the

cantiHated vocal call to Prayers, which has developed

Into one of the most Interesting features typical of its

religious music.
The first inuadhdhtn in Islam was Bilal the

Abyssinian and it is related to the Prophet that he
as^red Abanllah ibn Zayd to demons- rate it to Bilal

(3)
whose voice was more sonorous and his breath longer#

The prophet told Bilal to put his fingers in his oars

while cantiilating the call, as it would help the
/ (4>production (anda) of the voice. We can thus appreciate

the lie ortance of the beautiful voioe, as one of the
(6)

qualifications to the job of muadhdhins who were

1) BuitharT: gafrTfr I, 80.

2) A1 Zayla: loc. cit.

3) A1 KasanT: Ban.siV al BanaY i I, 149#

4) A1 gara^hel: Al Mabsufr, I, 130#

5) Al Shalabi: ibid. 89.
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chosen with care end were well paid for this job.

An incident of some Interest to this point tell© how

Abu Mafrdhura, the mundhdhin at Mecca, lowered his voice

when he came to the Prophet* s n one, because the Meceans

were not accustomed to hear it yet, on which the Prophet
(1)

commanded him to return and say it, loudly, which tells

us definitely that the madd of the voice */ith the call

was practiced then. The same problem of ta$rTb and
(2) ———

tar.1 v and their permise^bl If ty presents Itself in connec¬

tion with the adhan as with cant,illation,
I mini p

LiVre the cantillat ion of the • uran, the practice

of adhan varies considerably from one country to another.

A1 MaqrTzT gives an interesting account of the evolution

of this practice in Egypt, and the introduction of tasbTh
which he suggests to be of Jewish origin. This tasbTh
was first adopted there, when the *arTf or chief muadhdhln
to the governor Maslama ibn MuVhallld started the custom

of cantiHating the adhan from midnight to dawn, lengthen¬

ing it with pious invocations and tcsbTfoat, that is the pro¬

nunciation of subfrana^liah. AJansd ibn 1'ulun is credited

1) ShalabT: ibid, 129, madd i.e. prolongation.

2) The tern tarjT ha© a distinct meaning in connection

with adhan only, that, is ru.lu* (return) to the

shahsdatayn and repeating them loudly commended by

Shafi^tes but not the jianaiTs (2ayX«^U ibid X, 39.)
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with Introducing another Innovation to acjhnn, since
he had twelve mukebblrTn divided into groups of four

each, these grcrooe would alternately soend the whole

night In cantlllatlng the oWan, pronouncing t.aVbTr.
chanting religious papald and supplications, In addition

to the adhan at the proper hour. One man must have

been at the head of the group to conduct the cantllla-

tlon which was always In unison. After him, his son

[huraarawayh kept up the same tradition and hence the
(1

custom for the muadhdhln's beautiful nocturnal tasMh.

This tasblfo before dawn, still observed nowadays, Is

usually the most ornate, beautiful and awe-Inspiring

version of adhan from the musical and devotional

point of view.

The differences the adhan (and cantillatlon)
in the Muslim countries are the reflection of the

temperament of the people end Is to some extent, gov-
(9)

erned by the prevailing madhhab or legal school. Thus

In the parts In North Africa where the mallkT school

dominates, we have a specimen of adhan simple and even

stern within a very restricted range, and Is almost in

monotone throughout, and this rigid formula Is pre¬

served In Algeria and Morocco generally, especially

Travels
i) Khl^i II, 973. Tbn Jubayr/3147 - 158.

»

9) J, Rouanot; op.clt,., 9819.

C*.
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In the far reaches, where the first Islamic traditions

are almost kept Intact, we find the call of rudimentary
simplicity with a slight Inflexion of the voice on

the last syllables. Then again, where the ffanafT
school Is predominant, the musical style Is "brilliant,
with more ornamentation and festooning of the melody,

(1)
as 1e the case in Tunis which also applies to Egypt.

J. Rouanet, even suggests an analogy between the In¬

tellectual character of each legal school, and the

style of Its religious music, so that according to hlra,
the horizontal and stern style corresponds to the rlgld-
ness of the MallkT school and the ornate and elaborate

call Is appropriate to the spirit of rationalism
(2)characteristic of the Jianafi teachings.

Professor J. D. Prince gives Illustrations of

the adhan from Yemen, and another from"Iraq, both
(3)

being ft modern versions in musical notations. They
serve to give a rough outline of the style, but are

not accurate representations, Melodically, they

1) loc. cit. (also cf. S. Hurgronje on its melodies in:
Mekke, 69.

2) ibid, 2821

3) Prince: "Mohammedan Music," Encyclopadia of Religion
and Ethics, Tx. 53—4. He has also been echoed by
B. Wibberley: Music and Religion, 53-4.
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exclude the typically oriental Intervals which
tr

the author just alludes to as deliberate flatten*-

Ing and sharpening of the notes. A© to the rhythm

of the illustrated examples, it does not convey

the essentially free rhythm of this style, which

does not lend Itself to any fixed time signature

at all, but, is intimately connected with the rhythm
of the words, in a recitative style. Two other

illustrations, more satisfactory are those given
(1)

by J, Rouanet. of an adhan from Algeria and Tunis,
There oeema to have been some deviation from

the principle of limiting the call to the human voice

only in the a&han. Ther are parte in Tibrth Africa

(fez) where a banner was hoisted up on the minaret
at the hour of the Prayer, In Indonesia, there

spread the custom of using, in addition to the voice

a certain drum called bedong, whose dull sound- goes

further Tinder the thtcv tropical foliage, than the
(S)

unaccorapanied human voice alone.

The same features characteristic of crmtilla-

tion and adlym rendering, also apply to another form
of religious chant, which was, and etlll 1©, very

1) op,oit, op, 2318-2320 also, International Cyclopedia
also

of Kuele and Musicians p>1351 yviiioteau, r.escrio-

t ion de 1* .gvnte,

2) Bouequeti Grandee pratiques,., , 42.
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popular throughout the muslim world# By this we mean*

the chant' ng of religious mawalld* pome in honour of

the birth of the Prophet* which later became a general
(2) ,tern applied to all chanting or rai ious verses (poetry)

in the vocal unaccompanied and free style of achan and

cantIllation* Musically* the most interesting feature

about these mawaltd. is that they are performed in

anti^hony, i.e. a soloist or leader* sings n verse*

then the chorus takes 1t up again after hiw* ruch

chanting ie always by male voices* and generally 1n

unison* the only departure from which would be the

introduction of the octave.

Although the adhan must precede each of the five

Prayers, there le one instance where it is abolished

and that is the Prayers of the two canonical feasts;

Id al flfrr which marks the end of Baraaflan and the Td
ai 8#ii which cornea after the wuouf of pilgrims at

Arafat, which are both celebrated by special Prayera*
The choractcrl ctic feature of prayers is ta?

tnkbTr (from Ailahu akber) which all the rausllm men

must intone loudly* with appropriate inflexion of the

1) Al jassek; Ibid,4. S. Hurgronje: Mekka, 117-8.
245

v) Lane: Modem hgyoti ans# II, 171-3 also on various occasions,/
3) Ibn Jubayr: describes the prayer at Mecca, 159.
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voice, all through their walk from their dwellings

to the mosoue. Having arrived there, the believers

all join *n a spontaneously organized form of resoon-

sorlal antlnhony In chanting the takbTr. until the
moment of the Prayer comes# This consists of chant¬

ing the takbTr and other formulae, alternated between

each row of musllms successively and the whole con¬

gregation in turns. Abu {ianTfa suggests that the

pause between every two takbTrs should be e ulvalent

Tto the time of pronouncing three tasblfrat.

The strongly rhythmic character, sharply

marked by the rhythm of the words, Intoned uoon four

notes only, with such religious fervour and strength,

gives this practice a unique aspect In rausltfe ritual.

There the music is only a means of uniting the faith¬

ful In one communal utterance and here It contributes

to their communion In the same rhythm and the same

expression of their common faith and belief.
(2)

This takbTr, as well as the tahlTl and talblva

during the pilgrimage are striking illustrations of
(3)

the universal function of rhythm, the principal element

1) SarkhasTs op. cit., 39.

2) For linguistic study of tahlTl c.f. Q. Demombynes

op. clt. pp. 180-181.

3) The kus, drum used to regulate the movements of the
Q

pilgrims' caravans. Mazah ri: ibid, 25.
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of music. In "bringing about the unification of all
those actuated by a strong religious sentiment, which

(1)
must have a collective expression. There the mass

has but one voice, which it neither tries to make
beautiful nor correct, but is lt.s only medium for ex¬

pressing the shared feelings.

The Talbiya of the pilgrim consists of the

enunciation of a certain formula, as the sign of

lfrram. This Talblva. once it Is pronounced by the
pilgrim binds him to certain rules and rituals and
transports him, or her, from a secular to a religious

(2)
life. Like takbTr in prayer, the ■fraibl.va is pro¬

nounced by oilgrlms at every stage. The talbiya Is
the more generally used formula, although the Com¬
panions were not strictly limited to It, and some

(3)
said tahlTl or takbTr. On the moment, when the

talbiya should cease, there Is some divergence, but

It is generally accented that It Is not part of the
ritual of Wra. The words of this formula are labbayk
aliahumma labbayk. la ehnrTVa laka lat-bavk. Innal

1) Belvianes: Soclologle de la muelcue, 9?.
2) GhazalT, op# cit. I, p. 223.

3) G. Demombynes; Le Pelerlnaae pp. 179-193.
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« (1)
barada wal nl mate laka walmulk. la sharTka lak etc.

The resarkable rhythm of these word© iimpresses it&elf

even without understanding then. Such word© Intoned

loudly, with all the religious fervour and devotion

of million© of muallras are a perfect example of the

function that music could fulfill in connection with

Tdomic rituals, 1n unifying and helping to voice

the Inner belief In their faith, and/diverting their

m.*nd6 from the nhyslcnl fstigue and hardships.

Anart from the musical elements in the ritual

practices thaneelvcs, there are diverse occasions of

a religious nature which are celebrated with music.

The month of Ramadan usually the occasion of social

festivities, celebrated with the cntllistion of the

Qux^an and of mawaild. and nasa\d» The beginning of

the month was sometimes announced by drums and trumpets.

Tbn jubayr also tells of the part of the drum called

bus in organising all collective move ent during the

pilgrimage. Its sound which he likens to that of
<2)

thunder, was the usual signal to halt, and to proceed.

Trumpets and dru?r>s were also used to announce the five

hours for the Prayer to the pilgrims.

1) For variations on this c.f. GhasalT, !<><>• c*t.

2) Masaharii op. cit., 21-29.
Q



There are ale© the famous songs of the pilgrims,

which are unanimously excluded from the legal "ban on

singing# These consist of ooems describing the Kaba

and magarn, and all the other practices related to them.

Such poems are chanted to the accompaniment ©f drum,

tabl, qaflTb (wand) ghlrbal or duff and shahIn. The greet¬

ing of the returning pilgrims, especially In countries

far from Ai Hlj^z, were always celebrated with music and

singing in view of the hardships of the journey.

All the above mentioned are Instances of the manner

in which music was brought Into the service of religious
(2)

sentiments.

Such examples can well be considered as represen¬

tative of the oldest Islamic forms of religious music,

the melodies of the adhan and cantillation are living

examples of what was practised In the earlier centuries
- (3)

of Islam. Such traditions have been cherished, not with

the absolute rlgldnese of a recorded text capable of

1) Al OhaaalT: Ifrya*II, 343, Ibn Taymlya, Ibid
also J. Eouanet, Ibid 2826.

2) Yet there Is another sphere, where music had a

more inspiring and direct function to fulfill,

that of Sufiem*

3) Rouanet, Ibid, 2326.
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correcting the possible fallings of the memory in

the process of their transmission, but with relative

persistence throughout the Islamic era, a fact which

has its interest and significance to the present

study in its reference to the t>aet;as preserved In

the present*
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MUFIC AflD SWISH

The religious life In Iclam present© two dis¬

tinct aspects, those of: the sharTfa and fraqlqa. That
eharTfa 1b the formal side of religion, which is

based unon the observance of the external rituals,

whereas, JiaqTqa, is the spiritual side, which is con-
(1)

cerned with the divine reality. The latter is not re¬

stricted to the prescribed forms of worship, but has

its specific way through which it is hoped to attain

a closer approach to Ood. That mystical aspect of the

religious life, came to be known In I slain as tapawwuf.

Mysticism, is a natural trend in man, an aspira¬

tion to achieve union with the Divine. Such aspirations

are fulfilled through rigid ethical discipline, and the

complete suppression and mastery over carnal desires

and worldly passions.

This tendency 1® not pectiliar to the adherents

of one faith, but is of universal and perennial charac¬

ter. Man has always dreamt of it in all ages, In one

or another form. Under Tslam, however, it has assumed

a positive aspect and haci later developed and flourished,

for many centviriee, into a highly spiritual form of inner

1) Masstgnom Encyclopaedia "Tarifca", ]3[» 667.
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religious life, with organised orders, and numerous

adherents throughout the Islamic world.

To determine the origin of EUfisra and such

foreign elements that might have collaborated to

shape it, is "by no mesne a simple matter. iMoaern
(1)

research in this field refutes the theory of its

direct derivation from any single definite source,
(2)

be it Syrian, Persian, Greek, or Tndian. The driv¬

ing force actuating such an intense movement, could

not bo wholly imported, and suflcm is generally

acknowledged now, as being chiefly the outcome of

internal forces in Islam, working within a muslim

framework. This does not exclude the possibility

of certain foreign influences of subsidiary import-
(3)

ance. It is of some interest to the present study-

to note, that in this sphere of suf ism - where music

had an essential and serious religious function -

we are dealing with what is essentially an authentic

Islamic movement, of great significance to that culture.

The first tendency in that mystical movement,

took the Tons, of suhd asceticism, which had its

1) Hlcheleonf Myat ice of Islam. 3 - 13,

2) Kasslgnont Encyclopaedia of Islam. "Ta^awwuf*

H# 632.

3) flicholsom ibid. 20.
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earliest exponents among the $afraha eoraoaaioa©# them-
(1)

gelvie* This early phase of mystlolem was merely a

rejection of mundane things ana seclusion from the
(2)

world. But that gerra found favourable circumstances

and later flourished and expanded in the forn of

several sSiT organisations# with their specific terrain-
MMMWM

ology# literature, and their prescribed rituals and

practices# one of which was el audition.

How could music come to "he a valuable asset to

this aspect of inner religious life in Tslam# in spite

of all the strictures of orthodoxy against that art?

"hat was it that the mu&Hm mystics achieved through

music? Such questions are of the greatest Interest

to the present study and in order to appreciate fully

the yufT conception of music# we must summarily deal

with the theory and practice of £Uf1 am.

A definition of ta^awwur# is a complicated

itatter, since it is neither a religious sect, nor a

dojaraatic system. Tt could "be described perhaps as

a journey or a spiritual pilgrimage where the traveller

advances# towards co.araunlon with God, through clow and

1) Abu 1 Jayyib al MalrtrTs fcut nl onlub, TT# 23
Maeelgnon: loc. cit.

2) Nicholson; ibid. 4. Arberry* jpufism. 32-33.
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difficult stages of asceticism and rigid moral dls-
(1)

cipline. That spiritual "religion of the heart has

fully recognised the tremendous spiritual power of

music in helping the mind and soul to concentrate on

the idea of God, and in inducing the ecstatic state

wajd, and leading to the passing away from self fans*
which is the ultimate hone and desire of every pledged

The guff text hooks describe certain stages

which are to he attained successively, in the course

of that spiritual journey towards the Divine, on

these stages ma^amat, there are some divergences,

hut A1 Carraj provides an adequate account, of seven

stages which a ftUft must acquire and master successively,

through self-discipline and meditation, as leading

through the "path" or ascent of his mystical call. In

hie work Ai Duma , the author expounds seven stages in

the following orders tawba repentance, vrnra abstinence,

zuhd renunciation, faor poverty, gahr patience, tawakkul

trust in God, rlfla satisfaction.

The elusive "religion of the spirit", with its

grades acmilred stages and its granted psychological

1) Arherry; Ibid. 14.

2) op. cit. 41 - 54.
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conditions derives from music considerable

spiritual benefit, and each one of the Raft's, lit. tens
to it, and is affected by it, according; to his stage

(1)
end p«ychologi©al state- Thus music which was frowned
uoon by the rigid theologians, became to guftsra an

essential clement in its ritual and practice, conducive

to theIt1 ardently sought, religious ecstasy#

Those contrasting attitudes, Is considered by

some scholars to bo mainly, the result of foreign

influences on pufTa-u According to some writers, the
introduction of rude to sufT ritual, bears witness

(2) 5 (3)
of Christ ion or Indian and Budhlst influences# Such

a doctrine is not easily proved, and the mere affinity

here, is not sufficient to settle this question# This
paradoxical problem of the controversial attitudes of
the external legal aspect of religion versus the

fsjysMcal - calls for a different arproach other than

that advocating foreign influences alone to be res¬

ponsible for music be4ng used roll clously#

The introduction of soma audition# as a spiritual

practice is not considered by the guffs as an end in

1) A.l HulWTrT* ^aehf si ffahjub, 406*

2) Nicholson: op#rit., 10# M# Smithj StudiesM
early ~},y 6t. 1 el StB# pp. 161? >i P'18.

3) Massignon: ibid#
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itself, but It is only the means to the ardently

desired ectasy or wald. The guf?a did not adopt

it for its aesthetic value, but only for its value

in helping them to attain to religious ecstasy, and

its use by the pufTs, as a pufT exercise is but another

oroof of its universally acknowledged power over list¬

eners#

On the spiritual value of music there is

ample evidence# A1 KalabadhT says, that music is
the food of the spirit, when the spirit receives

Its food, it turns aside from the government of the
(1)

body# A1 Quehayrl the author of the famous klsala

says that music leads one to have a keen desire to
(S)

please Ood# A1 HijwirT, another eminent sufi shaikh.—

expressed his ovn favourable opinion on that point*
(4^<

Dhu'l Nun, one of the early propagators of £ama the

Egyptian gufT, defines music, as a "divine influence",
(6)

which stirs the heart to seek God# Al Harlth *A
- . (2) ,al Ifn&aslDl Abu'l Jfusayn al Parrnj Al Nawrl and

A1 S\ibli are all credited with relevant words, expressive

1) Al Ta farruf: 167.

2) op#clt#, 179#
3) Kashf# 393.

4) Masslgnont Lex1cue. 168#

&) op# cit# 404.
6) Al Sarraj s Luma(» 269#
7) ibid. 271#

8) ibid. 272.
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or the spiritual "benefit the gufTs derive from same**
The view© and searing© of these and all great gufi

shaikhs exclude any possibility of the use of music

for the mere gratification of the senses.

Arabic writings are usually abundant with the

most extravagant accounts of the effect of music on

(1)
listeners, fuch fantastic accounts of the exciting

and overpowering influence of music, are sometimes

described in naive terms, but throughout the relevant
(8)

Arabic literature a dominant feature, is the physical
S O)

or psychological power with which music is vested, such
powers that are not exclusive to mankind, but are even

(4)
extended to beasts and birds. The significance of this

trend lies in its expression of the keen susceptibility

1) Such views have an ancient origin, and were ex¬

pounded in Jahillyya. Haiders Associations of

.cult Prophets flaaag Sftl gflallgl* 183*

S) Moe'udT; Muruj VTTT. 83. (Xgd al PnrTd. 3et-

Ag&. I, 80| Vj, 138 etc. A1 HuJwTrTs ibid. 407.

3} (IM garTq, H, 89; A1 ladhToT; Fatfolyya, i oi. lb.

A1 Hebulel; Ida^, fol.8. Parmer: Influence of Music; 7.
4) Pemers Minstrelsy "The effect of the music",

11 - 13, Ifu./i'TrT; ibid. 399-400. Kobsom Tracts.6.
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of the mupUm the semettc goners 0y) to music.

On this issue, we find the legal aspect of

To lam 1n complete accordance with the myctlo&l# We
(3)

have explained before the disfavour shown "by the

Pronhet towards music, as being based on moral rather

than religious considerations# Considering how the

emotional Arabs could be arfected by music, their

leader deemed it wiser to divert their attention

from this dangerously moving entertainment, to more

serious and constructive things#

The jsuf? outlook appears to be an application

of the same theory, in a reversed form# They, who

were so ethically and morally disciplined did not

dread the effects of music on their hearts, full of

divine love and hoping for gnosis# So building on

the same premise and acknowledging the overpowering

influence of music the ^ufT diverted it to a spiritual

and religious channel for its very qualities that have

caused it to be condemned and censured by the orthodoxy#

Thus fufism seems to have adopted music for its in¬

fluence, whereas the legists of Islam had rejected it,

for the same reason perhaps#

1) Nicholsons ibid. 63* (2) Farmer: Influence of Music: 3.

15) ante p# 25 et seq#
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The views of the £Uf~s on music are not. always

positive and in fact they have been oscillating "between

the legal orthodox view and that of the more liberal

side of suflsm. Gome of them consider same a rather

dangerous practice which should be better left alone.

Others restrict audition only to ^ufie who have ac¬

quired a certain stage. A1 HtiywTrT states that each

fiuf? has a particular grade In audition and that the

feelings which he gains therefrom are proportionate
(1)

to his grade. Such reservations show traces of the

official attitude on the same question, both being

based on its possible moral dangers* which might lead

astray some of the uninitiated, as A1 Bsqqaq expressed

It. Listening is not allowed to the commonalty on

account of carnal desires remaining in them, allowable

to the ascetics for the attainment of what they strive

after, approved for the mystics for the life of their
(2)

hearta A1 Hujwiri advocates that the permissibility
of audition depends on circumstances and cannot be
assented absolutely, if it produces a lawful effect on

(3)
the mind, then It is lawful and vice versa. The same

1) Kashft 406.

2) A1 QushayrTi ibid. 199.
3) Kashf. 40P.
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worthy puf'7 states that the principles of audition

vary with the variety of temperaments and auditors
and
/are, either those who hear the spiritual meaning,

(1)
or those who hear the spiritual sound. Al Sulami

advocates that the auditor must listen (to music)
(2)

with a living heart galh and a dead spirit nafs. To

Shibli, music is outwardly a temptation and inwardly

an sdmonition, and he who knows the puf? sign isnara

may lawfully hear the admonition, otherwise he has
(3)

invited temptation and exposed himself to calamity.
14)

Al Sarraj^Junsyd,Hujwiri and Al ahasail

recognize the possible dangers of a misguided in¬

dulgence in listenin , and therefore attach certain

conditions as to those among the murTdln novices, or*

advanced fufis, v?ho should be allowed to listen to

music, since it could have more evil, than good effects
on those who have not yet mastered their passions, nor

attained complete and true knowledge of God's attri-
(5) __

butes and names. Al Kudhabari takes a positive

1) loc. cit.

2) Subrawardi: Awarif al ma^arif: fol.96.
AlQuehayri, ibicl, 200.

3) Al Qushajri, loc. cit. HujwTrT, ibid. 4-04.

4)#/ Luma^, 277. Al QushayrT; 133

5)PI GhazalT: TJiya, 266.
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-c (1)
attitude, In wishing to he rid of same altogether,

as any fault In It, can he more dangerous to a fsufT,
(?)

than to other musllme, and would amount to heresy.

The constant warnings of the advanced mystics,

to the younger novices, are conspicuous of the dreaded

effect of music on their natural susceptibility to

music, which they considered as leading the weaker

hearts Into temptation, thus destrying their efforts

in the path of Qod# Smm(, which in its ideal form,

could he deeply spiritual and devotional exercise,

of the highest benefit to guiTs, could if unwisely

approached he a danger and a threat# Thus it should

he tackled with great caution and above all sincerity

and seriousness, which are the essence of the mystic

experience# Thus ^ufisra whilst accepting and adopt¬

ing music, as an essential part of its ritual and

practice, does not vest it with a comolete or absolute

sanction# The misgivings of the ffufT teachers con¬

cerning saraa', their warnings and reservations on

that subject, bear witness to the influence of ortho¬

dox views and prove that the two attitudes, legal and

1)A'l hUJwTrTt ibid, 404.

2)Al OharufLi: ipia, 255.A1 Sarraj: Luma< , 272 quotes
Rudfrbari's words to the same effect, hut with a
different wording, cf. explanation op. cit. , 137.
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a*ystleal, on that point are not altogether contradictory

or opoosed. The orthodox view which discourages music
U)

and even proscribes this dangerous art, on the grounds

that it might divert the rauslime* minds away from
(£)

serious and constructive matters, that view Is not

altogether absent in £UfT writings. On this point,

there is arable evidence of the mutual influence of

both aspects of religious life in Islam, which could

be interpreted, ~o the mv'~ renews of both sides of the

overpowering influence of music as affecting the dis¬

position of the muslins.

This interpretation then, tends to consider both

attitudes, towards music, in Islam, as originating from

one and the same view, that of acknowledged effect of

music while also allowing for the reciprocated influence

of both types of religious life on one another. The

genu of the seemingly contrasting attitudes of the

religiotm of sharffia and of seems to be one and

common to both, and where the formal orthodoxy tended
(3)

to adont the safe course of discouraging a weakening

and enervating trend in the Arabs, the development of

gufT practice scans to be only a step in the opposite

1) cf. ante, p. 25.

2) KabuliTi ibid, fol. 7.
3) HUJwTrT, ibid. 401. RataleT: Idaji, foi.7.
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direction and probably partially baaed on the idea,

thus it could be a development, but in two opposed

directions.

This interpretation does not claim to provide

a positive solution to this problem, but is merely an

elaboration and a development on the views expounded
(1)

before, that the formal censure of music under Islam,

was more of a socio! precaution based on moral and

social considerations, rather than religious.

The previous theory, however, does not exclude

the probable infiltration of foreign ideas and in¬

fluences on gufism, which have helped to mould its

attitude towards the use of music. Some scholars find

a close affinity between the Christian litanies of the
- I2)(3)

monks and the dhlkr of the f ufls. Arabic literature

on music, shows come allusions to the use of music in

devotional and religious worship, by the adherents of
(4)

various faiths.

1) Music and religious life; 32.

2) Nicholsons fold. 10.

3) The question is raised of the possible relation

between gux'T attainment zo ecstasy tnrough music,

dancing an. arinklng of wine, (practised by certain

orders, namely the Bekteishi) and the mystic rites

of Monysius the Thraeian God, of wine and religious

ecstasy, dirge; The Bekt&ahT order of Dervishes.218.

4) Ikhwan al Sara; Kasa> 11.115-6. NabulBl, lbld.fol.il.
Ibehihl, Must".tralll. 199.
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(1)
The Pythagorean theory of the harmony of the

(2)
spheres* was adanted and expounded "by roost of the

(3)
musllm writers. The fufts advocate that music
awakens In the soul* a memory of celestial harmonies*

(4) *
heard in a state of ore-existence - on the day of the

(&)
mYthafl - before the soul was separated from God.

The powerful effect of music over the Hebrew
(6)

Prophets and Its value as an aid to worship and con-
(7)

centration* which Is referred to In the Old Testament

In the following worda; "and by the aid of music* the

hand of the lord crane upon him (2 k, 3,1b)* mutt have

been common knowledge to the nusilms* The t< nous
(8)

,legends built around the power of Uavtd s beautiful

voice and hie meet chants In worship of God are

abundant in Arabic literature.

1) Belvlanesj Ooolologie. 60.

2) Nicholson; ibid, 64. Farmer: Influence. 12.

3) Tk||wan: Ibid. 131. Mar^afT: AJwlba. fol.4.

La&Ijiqli ibid, fol, 14.
4) KalabadhT: A1 Ta(arruf* 163-7

6) Nicholson* JLoe. clt. also by him, FumYj Poet and

mystic. 32.

6) Hastings; Kncyclooncrila of hellalon and Ethics. ffcAQ.
7) Ibn J^aldun, deals with this point in hie tauqacldlma.

8) Ibn S a lama: K. al Malahi. 10. Farmer: loc. cit.
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gufT works, do not provide/definite evidence,
concerninrr the derivation of that practice cmia* from

non-rauelira sources, arid this field is still open to

more specialised and extensive research#

The historical bacVf,,round to the pufT practice

of aamale somewhat uncertain# One fact is definite,

that listening was not practised by the early ascetics

guhhad. of the first end second centuries A#H# It was

not till late in the third century A*H# that an organ¬

ised form of gcfiem was established in Baghdad with

audition same*, a© one of its elements, yet it is

not easy to trace back the first mystical concerts#

However, before the term ^ufT, cnrae to denote the

whole body of rauslim mystics, in all Islamic countries

MM( had already been partially instituted, and had
found a favourable nlaee in the yufT practice# This

is made clear from a study of the development of fUfT
terminology# The term SUfiyya applied to the mystics

of Iraq, was contrasted for over two centuries, with
the term jfcyStt&lttft* the strict and active mystics

of Khor'asan. who reproached the gufi,,ya, among other

things, for their fondncoa of ifj^and dhlkr and th^iy
indulgence in them, as early as the fourth century A#H#

1) Arberryj fof testa. 74# Masstgnom Lexi :ue. 13U

2) Massignon: Encyclopaedia "Tapawwuf" IV, 668 and

Lex 1.que 85.
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(which proves that the practice had already been

established at that time), thus It seems safe to

adduce, that this liturgical service was not estab¬

lished before the second century A.H. by the ascetics,

but that it was practiced by certain jsufl bodies, even

before the term gufT had embraced, the whole of the

muslltn mystic®, which is generally considered to have
<U -<been spoiled to them In the fourth century. Satna

then, scams to have been adopted at ap^rt of jsufY
liturgy, between the third and fourth centuries A.H.

The task of giving a coherent and reasonably

comprehensive account of the use of music by the

muelim mystics, Is extremely difficult, for although

all mystical experience© ultimately meet In a dingle

point, yet that point assume© widely different aspects
(2)

according to the mystic's race, temperament and period.

There exist© an infinite variety in the line of approach

towards that common aim* The custom and usage, varies,

not only racially and historically but even between

the different suifT orders within the one country. With

all the variation in the nractieee of* the different

puff orders and organisations, yet there are definite

1) Arberry : ibid. 35.

2) Mioholson, ibid. 2.

3) Masslgnon: Lexlaue. 36.
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feature® tn common and the broad outlines cannot

be mistnVen. Among the common traits end chsrec-

1eristics widely adopted by the guffs Is the use

of music which is recognized as being specially

fav urhble to the occurrence of an ecstatic trance
(i)

wnld.
„> (S)

the wo id ©ana *« generally covers three types

of exercise, that of dfetVr. the reciting of tJodf8
name, In a form of litany, and the chanting of religious

poems, which Is specifically called i.cca*. tbe third is

that of the ecstatic dance rac£, also forming part of
the fufT ritual* Thus the element In yufT liturgy

assumes, rhyth ileal - that of jg^lbr - and melodic -
that of chante same*. - aspects.

Tn d exllng with sama* and tjftfkr here, a broad
account of the nature of this type of devotional

exercise, will be at tern ted, ee judged through recent

and modern practice. Such late sources, have to a

great extent, preserved, at least the essence of the

old practice, end recurrence to modern times might

also be of some interest, that Is, allowing for the

possible distortion© or changes, wrought by time In

such modern versions*

1) Nicholson, ibid. 67.

9) *11 cholson, Ibid. 53.
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jffilkr. ie one of the essential elements in

guf¥ ritual ana discipline, which is cops ••on to all

orttw, end unanimously acknowledged as the keystone

of their practical rail<r Tt Is particularly

essential to the ritual of the later darwTah
(s) l,m

fraternities. The word dftikr is derived from the
root ana literally steams recollection, or

remembrance. however* the word came to he applied

to what is easeat1ally a pufT practice, i.e. the

repetition of Ood*s name, or various devotional and

pious formulae, such as the confession of faith
(4)

"m <» 'VAta& " ^*© *• «s*©~

ttnet fi on the diftkr khsfT or inward recollection,
which is an inward silent meditation. This form of

devotion or worship, is said by the sufTs to be based
j5) t_

on the ur an.

SufTtgs Is bared on common life mu^aah&ra, and
m-C

di| ikr and asm* , «r© therefore practiced collectively,

1) Hieholson, ibid. 45.

gwectonaltii wnc.yelQpaeo l.fe of "Dhikr11 I, 958.

ft) Arberrys Ibid. 39. siacdonald translated it as

*thought* tm fccilgloua attitude. f41 etc.

Nicholson in his translation of &asrif al Uahjtib.

•37, 196, gives it as "praise*.

4) Lanes Modern Egyptians. Tt, 130.

6) Masslptom Encyclopaedia "Jaylfra" W. 667,
Hacdonaldt Encyclopaedia "Dhikr" I, 953. Nicholsons
Ibid. 46. Paris MS. 1166 fo3UI.
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"by a group or congregation of pufTs* A spiritual

director, or sh should direct the recitation

of these litanies* The function of this leader or

director, Is to regulate the tempo and movement In

the recitation of these formulae.

This liturgical ceremony, consists of a loud

and sharply rhythmical recitation of such words, with

special stress and emphasis on certain syllables, which

Is somewhat related to the recurrence of a strong beat

In trhythm* Those accentuated syllables ensure a

steady and uniform rendering by all the congregation*

st"w^nr: In a ring or circle* The fori® of this exer-

- (3)
else, vary from one |,nrlaa to mother, as to the word¬

ing of this glorification to God, the length and stress

placed on some syllables and also to the short pauses

between thera. For all such variants, the rhythmical

element plays the leading part In this ritual* Its

unifying: ana regulative powers, fully demonstrated

In dhl>r, serve to hnit together the heterogeneous

elements taking part*

These recitations are usually practiced by suf'Ts
(2)

1) Macdonaldi Aspects of Islam, 161-165.

2) Lanej Ibid. 181*

5) Macdonald: Kncyclopaedla. Ibid* I, 958.
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The recitation of these litanies, usually

starts at a moderate pace, then the tempo of the

performance Is accelerated steadily, and It becomes

quicker and more exciting. To sharpen the effect

the words are also accompanied "by a swaying from

side to side of the head and "body, movements which

have an additional regulative Influence. Differently

pitched drums add to the excitement and prepare for
(1)

the desired climax.

The monotony of this exercise, accentuated

and helped by the movements of head and body and
(2)

above ail the regulated rhythmical respiration

collaborate, to bring about a state of great nervous

tension, which has an almost hypnotic effect on those
(3)

engaging in it. The constant repetition of the words

of dhlfrr. must always be accompanied, by dees and

conscious concentration on their meaning. Sometimes

this strenuous practice would induce some pufTs In

their elation and excitement to dance an ecstatic

dance, as with the famous whirling dance of the
J4)

Mawlawis which will be touched on later.

1) Macdonald: Aspects. 161, Lane; luici. 130.

2) Masaignons Lex 1 cue. 42.

3) Macdonaldj ibid. 154.

4) Masslgnon; ibid, 87. Lane, IT, 153.
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Whether such manifestations of ecstasy are

artificial and self-induced, t#e# tawajud or spon¬

taneous and genuine, wgj£, It ts difficult to judge

and ta left to each pufT to decide according to his
(1)

special case, gufia, whether advanced or novices

are constantly preached to approach audition, ?<lt,h

the utmost sincerity, and truth, which are tae funda-
-T (2>mentals of ^ufl moral discipline#

The influence of the rhythm in dhlkr heightened

by the beating of drums and the collective and coniraunal

and simultaneous utterance, breathing, movement, con¬

templation and meditation of the fellow mystics, must

all have an overv>helm1ng effect on their already alert

spirits, and religiously sug^estabie frame of mind#
(3)

If kept free from any degrading elements and

confined to the rules and limits laid down in detail

by eminent guf'T teachers, it should help to Induce a

sense of exaltation and spiritual ecstasy#

Cuch meetings also Include recitation from the

Qur^an and a variety of offices, incantations and pious

formulae, and the listener could attain to wa.id. through

any of these mediums, according to his sate# The

1) C^azalii *fcya» £53*an the meaning of ws.1d in this
connection

2) ghasalli Ibid. 2o6# XarsafTi Ibid. fol#7.

3) Maseignon: Ibid. 87#

4) Majd al Din al JusT: Bawau'1 q, 167#
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question has been widely discussed why ecstasy is
more frequently achieved through S'--na* of chanted

poeme, than through the recitation of Qur(5n verses.

The flifT shaTjrhs have contrived to justify this ten-

doney in various ways.

The actual melodic aspect of music, is repre¬

sented in the mystical concerts, in the form of

chanted mystical and religious poems, sung either

with ar without instrumental accompaniment*

Tn£0£wu£, apart from Its rich philosophical
heritage, has insaired many oriental poets with

devotional and mystical poem® of great literary value,

and thus gufTsra has produced a great wealth of pcwtry

in various forms, such as gaga*id odes, ^hazal. lyrics,
rubaHyyat rn«tr<-inr,, ~pn -othn»';T rhym* vr c -.-unlets.

'Attar, Jalal al I>Tn al Rural", Tbn el Parl$ and ShTrazT,
and innumerable others, have bequeathed a great wealth

of mystical poetry, some of which, have become classics

in oriental literature and Is cherish d and preserved

by sufT orders and fraternities to our day. SufiemHi—■w. i w mi Pui - p.--,-..-,..T1

has likewise inspired musicians to set such poems

and lesser poetry to music, to provide for the pufi

liturgy the important means through which union with

1) Al Ghazall: ibid. 262-265./Bcrraj, Ibid. 283-4.
8) Arberryj Ibid. 73,
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God is aspired. , in this connection Is the

listening to mystical poems chant, od toy a singer,

who Is usually referred to in g»ufT hooks, as the
-

, (1>
gawwal (or reciter).

These mystical chants are performed at special

meetings or jratheringB, the majaxls al which

are roughly the equivalent, of the formal prayer meet¬

ings in the prescribed observances. The customs and

method at such gatherings, like dhikr, vary considerably

according to each jarTga. Perhaps the greatest differ¬
ence is that which exists between the various styles of

the local mu3ic in various Islamic countries. The litanies
(2)

chants (and dances) of tne Turkish Bcktashls must necess¬

arily have its own characteristics, as distinct, from
(3) U>

the ggyotlan Shadhlllyya or BaVriyya or again frors
(6) _ _

the Persian ffiawlawtyy a the followers of Jala! al Din

1) JusT: Bav?nriq. 71

2) Although that order is of Persian origin, Artoerryj

1b1^. 88. Siaseignom Kncyc lor>aea 1 a, W, 670.

3) Which also is wide-spread in Tunic end Algeria:

Hsrqoliouth: Encyclopaedia

4) Arberry; ibid, 87.

6) Also had a great Influence later in Turkey.

Maoalgnom Encyclopaedia IV "Mawlawiyya", 670.
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JD («)
a! Bumi. Although dhlVr and saraa' are common

features to all aspects of the gufT ritual of various

countries, yet, these - more than other types of secu¬

lar music perhaps, - reflect the temperament and the

style of the *naigen>ue art of each country and thus

comprise a great variety of style, as well as peculiar¬

ities In details.

Sarna , in its wider sense, is like most of the

other graft exercises, a communal ceremony, which roust

have, the time, the place and the "brethren* as A1 Junsyd
(3)
snla. The ttir.s, Is that when their hearts are serene when

(4) (&)
they desire association, perhaps after the ^rayer. The Place,

could be a raoeque, a .aawf.vah, or a religious convent teVfce,
(6)

that. Is, the place dedicated to religious worship#

1) Birge: BeVtashl order, p.15 on historical and

ethnical differences existing between gtufT orders,

within Tslara. Also 210, on local ancient customs

in the practices of the darrishes#

2) The Turkish word gema. although literally means

hearing, is th* term for aiystlcal dancing, which

accompanies religious chant® end the playing of

musiOfOL instruments. Birge, Ibid. 199#

3) Ma jd al Bin ®1 ^usT: Bawaric. 122, Sarraj, Lumfl. 272,

4) Bawarlq. 123.

5) op# ctt., 167#

6) Op. olt#, 125.
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The brethren, however, ere specifically fellow-

£Ui 1 s, who aspire to the same "spiritual" listening,

as only the elect, who have attained to a certain
_U)

standard should "be admitted to majalls al earna.

When the right setting is there, the mystical con¬

cert, either begins with a recitation of the Wurman

or with a dhlkr. The leader of this ceremony (or rasTm
(S)

as he is known in some orders in Egypt especially)*

fulfills the rSle of the conductor of an orchestra,

or perhaos a choir master in the case of dtjjilkr. The
singer or cawwal. would then chant religious qapP id

(3)
poems, expounding the mystical love of God. which is

sometimes expressed in sensual terms, but should be

interpreted religiously. The eschatological nature

of some of these poems, has also been dwelt upon by

many gufTs. This explains, violent outbursts of weep¬

ing on the recollection of Death. On the style of

the older chants performed at such ceremonies, there

is little definite evidence. Again here there are no

XI ~ ~I
1)/Sarrajj ibid. 299. Al RuJwTri* Kashi'. 419.

AlGhazalT, 265.

2) TaftazanT; Mo*r1t3. l>ol, "Suf lyya ;;Q* 1 musTqa" 161.
Al

«.

3)/Sarraj» ibid, 233.
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annotated examples of the melodies of pufT music,

since during the oeriod here in question, musical
(1)

notation was not known yet. So in spite of the great

care with which the ;ruiT poems and incantations were

preserved and handed down, through successive genera¬

tions, and in spite of the prolific full works on the

question of aama5 either separately or in text hooks,

we have little Information as to that type of religious

music, due to lack of examples In musical notation.

The only information, which might throw some light

on that subject is comparatively recent. A con¬

temporary Egyptian writer himself a jgufT, gave an in¬

teresting account of pufT music, as practiced in Gairo

by the laythiyya order. According to him, the melodies,

to which mystic poems were chanted, does not seem to

depart fundamentally from those of profane songs. He

cites a rouwaehshah in the melodic mode rahaw1. and
- 12)

in the garb rhythm, maptnud 1 which he was taught to

sing by his own shaikh's masters. His account of dhlkr.

reveals a distinctly melodious approach. The leader

skilfully leads the congregation from one mapam mode.

1) cf. Port S,96
S) TaftaganT: A1 M^rlfa 1931, ibid. 163.
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to another, and theEe stibtle raoduiatione require

a sound musical training from the congregation
_U)

and also trap, the munshidtn. singers, who talre
modes

up these/successively, chanting myotic poems to
them during <ffii>r. Th's does not imply that all
chanting is choral, as it is essentially a solo

performance, by © specialiaed munshid or qawWal»
It seemc that the rhythmically free song mawWal#
has found its place in this type of ceremony# An

interesting point here, Is that the great majority

of professional singers in Egypt, acquired their

knowledge of music and attained fame as singers
(S)

at jaifl Ratheptnge. It aeerae that the eufJ eon-

(4) ^vents have fulfilled to Islamic music, a role

somewhat similar to that of the Christian Church

in Eurooe# Many fraternities oreserve certain

wor^s on the theory of music, especially that asso¬

ciated with their ritual, such worlrs being pemet.uated

1) Lane also mentions munfchldTn. ibid. 169#

2) Taftazanl: ibid, 161.

3) Such as f/VbdU al Jimrmli Salama M JiljazT, Sayyed

J/arwTsh etc#, Ibid, ldfe1#

4) IMd. 160.
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(1)
lay them through successive generations of adherents#

The previous picture Is a modern one, which dates

from a period of general degeneration in suf 1 sm»

and is only of some value, as representing an inade¬

quate picture of that practice in one Islamic country#

The uee of musical Instruments In samaf# has

generally been regarded unfavourably by the early ex-
(2)

ponente# It seems however, that the Mawiawis as well

as other orders, have resorted to the use of Instru¬
ct

raente such as nay. reed flute and drums# The variety

of percussion instruments, the tar and bandlr large

tambourines, baz a type of drum, are not as objection¬

able as the stringed Instruments# There is some diverg¬

ence on the number of Instruments need by the Maw law is

whose service Is musically the most elaborate perhaps,

but it seems that the three departments, string, wind
w

and percussion, are represented# The Bektashis use

stringed instruments r:n?.?ec# A1 tusT gives a most

interesting account or the symbolic meanings which

1) ifcld, 162.

2) A1 Sarraj, Ibid. 277. A1 ?Uf>T, ibid. 175.

5) Lane: Ibid, ft. 159. TaftaaanT, Ibid. 159.

Blrge: Ibid. 43. Maseignon: Lex1cue. 87.

4) Margoliouth; "Mawlawiyya" bnoyclooacula IIT.

418-9.
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the ^ufTs attach to the shape of their tambour¬
ine.

Recent example a of turktsh 1 lahTo. mystical
are (2)songs or hymns,/ recorded In modern musical notation

"•hotever d1ver:;"--'Mec and v-'u-l'.t-.lona In this field,
the basic fact remains the emue, that almost all Muslim,

raj'sties have found In music the element most conducive

to exaltation and ecstasy. Various nationalities breed

various styles, but the mystical experience in I slain,
*♦*

has unanimously found in music the*food of the spirit,
and has achieved religious ecstasy through that aesthetic

channel.

With all the alertness of the gifT'e spirit and
his absorption In the "Beloved" and concentration of

h4=fc mind, and the nervous tension of dhikr, as well asWBftt in «■■■.■— /

the overpowering Influence of religious chants and music,
(3)might occasion excessive outbursts of paseion, weeping

or dancing and various other ways, which are sometimes
(4)

exaggerated. $ufT shaikhs have constantly preached

1) BaWarlq. 157.

2) A. OulnlnprlTj VariUh frnro. a poet of the 13 n century/1,0,
whose mystical hymns are given at end. also

f.1*. Krgunu Turk inur-.-1.vTsl nntoloJI r-1. ]T, m

religious music.

3) Oho^alT, 267.

4) IfarsafT, A iwlba. fol. 1%
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self restraint and discipline as far ae/futeanly
(1)

possible at such gatherings tout If such outbursts

are spontaneous and Inevitable, they could be taler-
(*)

ated. The lively dangers of cat,a as well as the

possible misinterpretations of their practices toy

the commonalty, have led many eminent EUiTe to lay

down emphatically the rule© of "behaviour concerning
-r (3)earns1 listening and wa.id. Since the rending of gar-

™|\
mente tmngTo, and darning are among the manlfestat Ions

of the ecstatic ©tat© wa.id and these two practices,
(5)

especially danelng, have been condemned, thus most

of the fiufT textbooks contain detailed Instructions
and precautionary rules of behaviour concerning them,

and sane* generally. Explanations of the pufi con-
—— (0)

ceptlon of dancing are very interesting and edifying.

1) A1 HujwTrTi Ibid. 419. Barraj, on Junayd*© in¬

structions to his dlscinle, 885.

2) OhaxalT: lot* dt. QushayrT, Ibid. 80%

3)/?J HujwTrT, 418. SarraJ, ibid. 186. GhazalT, 856,

eeq. ate.

4} Masaignom Lexlcme. 87.

6) Ibn Tayiaiya, Ibid. 893# Mar^afTi Ibid, fol.4.
OhazfTlT. 860 advocates self control and advises

eufTs to refrain from movements and dancing as much

as possible. Also Of* Margoilouths isno.vl j oacdia. TIT. 418.

6) Kashf, 416.
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"When the heart throbs with exhilaration and rapture

"become© intense and the agitation of ©eatery is mani¬

fested and conventional forms are gone, that. agita-
(1)

♦ion is neither dancing, nor bodily indulgence but

© dissolution of the soul, fueh paesionate words,

radiating with exalted rellg5ous feeling provide an

adequate picture of the psychological state of the

yufT& and the ov^roov-crUut int--*,i 1 t 'nx 4 of :i uenoe of
(2)

mUf1c over thtwu The beat and most enlightened view
is

of : j, • : ,-••• •/..•. e :v." , lo'o 1 >. lof-noe/tlvai at "11 oie-r ng

to «wect sounds produces and offervesconce of the

substance moulded in man, true if the substance be
(3)*

true, false if the substance be false.

The important place attached to music in j.uf i

practice, has (fiver? birth to prolific writings on

its legal permiestbtlliy and the text boohs of pnfism

are very edifying in their thorough and extensive dis¬

cussion of that question. Various works have been

com oeed separately to deal with that question from

the legal official side, as well as from the ftufT side.

The general plan adopted in such works, begins with

1) cf. the orthodox view on dancing as represented

by Ion Tsymiya, Ibid. 836-9. 2) Farmer: Influence, 6-7.

3) Kasftfj 402. SuhrawardTi Vwarlf. 61.

Farmer: Minstrelsy, 52.
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the exnodtlon of the arguments of the other side,

then the writer would proceed to examine, refute

or come to a c nnnrom** I" attfinds towards thSSU

As previously seen, the theologians and legists

dealing with this question are chiefly restricted

to legal Interpretations as based on the Wurman,
ftadlth and the legislation of the four ma&hahlb#
gufT vorki, always following the same plan, differ
In founding their views on ell the previous author¬

ities, enforced by sayings and opinions of venerated

ftnfT shalhhe. The rroat enlightened and genuine

defence of music generally and a» a pufT practice

particularly, is that expounded by dhagalT.illl/505
who has been frequently quoted here. His authority

as n great orthodox scholar and the conciliation ho

attempted between jsuflera and orthodoxy, have vested
his opinions with great authority and value. The

other side of the picture Is perhaps best represented
(1328/789)

by Tbn faymlya/the Hanbal 1 scholar# HI© opinions

concerning music are expounded in the thirteenth

rtsala which la entitled Klsn'la fl'l *1 raqp.

The same has also been referred to freqtiently, and
(1)

the title of the worV, and the previous references

with all his arbitrary Interpretations on music
(2)

especially fully represent hi© attitude towards this

—< ,r — ,v
1) ef, anto a, 19. 1) R. fi'l sama wa'l rags wa'l surakh.

2) cf. ante p. 10.
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question* There Is en abundance of innumerable
(X)

treatises oil the positive and negative sides of

this question, which do not depart ramisuaentally

from the views represented by the two previous

sources*

1) of* jgmlTfa, Kashf al Junun, 229.
Fansaer; Sources of AraVaa music* 92~3*



PART II

MUSIC AND THE INTELLECTUAL LIFE,

(a) HISTORICAL.

(to) PHILOSOPHICAL ATtD THEORETICAL.
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MUSIC AND THK INTEJLLKCTUAL LIFE

This part of the worlc proposes to deal with music

in the intellectual life of the Islamic culture. Among

the voluminous products of Islamic thought, a great deal

is relevant to a study of music. A close examination and

classification of this literature can serve a double

purpose. First, it can help to reveal the place assigned

to music in Muslim thought at different stages, and to

what extent it was affected by the elements which have

contributed to mould and develop the intellectual life

under Islam.

Secondly, through such a survey of Islamic literature

on music, we can form an idea of the nature of that music,

since we have no examples of the actual music. Notation

was not known to Muslim musicians for the greater part

of the period studied, and when It became known, it was

just an elementary attempt that found its place in theo¬

retical treatises, but was not actually adopted by the

musicians, who learnt their music aurally and completely

relied on memory. Thus the extant examples of Islamic

musical attempts at notation are very scarce and date

from a later period than that to which this study is
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(1)
limited. Had there "been any examples of annotated music,

they would have claimed a detailed and Indeoendent study

as distinct from that in relation to the intellectual

life. But in the absence of such primary sources rele¬

vant to the nature of Islamic music, we have to turn to

those writings dealing with music a***, which are fortunately

abundant.

The bulk of literature which has any bearing on

music in Islam seems to fall into three main categories

according to the method of treatment and the special

approach to the subject*(a) Literary histories,(b) theo¬

retical treatises, (c) religious or legislative works

These three different approaches seem to belong to

historically different periods, and represent the three

angles from which music was discussed in Islamic writings,

(a) By literary historic^ it is meant such works as deal

with songs and singers. Collections of songs, biographies

of singers (and musicians), the social background and

customs connected with music-making in general.

(*) The theoretical treaties present a scientific

attitude of enquiiy Into the practical and theoretical

fields of music as Investigated with considerable applica¬

tion of physics, acoustics, mathematics, physiology and

1) The only existing example of actual musical notation

is attributed to SafI al Din kbdel M^min of the

thirteenth century A.D.
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psychology.

(c) The religious works deal with the question of the
the permissibility of listening to music, and have been

touched uoon 1n Part T. That, this division is a natural sue

can be proved by the exaaai nation of the specific tern for

"music" used in the three oases. In the first case, the

word for music was generally rrblna (singing) and a musician

was called a singer and the whole plane was dominated by

this conception of a "vocal art." The theoretical works

on the other hand have a different word musTfift or ^ubToT

(derived from Greek) that meant "music" which is charac¬
ter!otic ef works that deal with music as a "science",

whereas the theologians laatnly deal with (listening) al

"sama*" which is s fsufT terra used In connection with the

type of music used by the fsufTs, but had its origin In
the early days of Telam as asrociated with the discu:sion

ef lawfulness or otherwise of listening to . uslc.

These three different ap roaches to the same subject

seem to illustrate the prevailing views of three different

periods and to coincide with some trends in the current of

Muslim thought, but. the division is neither clear-cut

nor static. In fact, the three categories have been con¬

current throughout the period covered by the present study,

but with one aspect taking the trover hand at one time.

The last of the three - that dealing with the religious
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dispute about listening to music - has had an early

beginning, and had continued persistently over some

five centuries or so, unhampered by the steady growth
(1)

and develooement of music In theory and in practice,

LITERACY HISTOBIES

The first category which offers a certain type of

•general* history of music belongs clearly to the earliest

period. Arabic bibliographies such as A1 Eihrist of Tbn

A1 NadTm, Yaqut*s Irshad al ArTb, or Uyun al anba^of Ibn
abi U^aybi^a, bear wltnet:.e to the considerable number of
works that come under this class# Yet the number of such

as are available to us nowadays is rather limited.

Among the works cited are those of Yunus al Katib
(2)

(766/148} and who is generally accepted as the first to
(3)

record Arabic songs in alphabetical order, together with

Indications of the appropriate mode and rhythm of each

song, and historical andbiographical Information* The

famous QurashT singer Ibn Jarai*(803/188) followed with a

collection of the "Hundred" airs or songs chosen for

Haruii al Hashid, with Indications of the melodic mode

and rhythm of these songs. Yahya al MakkX (820/205) and

1) Ibn Abl'l Dunya: Dhamm al malahT, one of the earliest

works on this subject dates from the 3rd century A.H.

2) Dates quoted are those of death of authors.

3) Ibn al Japans hawT al funun»fol. 19.
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eome years later. IbrShTra ibn al MahdT compiled similar

collections of songs* Then came the famous singer and

musician IsJiSg al Mau^lll (850/255) who, according to the
Flhrlst and the Kitab al Aghanl, is credited with a long

list of books, including collections of songs and biogra¬

phies of famous singers in early Tslam.

By that time this type seemed eeemea to develop some

degree of authenticity and signs of a more critical atti¬

tude were exhibited in the work of AJpraac" al Maki-T (854/240)
This was a tashih or correction of a kitab al aghanT
written by his father Yafcya,

It would seem strange that a litterateur like al

JTShip should have something to add to our knowledge of
and ancient

the singing and singers of his/times(869/256) a fact that
has Its significance in showing the literary approach to

music which is consistent in the majority of writers of

that period. Yet his works are perhaps the oldest that

have come down to us, and to htm. we owe some of our in¬

formation on the old Persian customs of listening to
(1)

music at courts in Pre-Islamic times together with some

interesting accounts of Muslim Khalifs and famous male

and female singers at their courts. These were always

given in the form of anecdotes or stories - akhbar -

1) Al Jl^i|;a Al TSfj fi akhlaq al mulTTk
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characteristic of the type of books now 1n question#

Ahmed al T?asYbT, ^Amr Ibn BSha, Abu HashTsha,

Jajigsa al Barmaki and gammffd son of the famous Isjiffq al

Maupill have all contributed to this field and are cited

by Abul Faraj al IsfahSriY In his K* al AghilnT as author¬

ities#

Of all the above mentioned works very few are ex¬

tant, but we are justified in considering the works of

the last named of them (Al MasTbT,Jtar ibn BSha etc.) as

not altogether lost to us# In fact they have been pre¬

served through the pages of the colossal kltab al A&hanT

of al Isfahan!"#

Strictly speaking the X# al AphanY Is not histori¬

cally the last work of this class, Tbn !kbd RabbihY's al

'Iqd al Far Id (946/829) Al Mas%dl 's Muruj al BHahab (957/346)
Ibn tfffgly a (1092/485) (or Baniya as given by Al 'iJmnrT In

Masalik al Ab^ar, 127-182) are some of the best known

works on much the same lines as the K# al AghihT and

dating from a later period. But that book Al Agh seems

to be the climax of a certain trend in the history of

Arabian music, which had achieved Its end with the writ¬

ing of this book and then subsided, giving place to works

and treatises, on music, of a totally different nature,

with the exception of the last mentioned books, which

were written after it, and on its lines but were scattered

over a long period# The fact that this type of history
of music lagged after K# al Agh is proved by the negligible
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number of works written after It and the long intervals

of comparative eilence, In that field, after the fourth

eentury A*H*,l*e* 10th century A*D.

It seems impossible here to give detailed considera¬

tion to the vast literature dealing with this subject as

we can only afford to emphasize the hroad outlines of the

picture as a whole* For this practical reason one single

work will be chosen as a model which could faithfully

represent the characteristics of works of its type* And

what would be a better choice than that of the Kitab al

AghanT al Kabir by Abuh. Faraj al Isfahan!, which ranks
wifttri mmiwmww'imn ii»» i ■».

highest among the chroniclers of Islamic music for many

reasons* This book, which is a fount of knowledge on

Islamic music and singing, has preserved all the essential

traits exhibited in preceding books on the same subject*

It seems to incorporate and assimilate in its twenty

volumes all the data provided by a great number of books

written on the same lines. Such factors may, perhaps
its

justify the choice of this work, and/singling it out as

the culmination of a certain trend, peculiar to the first
four centuries of Isiaxn.

Having carefully chosen a model to represent this

trend, let ub try to define more clearly the characteristic
aooroach of this work, its scope, and style, in recording
the musical activities of that period.
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Thls work dates from the fourth century A# ft# -

as Isfahan!18 dates are (897-967/284-357-). ^bn Khaldun
in describing it as the dTWan, (register) of the Arabs

was right, as it provides a great deal of information

on general aspects of the Islamic civilisation, apart

from history of its music and literature# Excluding

the material of purely literary and historical nature,

we are left with abundant data belonging to the domain

of music croper#

The most important theme of the book is the

Hundred chosen songs, chosen for Harun al Rashid (in¬

cidentally there are only ninety-nine and not a hundred

in the book)# It also contains old songs which have

come to be considered as "classics" at the time the

book was written# These have been preserved and handed

down from one generation to another^ and are given in
the book, together with other and newer Bongs^with all
the available information about them?on both the musical
and literary sides. On the musical side# we have

technical terms Indicating the ipba* (or finger) 1.e#

the melodic mode in which it is composed^and its rhyth¬
mic mode as well# These Indications are mentioned but

not described or defined by the author, and there is

no example of musical notation at all# Musical nota¬

tion was not known to the Arabs at the time, and they
depended on these indications as a guide to their

memories in retaining the melody# H1b accounts of
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Instrunjental playing and song accompaniment are of

great Interest in helping to reconstruct a picture

of the musical practice.

The literary side of the picture deals with the

verse of the songs, the -poetfe biography, genealogy and

amy special etory or anecdote attached to a song, or

the circumstances that have inspired it. It presents

also a vivid account of the social background to the

musical activities of the time.

The musical side of the data provides three major

problems worth discussion. The first is that of the

"sources" of K. al AghahT i.e. the preceding books that

are so often cuoted and cited in it. The second is

that of the theoretical indications used in the book,

and the third, deals with the subsidiary information on

instruments end aocoapanir ent, singing end its differ¬

ent- styles and schools, in short, descriptive material

which helns to exnlain the special character of the

"songs" under discussion. A fourth problem, of major

importance to this study, the social background to the

music ae expounded in this extensive work, will be dealt

with in the part dedicated to "music and the social

life".

The sjurces of the K. al Agh.comprise all the

preceding collections of songs and books of famous
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stngers from YUnuB ai Katib to Hansnaa ibn Tshaq al

M&wtolir, including works which have not reached us.

Al Isfahanl's biographers tell us that he often
as

copies from other books,/Ibn ai Nadlm said, and as he

himself often confessed, indicating in several passages

that he had cooled them from other writers. The rest is

usually handed down verbally rlwWya through a long string

of authorities. So, as far as it is a faithful repre¬

sentation of similar works there Is some assurances But

did the compiler use any definite method in his quota¬

tions'? Were these carefully chosen and authenticated

before being quoted by hirnV

A comparatively l&te writer Ibn al iahhan, an

Egyptian musician and the author of an important work
»

— ■* .

entitled HawT al Funun wa Salwat al Mahztlh (probably
A Dm

from the sixteenth century /says; "YHhus was the first

to write down the songs ffitna* and from him Is^iag al
Ifau&llT has taken (or quoted) and it is on Ishaq and

his son Ha mad, that Al Isfahan! entirely relies for
(1)

the bulk of his Information. Yet we know that the

author did not derive his material only from the

Mau$ll?s» but from several others. Among the authors

quoted by Al Isfahan!" there are some whose authority

has been questioned by him. Our author while quoting

1) op. citi 19.
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Tbn ivHordad]ihah hastens at the same time to add that
(1)

he Is unreliable, Jahisa ai Banoakl was treated in the

same conflicting manner by hlra. fchile strongly criti¬

cising Jebsa's book on Al TuribtSrlyyTri and condemning it,
the author of Al Arih Quotes the same person verbatim on

csflr
several occasions.

Another example of T^fnhanT's treatment of his
sources and Ms method in writing, is that in connection

with Ya£y3T al Ma^Vi. The latter1© inaccuracy in his books
of songs was strongly criticised and condemned as lead¬

ing to all the mistakes made by later writers who quoted

him, especially in the field of ajnl's*modes. His son

A|imad who corrected the father's collection of songs is
ranked much Il1gtli¥ by Al lafalia-nT, consldered rauch more

(3)
reliable and praised for his efforts in that field. In

another olace he specifies that AJvaad'e book is a major
source on song©, and Is second to rone but IsJ^c al

(4)
JleupllT'e. Yet, to the reader's bewilderment, we rind
him stating In f, &C that Yahy® and his son have committed

1) Agh.Y,lSl.

2) A^h. x,i28.

3) Agh, VI, 179.

4) Op, cit, XV, 66.
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grave errors in their indication of aglfbl^and that
most of the aInFs mentioned by them are middled up#

That ia to mention only a few examples which illustrate

the method followed in compiling the book#

l?e are Justified then in treating the informa¬

tion provided in the K*al Aagfr with some reserve, at
it ic not aiwayn well authenticated, nor very accurate.

The author while openly confessing that he "cooiec"

from certain books, yet doeo not always sift his in¬

formation or treat, it critically# Even his personal

likes and dislikes, ae regards aoree musicians, had

been the underlying motive in some of his strongly

expressed view®. A1 TSnnrT in MasSllk al Absar,claims

that A\ Tsfahanl" had a strong feeling against AlT ibn

Ta^ya al liunajjim, which is felt in his writings.
The value of the sources and the materiel provided
f

.

by this workjls magnified in the field of the technique
and theory of muolc, as in ail the other non-musical

subjects touched o there la ample Information in other

specialised works, being essentially a "book of songs,"

It is in the field of musical history that the book's

real value should be determined#

Tn giving the technical indications as to the

melodic mode and the rhythm of every song, the author

has followed the classification and nomenclature fixed
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by Tshag al Haup1.lT, whom he holds ae the highest
amongst all musicians and singers# Abu-l-FaraJ
stresses his view of tshHb*B work in that field

and considers him much more reliable than his pueil
, U)
Amr ibn B£na and his predecessors Yafciya al Makkl and

(SS)
his son Ahmed,

In accepting the terras as fixed by TshSq it is

necessary to mention the fact that although he died

in 350 A,D., i.e. after the movement of translation

of Greek works had begun, yet he was the exponent

of the "Arabian" art, and had not studied Greek works
(S)

on the theory of music. Thus accord* ng to the author

IsfiWp*s(and his followerte)theory should be accepted
as a version of "Arabian" (I.e. belonging to the
Arabs of the peninsula) art, with a touch of Persian

influence. The Persian element had been at work ever

since the beginning of the Islamic era. It is also

an established fact that Ibn Mlajah and his pupil

Ibn Muhrlz had loner before introduced Persian and
(4)

even Byzantine elements to the Arabian art. But such

1) A£&. V, 62.

2) loc. clt.

3) Tblfl 53.

4) Farmer, History of Arabian music. 89-70® Land:
Hftmttvfra nr, thg ficfi * .n«HrAln,imAnt aT Arnhtn

music.
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elements ae were accepted were modified to suit the

Arabian taste and ear. This deviation Is meant to

strei e that the technical terns given in the K« al
— — tlie

Aqhan? are, on the whole representative of/unadulterated

Arabian character, before Its encounter with the Greek

theory of music,

Al TsfahanT states enthusiastically, in the

introduction to his wor^, that all the a.ina'e are
_oo

strictly conforming to the method of Ishaq al MaUjsill,
He also states that this method was generally accepted

at the time of writing his book, and ail other methods,

like that of the a posing school led by XbrahTm ibn al

MohdT, Arar ibn Bana, Mukhartc. Allswayh, Muhaiaaed ibn

al Harith ibn ShakhTr and their followers, were wholly

abandoned, and their views left behind, while Isuaq*s

system prevailed. One of the points on which these two

parties differed, is the elusive thagTl awwal (rhythmic

mode) called by one party thaqTl thanT and vice versa.

Agreement was also lacking on other rhythmic modes and

on the qxiestion of asablc fingers, and ma:iarT courses as

applied to ihe^jjjd (lute),
Isjiaq*s classification of the a.lnas (or genres)

according to the different starting note (or "tonic")
of each, bears witness to a methodical and reasonable

approach. Unfortunately the K, al AghanT offers no

1) I, 4.
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precise definitions of the terminology used In it, and

It even succeeds In conveying to the reader the impress¬

ion that these theoretical questions have never been agreed

upon* Although we are told that Isiiaq had "laid down and.
(1)

fixed definitely the theory, yet there is ample evidence

in the boo'' itself that this was not the caset The theory

laid down by Xshfq has been questioned by his contemporaries

as well as by the next generation* Musicians of the same

rank as Tshao l*e. TbrahTm 1bn al MahdT did not accept

his notions on the subject, while later generations of
{ <s> (

!^S|fl own pupils such as Allawayh and Aar ion B'ana
(89]/278) Mere strongly opoosed to him and stated that on

the pages of their books* Thus, the author of the K* ai

Agh*in his great enthusiasm for Al MausilT failed to give

a lucid account of the theory, and offered contradictory

information, which makes his judgements - theoretically -

questionable*

That applies to the period of lahaq*s life and after

it, but let us see what was the case before that* Most

of the songs of an older time were either handed down

orally, through lone strings of authority, or copied

1) Farmer, op*cit*, 105*

2) As vocalised by Apmed SakT Pasha in Cairo ed* of K.

al tr.,1* by ai J^iip.
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from books# Tn either case Ishaq's classification had

not yet fixed the theory, and hie terminology was un¬

known, (in its entirety at least) to the musicians and

chroniclers who lived before him. Did the author of the

&# al Agh# then undertake to "transcribe11 the theoretical

indications Into the new fixed method of lehifp, in order
to Veen the uniformity of tajnTs?(lndlcatl ?n of sJnffe

modes). No evidence to this effect is provided by him,

and It seems pOBSible to assume that no such thing was

done# Instead, to add to the contusion, he tells ue

that what was known to a generation as thagTl awwal
was known to another as thaqil thanl and vice versa.

Tn view of all the conflicting ana hazy treatment

and the lack of definitions on theoretical questions a©

presented by this book - and roughly speaking - similar

books of songs. It seems advisable and even necessary

to give this type of history book a secondary place#

He have to turn to other and more specific work© for

information on the theory of Islamic music# By doing

so, we are not actually ©kipping such a long period

(three centuries or so) in theory of Islamic r uelc;

e*nee every Innovation and development In that field,

must Inevitably bear It© fruit in the long ruux# And

the theory of music a© discussed in the works of the

greatest Muslim philosopher©^is in no way Independent
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or 1 solatia from the theory and practice in common use

during the period now in question# in some cases it

Is identical with It, and in others it is generally an

advance on the same lines.

The one point, In which the A. al A riiSnT's value

is unsurpassed is its representation of the details of

the practical art of music, and the traditions attached

to it. As it a title suggests, the worir is a fount of

knowledge in the field of ^i^ri5>(singing). "Music was

vnown by the generic term gh<ml'which primarily meant

though in its specific sense it meant singer." t

was here said of the Orthodox Callfote, seems to have

obtained throughout the period covered by the K. Anfa.
and its oredeceseors,/absorbed 1n it. Here we find

rnueic treated as "a vocal art. " The two other terms

musTpT or musTqa and sanJT (i.e. listening) do not occur

frequently in this worlr. These two terms were peculiar

to two different aspects of "music" la the Islamic

on lture.

This prevailing conception of muslc, as jgiiniir} brings
music and poetry Into a close and intimate relationship.
Music was not divorced from ooetry in the early decades

song, hence mughannT stood generally for musician, al¬

as

1) Farmers op.cit., 61.
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of Islam# nor did It exist independently from It# as

the K» al Af&u Illustrates. Indeed the strongest point

In Arabian literary life# that Is the love of poetry is

reflected In this "book of song#. In hie method of ex¬

position# the author gives the ooet and hie verse as much

detailed consideration,as that accorded to the singer, and
musician.

It is this love of poetry so deep and spontaneous

in the Arab's nature that has paved the way for a steady

growth and development of music# first as a handmaid to

noetry# then as a ©ister-art to it. This major and

significant trend, the K. al Agtu has recorded and illus¬

trated faithfully# The very fact that the work is a source

for the history of Arabic literature# has its significance#

and although it is essentially a "book of songs," yet it

la more in the nature of a collection of lyrical verses,

than actual songs.

The noetry# the words held the first Place# and we

find the same gaaTda or certain verses of it given in two,
and sometimes more, different versions, that is, composed

or modes
1 two or more differ- nt tare?q/toy musicians who were either

contemporary# or belonging to different periods. The author

argues that the last mentioned fact prevented him from

classifying hie material according to the more logical

chronological order of musicians# and their ranks# or
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even according to the mode in which each ooem ts com-
(1)

posed. A musician's competence would he judged by the

degree of hie knowledge of poetry# Tbn J$nl was once

asi-ed by Hfiin al PaohTd to "si ng htra something from

the verses of a certain 'Abdullah ibn Muiawlya ibn

'iJbaydallSh Ibn Je&ar# Hie memory falling him# -rovlded

a good opportunity to Ibrahim al MausilT# who was present#

to show off# So he earns forward with his own composi¬

tion of lines from that same poet# for whloh he was re¬

warded# He boasted to his beaten rival that he had set

to music "every line of poetry# from J&hlliyya to Isl&rt#
«(2)that oould be sung," the argument being evidently, that

a musician's merit, lay as much In his thorough knowledge

of poetry, as In his musical abilities#
Musicians used to nek the Calif as a special

favour# to be granted the exclusive right to set to

music the verses of a certain favourite poet#

The liberal-minded ^uraehT, patron of music,
"AbdulISh ibn Ja'far# succeeded in conveying the close

relationship between poetry and music, dominant at this

period#In the following incident# The Calif Mukwiya#
corning to his house# was shocked to find him sitting

1) A<7h. I, 3#

5?) op# clt#Xli# 77.
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listening to J\zza al Mayll1 singing and playing. On

expressing hie dismay Tbu Ja'far explained to him that

she was singing verses by HassSn Ibn ThKblfc (the Prophet's

poet) addingt if a rough and unsightly Arab recites this

poetry to you, you would reward him g-nerouBly - as to

me, I choose the best and most delicate among these

verses, and give than to her.... to chant it, tunshlduhg
(1)

in her beautiful voice.

These few examples help to underline the primary

role of the poetic element in the Islamic vocal art.

Instrumental niusid, at this ohase, was merely an aid

to singing. Musical instruments feature, even in the

earliest worfcs quoted in K. al Agiu as a help in find¬

ing the appropriate rhythm Tap'in composing a song, as

well as in accompanying the singing. All the resources

were directed in the practical channel of the vocal art,

while very little has been recorded of instrumental art

as such (except in the ninth i.e. 3rd century A.H. on¬

wards.

Ma'bad, one of the most famous singers of the

Ctaayyad dynasty (743/126) aaid that in composing his songs,

he would beat time with his gadTb (wand i.e. a percussion
instrument) while softly murmuring the words until the

1) 35.
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air lahn Is moulded and shaped. Maoad's wand could he

replaced by any form of a duff or even by an tad (lute),
but the same Importance of the rhythmic Impulse as dir¬

ectly derived from the poetry, persisted.

Although the notion of Tqa'(rhythm) as derived from

the metrical structure of the verse, is believed to be

restricted to a comparatively early oerlod (orthodox Call-
(2)

fate) K. al Agh. offers conflicting evidence as to the

beginning of Tqa^t (rhythmic modes) as Independent from

the prosody. The credit of Introducing the new element

of independent, Tqa'is shared, in the book, between Tuway^f
» *""" (3)(Azza al na 111 and Sifib Kiiathir.

Yet a musician's great merit seemed to lie in hie
(4)

correct division qlsma and ^ust measures awzHn more than

1) 1, 21.

2) Farmer: History of Arabian music p.51.

3) Agh. XVI. 13. Von Kroner pp.25, 91.
4) c;,tsma is translated here as division, yet in Dr. H.O.

Farmer's History of Arabian music, this is not made very

clear. The English word division is given for a!era in
MHPMMMMt

p.107 - in another place of the same passage (p.107)
division is given as meaning basat and also in p.106

as "baeTt". To complicate things more still, the word

apsBht the plural of glean, is translated as parts. It
is difficult to decide whether algaua and piara deal with
the same process, cf. Ibn al Tahhan definition of qisma

fol. 11-12.
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for his melody, an attitude which persisted through the

period covered by the type of history "book discussed here,
which may lead us to conclude that It was in accordance

with a general trend, in the musical standards of that

period.

The three elements that have collaborated to it

could be given as, the strong revival of poetry, the sub¬

sequent growth of the vocal art in music, together with

a tendency to writing general histories, which prevailed
- U>

in early Islam. These three factors are, to a great

extent responsible for producing this type ©l book.

As this part ©i the study Is Intended to reveal

music*o place In Islamic intellectual life, as judged

from extent writings, it should be borne in mind, that

these writings, In their various aspects, are our only

sources on the type of music practiced. Had there been any-

annotated music, It would have claimed a detailed study as

distinct from that In relation to the intellectual life, bu-fc
unfortunately, our information on music comee either from

histories of a literary character, or philosophical

treatises, and in either case they offer some aspects

of the intellectual life. As the second category of

works, the theoretical works written by philosophers,

1) R. Levyi Sociology of Islam, II, 548.
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Is directly concerned with the theory and practice

of music, It Is necessary to compare the two cate¬

gories of writing on the same questions. In order

to appreciate fully the great progress achieved In

the philosophical treatment of music, a "brief exposition

of the actual state of music as presented by the K. al

Agh. will be made.
(1)

Throughout the twenty or twenty-one volumes of

the book, the whole progress of Islamic music, from Its

origin In Pre-Islamic tlmes^ is recorded. Indeed it

offers a reliable presentation of the art of music in

evolution, the main trends in the practice are easily

distinguishable. It provides ample data on: the t;, :>es

of instruments in common use - the development of the

musical sense - the practice of accompanying singing

and the different styles and schools of singing.

In suite of the book's historical Inaccuracies

In details sometimes, yet It offers the most valuable

Information on the general tendencies in music. Through

its pages It 5.8 easy to watch the growth of a musical

art gradually merging from the crude folk music of Pre-

Islamlc times. Tvhere there are special customs and

observations attached to the practice of music, these

1) There is some doubt about the Identification of

the 21st vol. c.f. Agh« Ifetional Library edition,

Cairo 1952, I,p62.
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"been
have/carefully recorded, there were even some signs

of a rising critical attitude in the appreciation of

music, which is a marked sign of progress. The "book

reveals the change In the attldue of the Islamic

community towards music, from the early cautious

reserve of the Orthodox Califs, to the unashamed

enthusiasm and patronage of most of the Umayyad and

kbbWeid Califs.

Among all these interesting and significant

aspects, we shall restrict this brief account to those

that can supply an adequate background to the subjects

touched on in Philosophical works dealing with music,

i.e. Instruments and accompaniment, musicianship,

and different styles in the vocal art.

Instruments. Instruments, although featuring always as an¬

cillary to the vocal art, had undergone a steady

development. In place of the early percussion in¬

strument often depended on for accompaniment by the

earlier school of A1 cyjsrTd, Ibn SurayJ and Ma'bad, ^
we find string and wind instruments gaining in popu¬

larity. The "<idM (lute) took its place as the favourite

instrument in all Islamic countries. It was accepted

as the best stringed instrument for accompaniment,

1) x» 31,
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with reed-pipes featuring as second to it.

The role of the ^ In the development of

Islamic music cannot "be overestimated. It is

closely connected with the different phases In
the progress of the scale# and is responsible for

creating and intensifying the musical sense among

the Muslim musicians. In tuning this instrument

they had nothing to guide them but their ears. We

have elaborate stories in the K. al Asrjn, Illustrat¬

ing the quickness and correctness acquired by the

musicians, especially in the 'Abbasid Califate, when

the practice of music could be said to have reached

a very high standard.

kusicianshlp The lute was not tuned according to a fixed

note (of absolute pitch) but according to the range

of the singer's voice. This procedure required a very

good "musical ear" and a certain degree of technical

skill and training. Even the drum tabl was once

tuned by Jefcar al Jabbgl according to the pitch of a

singer's voice, to accompany the singing in the ab-
f—

sence of the ud.

This Bame sharp ear was essential in detect¬

ing any mi stakes^ where more than one instrument was

1) St 7(*

2) 2E. 54.
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pl^reau We are often told of many girls giygh-

jawtfrT playing simultaneously -(yet always in

unison.) IchSn al MaupTii, the leading ■Utilill
of his clay, possessed the most accurate and well

trained oar, like hlo father IhrfMk al MausllI
"before htm. We find him discovering a string which

was out of tune, among eighty strings (twenty lutes)
(2) ,

and twenty voices sounding simultaneously.

This keen and sharp ear, which was the sign

of a progress in the standards of musicianship, was

Just as quick in the field of rhythm. Al M&kh once

asked TshSa al MausilT to give his opinion on two

artists performing for him and to the astonishment

of those present, he discovered and proved that

(AfjTd> the singer and his accompanist^ darfb, were not

playing lie sane rhythm.

Accompaniment. T is incident should not lead us to the con¬

clusion that accompaniment was a haphazard "business.

On the contrary,we hear of musician's who made their

name as skilled durrlb, (players) only. Uula^ils and
Zalsal were the great exponents of the art of lute-

playing, and are cited as the best lutanlsts of their

time. Barsauma al Z?&ilr (the piper) achieved some

1) 1. 41.

2) g, 60

3) V|, 56.
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fane as an accoraoanist also. Tbn JWni( the famous

singer at the court of HSTruh al RaehTd and later of

A1 HSdT, had a narked preference for Barpauma*s

accom paniment, because, "he gave him no trouble by
(1)

follov;ing his singing closely."

The following incident provides the most criti¬

cal test for the skill of an accompanist# At the court

of Al Wlthig, discussing the merits of the lutanists,
they singled out Mullihis as the best, but Toh'Sn would
not accept that, and decided to prove his choice of

Zalsal, a_ their Ohiai, by a practice tc.t.
in his anger challenged Ito play himself if he could.
Icbac took the lute of Mulahis^ after asking him to put
all the strings out of tune, and to the amassment of
all present, accompanied a song on that off-tune instru-

(2)
ment with perfect correctness.

Singing. The Islamic art of music has featured, ever
since its earliest stages as an essentially vocal art,
as has been oointed out before. Prom the simple hucta;
(caravan song) up to the elaborate and more sophisti¬
cated art developed in the third and fourth centuries,(AXE.)
the vocal tradition was kept up. All the innovations
in the field of Instruments, and in singing itself,
were directed towards the improvement and progress of

1) VI, 74,

2) & 57.
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the vocal aspect of music# What then were the out¬

standing features in this vocal art, and were there
any rules for it, and what was the degree of artistry
involved in it?

The K. al Arch, is not lacking in information

on the style of singing narrated in it# We are

supplied with considerably accurate descriptions of
it - as far as words could go# As notation was not

common then, it describes with success the different
shades of voice, the characteristic style of each

famous singer# Comparisons are attempted between

the moBt illustrious of contemporary musicians shar¬

ing fame with the emphasis on the special merits of
each# Tn the cases of TbrShTm ibn al MaugllT versus

Ibn and Tshag al MaufcilY versus IbrShTm ibn al

MahdT, the author has successfully conveyed to the

reader the slight, shades of differences in their

voices and their respective styles# Barsauma al

Zi§hir (the niper) also succeeded in describing the

voice and style of Tbn -Tamf and Tbr'ShTm al MavupilY,
in such wording that Justifies his claim to be consid-

(1)
ered a musical critic of his time#

There is ample evidence that the vocal art

was not Just a primitive attempt, on the contrary,

sentiment and expression had their place in it, since

!) Agh. VI, 72. Farmer; History, 116#
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we are tola that Ibn JSnl's performance was at lte

best when subjected to strong ana deep emotions#

HSrtfn al Bashld made use of the fact, and to in¬

duce that state of emotional agitation, announced

the false news of the death of Tbn JWai1 s beloved

mother and his singing on that day was unsurpassed
U)

for beauty#

The famous IehSta al MausilT's style waB des¬

cribed and praised on many an occasion and in spite

of the mediocrity of his vocal qualities, his great

fame was won by his skilful and artistic gradation

of tone," from a high note siySh to its low note
ffnn>iii#iiii>iii#rii»

isjlji#.## gracefully going from loudness shldda# to

softness, that being the best and most difficult way
Ts)

of singing 'Tiowru

The art of singing was taken very seriously

by Muslim musicians, to the extent of their division

to groups or schools, each defending and expanding

its ideas In the interpretation of the well preserved

traditional or classical songs handed down from pre¬

ceding generations. The Maupili familyj IbtfShTta and

Ishag represented the classical and conservative &chool,
based on the preservation of the old traditions of their

predecessors# Another school} which sprang up mrnrmjir ^he

leisurely class of musically-minded nobles (and princes)

1) VI, 75#

2) 102.
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was headed "by IbrHhTm Ibn al MahdT with tbn Jimi'-
an impoverished nobleman of Quraysh - as its founder.

■

The latter school did not hold to tradition so strictly

in interpreting old songs handed down as classics ^hlna
al cjadirn. rbrlhTm Ibn al MahdT, allowed himself great

freedom in it, to the extent of distortion sometimes,
(1)

and that under the name of reforming and improving it.

Such attemots were fiercely rehired and fought "by Ishsro

al MawsilT, the strongest advocate of ^reserving the old
(2)

art intact;and allowing no tampering with It.
To sum up, the major points of special significance

to the nature of Islamic music, are; the existence of

the three types of instruments (I.e. percussion, wind

and string), the ecmewhat advanced technique required

in tuning and playing the lute %d and the scale in common

(3)
use, as applied to that instrument, a developed sense of

tune and rhythm, the Introduction of intricate rhythmic

modes independent from the metre of the poetry, an

1) V, 63.

2) f, 61.

3) As given in the Brit. Mus. MS. by Yahysr l"bn 'Alf
ibn Yahya b. rAl! Mansur(912/300) in Farmer: Steadies
in Oriental Musical instruments, n. 47.
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elaborate technique in the vocal art, not devoid of

feeling, expression and gradation of tone, with same

degree of crttioism applied to It, and strong views
in questions of interpretation;resulting in two oppo¬

site schools# These very "brief points could not but

convey the impression that this music, known and played
in Islamic countries in the first three centuries of

Islam was by no means a crude or primitive art, but had
achieved a certain degree of development, which we could

possessed
have been able to judge at its real value, if v/e had/any
annotated examples of it#

All the last mentioned elements are healthy signs

in the life and progress of an art, which had gradually

evolved from the simple and v^riraltive folk music of pre-

Islaraic times# This process of evolution has been faith¬

fully, if somewhat inadequately, recorded in the K# al-
Agh# and the books belonging to its class# Through it,

it is possible to reconstruct the broad outlines of a

picture of the musical art of that period and its role
in Islamic life#

In spite of the disorderly and unsystematic

treatment of the book, its inaccuracy in the choice of

reliable sources, and its Inadequacy in providing pre¬

cise definitions in the field of theoretical indications,

yet, the K# al AghjrriT's value should not be underesti¬
mated. It, is still one of the most Important sources
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In the study of Islamic civilization, ami a primary
source In the Btudy of the nature of Its music* The

book has, In Its own way, greatly served research on

Arabian (or Islamic) music up to the early fourth

century A.H. (10th century A.D.) and still offers a

vast scope for hitherto unsolved problems, which de¬

serve great perseverance in a detailed study.

Considering it as representing a special aspect

of the intellectual life In Islam, It combines many

elements peculiar to that particular phase of culture,

i.e., roughly before Its encounter with Hellenic thought.
The famous Arab love of poetry (and music) genealogy
and history have all collaborated In producing the

K. al Agh. and similar literature. v

Fortunately, for the study of Ielamic music,
another aspect of the intellectual life, fully com¬

pensates for the shortcomings of this class of history
book.

That trend in the history of Islamic music,
could be said to have attained Its peak In the fourth

century A.H. About that time,or a little earlier, such

works became rare and we find muslc^ studied and dis¬
cussed from an altogether different angle. Instead of

the general histories of music written in a literary
manner, we find "music" featuring In the writings of
the greatest Muslim philosophers, as a "science".
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THEORETICAL TREATISES.

This new chase In Islamic intellectual life.,

could "be considered as the result of the introduction

of foreign cultural elements, namely Greek, as well as
a steadily growing search for knowledge among the Muslims
themselves.

Prom the early narrow concept of knowledge as

directly attached to religion, which prevailed in the

first two centuries of Islam, there evolved a much larger

and more secular conception of knowledge in Islamic

thought. The rise of the Mu^azilah, the rationalists
of Islam, seeking to establish their belief on a rationa¬
list basis, (their rise) coincided with a general quest

for knowledge extending beyond the faets supplied by

the early Arabian sciences. These factors affecting
a well-established onulent and prosperous Islamic society,

led to the introduction of Greek methods and phllosoohy,

thus bringing about a marked intensification in the in¬

tellectual pursuits of the Mu* as of the third century

A#L_, asld Califs, A1 Mamun and his successor A1
Mutapim, were responsive to this urge, and are justly
credited for encouraging translations from Greek (and

Hindu) into Arabic. The direct bearing of such an Im¬

portant trend on our subject, lies in the complete change

in the approach of Islamic philosophers to music and its

study. So when the Greek influences began to work upon

Islamic thought, we find music featuring rs one of the

(2)

1) Muir: Califate, 504 2) Ibid, 508.
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courses of scientific study, and part of the mathe¬

matical sciences glum rlytldlyyah* al KlndT, al FBtffbT,

Ihn STria are all writers after the Greek school* The

Introduction of the Greek philosophy has greatly con¬

tributed to the maturity of Muslim thought In general,

and It Is our task now to trace Its repercussions In

the field of Islamic music*

In dealing with such an Important ojiase of Islamic

music, as that In which it became the object of scientific

enquiry as part of the all-embracing system of philosophy,

there are different angles to the problem, and different

course© to pursue In their study*

The one is to concentrate on the foreign elements

that have Inspired this new attitude, and to trace the

exact points borrowed or adopted from these sources,

with special reference to foreign, namely Greek, Influence

In this trend of Tslamlc thought* Another course to take

In dealing with this question, would be to endeavour to

keep the unity of this study by overlooking passing

such analysis and evaluations, In favour of a more In¬

tegrated vivid account of the function of music In the

different aspcotsof Islamic Hie*

The first of these two aspects of the matter has

been the main Interest of former writers on the subject,
viewpoints .

although, from opposite a«4^/perhaps* One school, headed toy
the Indefatigable scholar, Dr* H* Q* Farmer, has con¬

tributed to the classification of the facts of the
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history of Arabic music, and has persistently advo¬

cated, not only the Greek Influence on Arabian theory,

but also the Islamic Influence on Mediaeval Europe# He

has successfully pointed out the Indebtedness of the

Western music to the Islamic music, through cultural
U>

and political contacts between the two worlds#

The opposite side of the question which Is very
(2)

well represented by Miss K# Schleslnger takes an ex¬

treme view In denying that the Arabs had any Influence

over European music, and deprives them of any originality

In that field# She believes that the Arabs have borrowed

their theory from the Greeks and goes to the extent of
mere

calling It a / "intellectualizatlon of Greek theory".

The concrete evidence in favour of the Greek In¬

fluence over Muslim musical theory, however, is abundant,

(In terminology especially), so much so, that we can take

It for an established fact, while leaving the discussion

of the degree of that, influence to those who are best

able to do it# Once this basic principle is safely es¬

tablished, we can proceed to the second course,that aim¬

ing to keep the unity of the study, and try to give a

clear and concise account of the contributions of each

1) Parmer: Chap#I, Pacts for the Arabian Musical in¬
fluence - Legacy of Islam, apt,"music# Salvador P#
Daniel: La rauslque Arabe, p#8.

f

2) C#f# ho*-. Is European musical Theory Indebted to

the Arabs?
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of the Muslim philosophers successively, with as little

mention and discussion of the Greek influence, as would

allow of a steady and straight-forward survey.

A1 KfndT was the first Muslim philosopher whose

writings mark the rise of Muslim Scholasticism, that

was carried on "by al FSTr^TbT, Ikhwan al gafai and Ibn
8iria. Their writings mark a remarkably high standard

of scientific thought in Islam, which was still studied

In the Best some centuries after. To this school of

thought frlkma or philosophy embraced all sciences,

these being generally classified after the Aristotelian

method, with some modification.

The "philosopher of the Arabs", Abu YUsuf Yabub
<1)

ibn Ishaq al Kindt lived in the third century A.H. (9th A.D. )

The question of his date makes a word of explanation

necessary here. The three main categories into which

the literature dealing with music fall;f have been

taken to belong roughly to distinct periods. The first

of these categories i.e. historical, overlaps with the

succeeding phase of the philosophical or theoretical.

The period of the general history extends approximately
A.H. (10th A.D.)

to the early fourth centuryV while the rirBt scientific

study of music, that by Al K^ndT must have belonged to

the mid-third century A.H. The movement of translation

1) His death is given by Masslgnon in Textes lnedlts

sur le myetlctaae de 1*Islam as being S73-260H.
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from Greek dates even earlier than A1 KindT, "but the

assimilation of such new ideas., took some time "before

they "beRan to work on Muslim thought# The first to
this

show/influence was A1 Klndl,

A1 KindT was well versed In the religious as

well as the foreign sciences, l#e# Greek, (Persian)
(1)

and Hindu, he had learned the Greek language also.

But none of his biographies mentioned that he had any

performing knowledge of music# Unfortunately It is

difficult to form a definite idea of his system as a

whole, In view of the loss of the greater part of his

work# Yet, he has had a considerable Influence over

Muslim philosophy, and being a pioneer in that field,

his ideas had their part in moulding the Islamic atti¬

tude towards the newly acquired sciences# It is to him

that the establishment of Muslim Scholasticism Is gener-
(2)

ally attributed# He is also thought to have directed

Islamic thought to the course of reconciling Greek
(3)

philosophical ideas to religion. This trend was observed

and adopted by his successors, and we find in Eastii.
___ _____

1) Ibn Abl Usaybih; Ujdln al Anba,/and Tbn A1 NadTm;
AJL Plhrlst. 257.

2) De Boer—apt# Encyclopedia of Islam, TT. 1019-20.

3) M# 'Abdel Rapiq Pacha Paylasuf ^al "Arab, wal lluallim

al thgnT.
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Ikhwan al Safa Its direct bearing on their discussion of
—

(1)*
music. This attitude relates every science to the

religious ideas and "beliefs#

In the field of the theory of music, Al Klnd?*8
essential contributions can "best "be fudged against the

"background of contemporary music (i#e# 865 - 252 A.H.)#

It should "be borne in mind that the nearest attempt at

a methodical systeniatisation of the rules of music, was

that of IshHg al Mau^ilT (850/236) v;ho was only a practi¬
cal musician, with no knowledge of the Greek speculative

theory of music wMch was being translated into Arabic#

Thus Al KindT's treatment of the subject of music,

should not be assessed for their intrinsic value, as

much as In comparison with the prevailing standards of

the time, and against its contemporary background#
Of all his works dealing with music, only three

(9)
have survived. A Risala fi Khubr talif al Alhan, Risala

, i i I, i

fl Aj aS)ghabarlyyaf £l muslqa and a RisSla fl'l Luhuh.
which are eufilcient to enable us to understand his

method of treatment.

In his account of the practical art of music,

and its varying aspects in various nations, he gives

1) Rasgfo.. 115-132.

2) Dr. Parmer believes he has found a fourth treatise

by the same author, of: Pacts for the Arabian Musl-

cal Influence, 103.
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a detailed account of the six rhythmic modes used "by
the Arabs, and mentions differences "between them and

those known to the Persians in the R. fl ajza^ khabariyya.
In his risala fT khubr ta'lif al Alban A1 KindT opens

fresh ground, hitherto unexplored in any musical treatise

in Arabic that we know of. The most interesting feature,
is his attempt at musical notation. There is an example

in that treatise of a scale of seven notes "janfbll kull"
given in alphabetical notation in Arabic, which is cer¬

tainly the earliest attemnt at musical notation that
(1)

has come down to us.

In this octave scale, each of the notes is given
a designation in relation to the first note. It is

necessary here to mention that the range achieved

through tuning the four-stringed lute %d in fourths
Ts)

was only an octave and a fourth or fifth. The two-octave

Perfect system of the Greeks, given by Al KindT as

".jam.* al ^|am" was not in common use, as is evident
from a passage attributed to I shag al MawpilT in the

- t(3>K. al Aghani. Through Greek influence, undoubtedly,

1) Hefnl-Lachmann, Leipzig ed. R. fl* Khubr ta^Tf
al Aljian, 19.

2) Receulls de travaux de Congres de muslque Arabe

au Caire 193&, 649. Farmer's Studies in Oriental

musical instruments, II, 47.

3) V, 53.
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A1 KindT suggested the addition of a fifth string to

the lute, in order to get the Jam al azaxn. This was

only speculative, and was not recognized by the prac¬

tice (at least in the East. Ziryab added the fifth

string in Al Andalue about the same time). The desig¬

nations given to the seven notes of his annotated scale

imply that the Perfect system was in his mind since he

calls the first note of the scale Al Mafruflah and its

octave al wusta. This mnfrujiah note seems to be his
111*1 urn- ii i i iff11 ««nin.» *

version of the Greek "Mese" or "dominant", middle note
(1)

of the octave, yet it i® given here in a different sense,

nearer to the modern notion of the "tonic".

His classification of a.1has (genres) is also

new to Arabic terminology and again it bears concrete
(2)

evidence of Greek, Aristoxenian theory. The three TaviifT.
LawnT and TanTnT genres, affected the later writings of
Al ParabT, al KHwarizroT (Maf5tfy ai 'Uluia) and Tbn sTna.
In the Arabic terminology, in connection with intervals

a#5d, mdon: or genres, (a.1 rig's, mutations lntlgal> and

composition tab.Tf Al KindThas laid down the foundations,

which were built on by his successors, although with

some modifications.

1) Grove's dictionary of music: Greek modes.

2) Leborde: Essal sur la muslque anclenne et moderne:

"Musioue Grecoue."
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His discussion of music Includes the physical

and physiological aspects of sound, ae well as the

mathematical question of ratios in fretting the lute.

In the field of composition talTf. he raises

an interesting point not new in Arabic works on music

at this period, hut discussed on a higher level, and

that is the "influence of music", an age-old system

known in the Orient to the Semites. The Greeks knew

it under the terra "Ethos" of music, a theory of

the psycho-physiological effects of music on the State
\

and man.

This question of the "influence of music" in
the Islamic world and the "Ethos" of the Greeks, features

in many of the treatises dealing with music coming under

the present category, thus a word of explanation Is needed.

In the ancient complicated concept of the world,

certain patterns of melodies, or even single notes, were

connected with certain planets and hence with the ethical

and moral qualities that these planets were believed to
(1)

impart to man. In accordance with this old doctrine,

we find A1 KindT suggesting special types of melodies

and rhythms suitable for certain psychological conditions,
(2)

and even helpful in Inducing special moods. Although his

1) C. Sachs; A Short History of frorid music, 30.

2) H. Laohinann. a ■64. , 15.
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(1)
A1 BayhaqT in AJchjbsTr al hnksiriS:1 gave a strange

i I»i inmi—iin«iii-.i»i—i imfcatmnii i IM ■

story relating how Al KindT (who was a physician)

prescribed music to he played at the deathbed of

a youth and succeeded through the special melodies

played, to revive the patient for a short time. This

half legendary account, is ratherdebatable, as it

has not been mentioned by other biographers, but it

helps to illustrate the growing belief in the "in-
(2)

fluence of music".

Al KindT, seems to be, historically, isolated

from the following protagenlsts of the same school,

e.g. Al ParabT and the others, but his influence was

clear over many writers on the theory of music es¬

pecially, and two of his pupils achieved success in
(3)

that field, namely Al Sarabhsi and Mansur ibn Talha.

Yet the full impact of Ms teachings did not bear

fruit until Al FarabT, TKhwan al Safs^and Tbn f;Tna
carried on the study on much the same lines.

In surveying the course of development of

Islamic philosophy, the most irainent figure is that
and

of Al FarabT,/ in music, he occupies an even more

prominent place still. Al ParabT holds an unchallenged

leading place, and surpasses all the other philosopher-

1) 246, cited by Abdel Raziq op. cit. 2) Farmer: Influence

3) Farmers history.. 169. of music, 12-18.
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teachings in this field are not very clear as com¬

pared with later writers (i.e. Ihn STria and Ibn

Zaila) but they had their effect in introducing this

aspect as one of the branches of musical research in

f*UCC^gen%rati0n8 of Islamic writers.

The main point exhibited in his treatment of

music, and of his philosophical work in general, is

a lack of clarity in his style, which is perhaps due,

to the difficulty of finding the right Arabic words

for the foreign philosophical terms and expressions.

An example of his inaccurate translation is his use

■r <X)of the word mabsut to mean baslt.
I III I mmmmm

This same word is used in his classification
>

of talTf into three main types according to their

psychological effect: the extrovertial bastT, the

introvertial qabdT and the moderate mu*tad11. Ehythms

have also been given by him that would suit these moods,

the three heavy slow rythms Tciafat go with sad and

melancholic melodies, the light quick ones correspond

to gaiety and vivacity, while the moderate rhythms

suit the moderate melodies.

1) M. kbdel Kaziq., op. cit., 29.

2) R. fl a.iza* khabariyya, 20.
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theorists of Islam, in view of his mastery of the

practical art together with the theoretical.

This Muslim sufT thinker of Turkish (or• x

Persian according to Ihn abi Usnybife) origin, was

credited with many exaggerated and even legendary

powers over his audiences, through his virtuosity

in performing on many musical Instruments. His

personality presents many interesting aspects, hut

his authority on musical subjects is that of an ex¬

pert, who combines artistry with the logical and

analytical mind of a scholar. As Ai KindT's pioneer

efforts in the scientific study of music were note¬

worthy, in Al FarabT's case, his distinguished

practical and theoretical knowledge, invest his writ¬

ings with special weight and authority,

Al ParabT's accomplishraents in performance,
(i)

have almost lie come proverbial. a fact which won him

,<»> _ (3)the name of "Orpheus of Arabia". Ibn KHallikan

gdves an account of Al ParabT's arrival and reception

at the court of Sayf al Dawla the Hamdamid ruler at

Halab on which occasion he produced an instrument

1) Ibn Fajil Allah al 'UraarT: Masallk al Abgar, fol. , 216

2) Lahorde; op. cit., 176.

3) II, 77.
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(no name of it mentioned) and arranged its parts

in different positions with contrasting effects

on hie audience every time. First, he invoked

laughter, then sadness, and at last, sending thera

all to sl^ep, by playing a certain melody, left thorn
(1)

sleeping and went out.

Of A1 F^riabT* s extant works on music, the

introduction ai maotkhal and the first hook only

of hie Kitab al MusTqa al KabTr are the most im-

portant. There 1b a section dealing briefly v/ith

music in his Ifrpa> al*Ulum, which i& of secondary im¬

portance. Dr. H.Q. Fairoer mentioned in his History

1) Thie account must have been responsible for the
almost magical powers attributed to .41 FeTrabT.
A Cairo M.S. entitled kashf al hu nm wal kurab

fT sharh alat al tarab, has many pages devoted
—n.r I, i.. «■ .I.

to the description of a stringed lmtrunent which

Al FarabT is supposed to have built for al Mamun,

with a view to the rules of the doctrine of the

musical influence." (One detail here is certainly

wrong as Al Mdmun, died in 833/213 and Al Farabi

was born in 870/257, which is another proof that

its information needs careful investigation.
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(1)
, '

of Arabian music that only three conies of the fU al

MusTqa al Kabir exist., he also mentioned that a work

attributed to the same author, entitled hitab al AdWar
J2)

existed in the Library of A. Taymur in Cairo, as cited

in al Hilal yrvill. 214. To this I should like to add

the reeuXt of ray investigation of this point while in

Cairo# A series of articles dealing with the contents

of the Taymur library, by Iekandar al Maiuf was mib-

liehed in the ijflaU&l J& JSSMLA &ttl> Damascus 1923.
The section dedicated to musical worvs, did not include

any mention of a hi tab al AdWar by Al Farabi, Building

on this and on the fact that no work entitled k. ai

adwar was cited by Al FarabT*s biographers (and the

fact that "al adWar" was a tern which became commonly

used in a later period than that of Al Fsrab?^ further-
investigation involved the consulatatIon of the manu¬

script of the catalogue to the Taymur library, written

in the hand of Taymur pasha himself. In the first page

of this, there ie cited a second copy of ftitab ai adwar

fll Tern^by fafT al DTn, kbd el Mtirsln Al BaghdaclT. which

1) p.176

2) op. cit. , 177.

3) op.cit., 66.
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/.(i)
was wrongly attributed to Ibn Sabin. A third copy

oi* the same work was again mistakenly attributed to

A1 FarhbT, a mistake which Taymr corrected in his own

writing - after the appearance of the first article of

Ai lillal, and after consulting the first and older

cony of Safl al Din's work, which proved to he identical.

Thus the doubt about two manuscripts is removed.

To go back to Al ParabT'e monumental work, we

find it consisting of an introduction, a book of elements,

a book of Instruments and book of composition#

In the introduction, Madkhal Al Farabi exposes

the reason for its composition, as the incompleteness

and imperfection of the works treating of the theory of

music, which he had studied. This imperfection he attri¬

butes rather to the loss of some works, or to the in¬

accurate Arabic translation from Greek than to any fall¬

ing of their authors. It could be assumed that these

works to which he alludes were Greek, usually called

the "ancients" by Arabic writers.

The classification of the science to its primary

elements, before indulging in discussions of the prac¬

tical art, is a logical one, carried out with great

detail and thoroughness. Al PWrabT* s systematic and

orderly mind, as applied to music, resulted in a most

valuable contribution to Islamic music. This work has

1) Cf. Farmer's Sources of Arabian Music, 47.
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been belt! In high esteem in the history of Islamic

thought, and 1s valued by such an authority as Dr.H,
G. Farmer, to be ecual, if not superior to treatises

(1)
that have come down to ub by Greeks. The logical and

analytical method of Ai ParabY in this work, led him
to give a definition of the word musTql (or musT^a),
In the manner of Arabic writers, who usually begin by

a linguistic philological study of the subject Involved.
He then proceeds, to distinguish the "theoretical" from

the "practical" in music. The practical consists of

composing an expressive musical phrase, and the theo¬

retical deals with the rules of the composition and in

an intermediary position he places the faculty, which

through the medium of the "ear" enables us to discern

a hartiionius i.e. concordant (as distinct from the "modem

ait of chords") melody from one that is not so. These

three aspects of the musical art he discusses in his
(2)

work.

The philosopher in Al Farabt, trying to build

up a system embracing all the cycle of sciences, and

to establish logical relations between them, is ever

present In his writings, even on music. 'The thoroughness

1) Llgiai of Islam art."music. 36?.

2) op. eft. fol, 8.
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with which he exposes, the "first principles," and

reasons out the place of the rational, and the imagin¬
ative takhay.vul in the sohere of the musical art, are

examples of the Platonic outlook, in wh^ch he must have
"been alluding to the great division of the faculties,

<D
into reason, imagination and senses.

This thoroughness In matters of detail, causes

some deviation which makes it a little difficult some¬

times to follow the train of thought. To him arts in

general, are a natural disposition in man, which engenders
a rational element. In music this natural disposition
takes different forms, each exhibiting a different degree
of imagination, and power to create melodies. A musi¬
cal talent may be completely dependent on outward fac¬
tors for its expression, so that a composer's imagina¬
tion in itself is insufficient, and must be aided by
either playing some notes, or humming them, of which
class Mabad al MadTnT is cited.

A more advanced power of imagination is that which
is not entirely dependent on sensual perception mahsus
in its expression, under which class Ibn Surayj is cited,
as he used to help his imagination by mesne of iala.ill *

jingles, to attain the complete perfection of the air

1) D'Irlanger; La musiuue Arsbe I, 308.
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(1)
"being composed. The highest form of the musical gift
for cimposition, is that where the imagination is so
highly developed as to need no outside help for its ex¬
pression. This stage son of Ibrahim al Maufsili
is said to have attained#

In dealing with different effects of music on
the soul, the subject is studied on a much higher ifevel,
than in any previous work in Arabic# Music falls into
three types, the pleasant; Mal mulldhdhah" the passlon-
a+:e "el inflj allyyah" and the Imaginative "al taukhayyllah# "
In order to illustrate his point, he compares the first

e

type, that which provokes agreable sensations to the ear,
to decorative art, in its effect on the eye# Building
on this classification he then explains the psychologi¬

es)
cal function of music# Some people seek, by means of
song, to forget their fatigue by whillng away the
time. Others seek to Intensify, or calm certain
feelings ©r emotions, and its use with verse heightens
its effect and is expedient in exciting the imagina¬
tion of the listeners# On the origin of music, Al
Fe'rabT's views bear some resemblance to modern ideas
on this subject. Karl Bucher in his book "Work and

1) The jala.111 were hung on hie robe, worn especially
on the occasion of composing songs# op#cit., 14.

2) Ibid# p. 23.
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k

Bythm" suggests that the origin of music is a natural
A ;

tendency to express bodily labour rhythmically, as

rhythm simplifies the work# A1 Farabi mentions the

effect of music in the case of bodily labour, and ex¬

plains how men seek to overcome exertion and fatigue

bj> means of song, and gives this as one of the innate

tendencies in man, which drive him to express himself

in music. (It should be noted that A1 FarabT did not

specify the priority of the rhythmical element like

Bucher). Instruments were made to support the human

voice, and elaborate the vocal phrase as their quality

of tone is supposed to be inferior to that of the human

vo Ice.

A rather short survey of method for acquiring

practical skill in music loads to the discussion of

the " 'ilm al nazarT", the theory of music. The prin-
a

ciple element of a musical composition is the note, al

naghama, which Al FarabT very adequately defines. "The

note, al naglioma, is a sound of definite pitch dhu

gadr 1n mahsua, sustained during a certain period of
time". The same definition was adopted by later theo¬

rists of music such as BafT al hTn ab&el Miimin and Al
Jl)

Ladhiqi.

Al Farabi refutes the Pythagorian doctrine of

the harmony of the spheres, treating it as merely hypo-

1) Al fcathiyya. Fol. 10. cf. Khwarizmi' s definition, 24-1.
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—thetical, as the planets and the spheres could not

create any sounds "by their movements#

This is a brief summary of the problems touched

on in the fist discourse of al madkhal. intended to

give an impression of Al FarabT's logical and analyti¬

cal method in dealing with music.

The second part of the introduction treats of

more theoretical details, audi as concordance al

Ittlfag , and discordance al tanafur. intervals a"fcd»
and their groupings, the division of the interval of

the fourth to three intervals, which leads to the

question, df sinas. All these questions were again
discussed, in greater detail In their proper places,
in the boohs ofs elements, instruments and composi¬

tion of the same work (i.e. ft. al musiqa al Kablr).
Of these throe parts of the study, the book of

elements Is the most Kttlleniaed, and there is some

danger that it may not really represent Arabian or

Islamic mie!XC/usnvel$hich problem will be given
further consideration.

The book of instrumente is a valuable contri¬

bution to the history of musical instruments in gen¬

eral and that of Islamic instruments and scales in

particular. Even Miss echlesinger could not with¬
hold an appreciation of his sclentifio method of

treatment of instruments expounded in that work.
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,41 Par^oT givse the earliest account* of a

scientific nature* on the construction of instruments

atni their measurements, stringed and wind Instalments

as well. Ho was not strictly limited to the lute

being the ^r*neip&l i netm/taut In the contemporary

practice hut, included the fombrSf (pandore) ba^idadT
and raTsahT or igpraeaiT, the prtbHt? find harps ncfazlf
ami stsaSlj* In his treatment of tills subject he men¬

tioned the aecordatura in com ion use* and also alluded

to othere possible ways of according and tuning suoth In¬

struments. The wind instrument© discussed were different

types or riutes nayat end svrriavat.

It '1b to his masterly exposition of the ratios and

fretting of instruments that we owe our present know-
then

ledge of the type of acale/common in Islsmic countries.

The "book of inatrunontc and that of composition have

their outstraiding value* be? ng of a purely Islamic char¬

acter* fhc problems dealt with in them defy any claim

of Greek Inspiration or influence. That aspect of the

work, which ie essentially practical, is perhaps slightly

Inferior* if judged by purely intellectual standards* to

the introduction and book of elements in style and ex¬

position* Yet it provides the perfect answer to a
a)

question raieea by D'Erlan--er OIK1 alEO by C. de Vsox
—PI ■ III* m II I —M*——I—

1) La imiBioue Arabs X$ 314.
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(1)
In hie preface to the same work# They were both wondering,
Is this philosophical, analytical and so often abstract
worv, a representation of the actual music of Islamic
countries? D'Erlanger le of the opinion that the framework
of the flreek theory had priority in these works, and any

characteristically Arabian problems must have presented
all Muslim writers with a great Inconvenience, in trying

to fit them Into that Greek framework*

The fact that a certain amount of what A1

FarabT wrote was rather abstract and could be applied

to a study of any musical system should not lead us to
underrate the value of the more distinctly (Arabian)
or Islamic parts of his work# The fret of the wuafra
with its elusive variants, the wusta Zalzal and the

Persian wusj;?* as well as the mujannab fret (anterior
(0)

fret) could not. toe considered abstract or va/rae proto-
(3)

lems at all# Transcribed 1n cents by Dr# former in

his studies In Oriental musical Instruments and studies
(4) (5) (8)

by Land and Collongettes and Bouanet and others, these
intervals have preserved what is substantially Oriental

i) p.n
P) D*Erlanger; Musique Arabe. I, 170.
3) For Ellis * cystera of cents cf# C# Sachs j Short

History of hoi id Music. 16#

4) Remarks on the earliest development of Arabianmusic
5) Journal Aslatlque# 1904, p. 409.
6) "Musique Arabe" in V, Lavlgn&c, Encyclopedic#
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or Islamic in musical scales* Thus A1 Faretbi,s major

contribution to the evolution ox' musical scales in the

middle ages Is essentially Islamic, and hence original,
U c. not "borrowed or Inspired by any foreign teachings.

Tiio'becond Master" hoo indeed, contributed to bringing

the practical side of music into the sphere of intell¬

ectual study, subjecting it and its rules to a systematic
and detailed research \w>rthy of such a great thinker.

The artist in him is responsi ble for solving, in the

"book of composition", many a problem of great interest
iD2?3.C"t ica.1 +& ***

to the vocal/ art. Such terms as nusiixd, 1stihlal, radda
(raCrain)aBd many others, as ox •irdneu by him, have
thrown sane light on obscure passages in the K» al

AnhanT. and have helped to enlighten us as to the style

of singing, with its rules and its ornaments.

The rhythmic modes, which are typically Islamic,

were also given detailed consideration, the six funda¬

mental rhythms, in favour among the Arabs, fom an

interesting part of the book of composition, although

with no remarkable advance over Al KindT, perhaps, in

this respect.

Before proceeding to a discussion of hie successors,

it is necessary to mention that Al i?^nrablT, has been

equally successful with both the speculative and the

practical sciences Ha-; of music, and the speculative
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side has not led him away from reality, nor has it

effected a complete divorce of the scientific from

U),the practical aspect in his writings (at 3east).
A little after A1 ParaoT, or perhaps concurrent

with him come the Ikhwan al safe") Their famous fifty-

two treatises rasaUl arranged in encyclopaedic forn

are in four parts and deal with all the "branches of

the sciences. Their identities, as well as their dates

are rather debatable, although they are generally accepted
, As (2)

as "belonging to the fourth century A.H. (10 A. D.) which

represents the golden age of tne intellectual life in
_ (3)

Islam.

The special significance of these treatises, and

the dominant theme in them, is the attempt at the re¬

conciliation of their aeo-pythagorean philosophy with

religious principles, since to them, the object of all

philosophy and of religion was to make the Ooul become
(4)

like God as far as is humanly possible.

This religious idea runs through the rasa^il
in connection with all the sciences, anu. in the intro¬

duction, there is an interesting exposition of this view.

1) It should be borne in mind that there existed

inevitably a divergence between popular and artistic

music at that period, cf. Music and social life.

2) De Boer: Sncycl. of TslSm JTp. 459.

3) 0. El Dosouqi, Ikhwan al ftafs, 73.

4) De Boer: loc. hit.El DosouqT, Qp. cit. 111.
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art andied to nuclei "the fifth to a treat tee on met©

and an illustration of how the notes and melodies*

with their harmonious and. rhythmic grouping* can In-

fluence the eoul of the listener In a way similar to

that of medicines and potions on the "bodies of animals®

It alec explains how the rotary movement of celestial

spheres ansa their friction ifitUflBc on© against another*

create® melodies as "beautiful as those produced by

lutes and flutes (navat )• The aim of all tlds, Is

to create In the honest* loyal and Intelligent human

souls nufUc;an ardent desire to be lifted up to these
Spheree* whan they (souls) shall be separated from

their bodies* which le called death.w

In spite of this prolix wording* the religious

theme* which le the central point of the raaa\l is evi¬

dent* and its ©poliost ion to the musical aim©* Is clear

throughout®

Sane oommentator© on their treat!©es condemned

their view© regarding the harmony of the spheres and
as (2)

censured then/oupcrotitloue and fictitious* This un¬

just criticism* does not take into con® 1deration the

fact that this doctrine was not of the IMwran*e In¬

vention® It la, In fact* of very ancient origin and

—j
l) gum, a. cf. Music and sufism, p.75. Parmer:

9) 0. El DOCUqT, cp®clt®, 30-1® —18>
3) Parmer: Influence, 3,9.
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Greek
had "been traced back to Chinese/and other ancient

(1)
cultures# What they actually did, was to adopt

(£)
this Pythagorlan doctrine to their religious nurpoee.

The Tkhwan are among the greatest advocates of this
doctrine of the harmony of the sphere©, in wh*ch they

find the "f 1 ret cause*' of all smelft* They endowed

music with nlnoot miraculous rowers, In lte influence
over the human nature and temperament# According to

them, music possessed the power to excite and Invigor¬
ate. It could Inspire courage and bravery, as in the

case of the tunes used In warfare and to calm and
(3)

soothe passion and oholer. In worship, It has been used

in temples and places of worship, as a help to prayer,

in inducing oiety, as the Christians, la their churches,
. <*>

and the Muslims in their mosque© use it# The miracu¬

lous nowerr of music have been extended to "b'Tranrostanat*

hospitals, where music is supposed to lighten the palne
of the afflicted and even heal certain diseases#

1) tlefj :^Sk> Belvianes

Soclolopjc 33 I,a MPct-uo. p#ac# Parmer: Influence 3,9.

S) D'Brlenger op# clt# I,f2SSIL Farmer* History
of, ArqK-n

3) OP. olt#, 116.
«

4) ibid, 133-8.
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Aoart from the ethical and peycho-phyBiological

©fleets of music# the most edifying aspect in their
treatise on music# is their study of acoustical and

physical principles of sound* The second part of
the treatise deals with the question of "sound" and

explains in a clear and adequate stylo# the spherical

propagation of sound, distinguishing between sound
and noise# articulate and inarticulate Bounds# explain¬
ing pitch, quality and force of sound as applied to
the human voice and musical instruments# Their opinion®

on acoustical and physiological principles of sound# are

definitely an advance over preceding Islamic writers
over (1)

and even/the Aristotelians themselves#

The d1scussion extends to the field of instru¬

ments# scales end rhythms# concordance imtlgaj and dis¬
cordance tanafur. although with no remarkable contri¬

bution to the study of these questions as expounded by

their predecessors# Their almost mystical explanation

of the ectasy experienced on listening to muBie# is

based unon the idea that the spirit is reminded of Its
(2)

realm to which it constantly yearns and longs# Almost

every aspect of the subje ct as discut eed in the rasg\l

1) Farmer: ffactg fop .the Arabian ;*ur:i pal $q^ueqce, 293#
2) op# clt# 131#
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bears witness of this spiritual and religious

outlook. It Is on this account, together with their

highly developed acoustical teachings,that the Ikhwan
have a claim to "be mentioned In this survey of the main

currents of Islamic musical thought.

Last and not least, of this school of falaslfa

is Tbn sTria, one of the greatest figures In Muslim
nhllosonhy. Born in the year 980/370,

A. H.

he belonged to the late fourth century/when the in¬

tellectual activities throughout the Islamic world,

had achieved the highest level.

Music, In Ibn Sina*s division of wiidom hlkma* *

constituted a part of the middle science or the mathe¬

matical science, and has been studied in the Kltab al

Shlfa*, and the kitah al Na,1ab. The section on music
In the last work, Is a summary of that In the Shlfa ,

a version believed to have been summarized by Ibn Slna's
U)

pupil al Juzjanl.

Ibn aFT Upaybife had cited among Tbn Sina's
works a book of introduction to music, which is said

to have contained different information on music, from

that of the two well known works, but which has not

come down to us.

The longest and most important of these, is the

section on music in the kltab al Shlfau Apart from the

1) Anawati: Mu?allai'at Ibn Slna.
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copies of that manuscript cited In Dr» Fanner's

sources of Arabian music another copy of the same
U)

exists, In the library of A1 Azhar university, Cairo.

We are also told that seven complete copies of A1 Shlfal
Including the section on music, exist In Teheran, as

cited In MusToa Tbn sTna*. a lecture delivered by

Zakariyya Yousof, on the occasion of the millenary

of Tbn sTna and published In Baghdad, 1952,

That section on music falls Into six discourses,

each dealing with one aspect, the first is concerned

with the definition and origin of music, the intervals,

consonant and dissonant, the second is devoted to the

tac&f of Intervals, the third, to a.inas (melodic modes)

and their different types, the fourth deals with systems

perfect and Imperfect and lntiqalat. The fifth treats

of rhythms, and the metre of verse, and the sixth of

musical instruments*

There are evident, signs In Tbn sTna's exposition

of A1 FarabT's influence in some instances, but his

style is concise and clear as compared to his prede¬

cessor' s.

On the origin of music Ibn sTna seems to approach

the question from the same angle as Darwin, in hie evolu-

1) The section on music la it Is from fol, <348 to 356

only.
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tlonary theory. Tbn sTiia teaches that nature has endowed

animals with bow to help them In the natural process of

preserving their species. This Is certainly the near¬

est to Darwin*s theory about musical notes and rhythms

which he says were first aoquired by the male and female

progenitors of mankind, for the sake of charming the
(1)

opposite sex. There is even a hint also of J..J. Rousseau* s

and H. Spencer's theory, that music is an intensified

form of speech that exaggerates the natural language
(2)

of passions, in Ihn Bina*s exposition of this question.

His speculation on the problem of the origin of music

exhibits a highly developed sense of observation.

Yet Fan STna* s major contribution to the course

of musical development is the tarkfb or tajj/Tf, which he
describes as "produced by means of one beat which con¬

tinues upon two strings, (i. e. of the lute)t the note
sought and that which is along with it upon the fourth,

or fifth, and other than these, as if these two were

falling In the one time. The tapiflTt or the doubling

of notes, they are like the tarklbat (plural of tarkTb)
(3)

except that they are in the octave (bud bll kull).w

1) C. Darwin: The Descent of Man. . II, Chapter 19,

although this same theory has little following

now among scholars.

£) Wallaschek; Primitive Music, Chap. 9.
Al Shifa ~

3} Tbn oTiia India Office M.S. fol.172: Parmer, Arabian

Musical Influence. 330.
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The t.arkTb or tad&f could be considered as the

forerunner of the Organum, an initial stage of harmony
and the onlv oolyphonte form of it known to mediaeval

(1)
Europe.

Although harmony has neve: been characteristic
of Oriental music in general^ and lalamic rausic par¬

ticularly* yet what Ibn B4na described 00tn in the
Shifa*and Wajah (and even In the Persian Pan?ah nama)

under the name of tnrkTb or tadTf is a c rude form of

polyohony. There are two possible theories for the
explanation of this phenomenon; either, it could have

sprung directly from the practice, or it could have
been a speculative theory, based upon un elaboration

of the previous discussions of consonance and disson¬

ance. In A1 FarafeT's works, the question of concord¬

ance and dl BCordance; was perceived of horizontally
and In succession, that is two notes were consonant

if agreable to the ear when sounded one alter the other.
Tbn Stria's tarkTb might have been e further develop¬

ment, of the same view but in a vertical direction,

which he might have arrived at by pushing the same

principle (of A1 FarabT ) a little further, and sounding

1) C. Sachs; Short Hintor.:/ of orJfl jiuslo. So. Grovesx
Dictionary of Music, hl 767."The oldest polyphon¬
ic form consisting of continued parallel movement

in fiftht and fourths."
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them simultaneously. There is little evidence in

proof of this being just a sneculative hypothesis#

which Tbn sTna has thought out as he distinctly de¬

scribes it in relation to actual performance# and

in the chapter dealing with^^jasin al lafta" or em¬

bellishments of tunes (i.e. "Ornaments")# The theory

that this poiyobdnle idea has originated directly

from the practice is more likely# as a keen faculty

of observation could not fall to find some unintention¬

al forme of polyphony in the practice of Islamic music.

Heterophony seems to be the inevitable result in the

case of two or more performers on the same or differ¬

ent instruments playing together, a melody which is

not recorded (i.e. written down) and for which they
U>

rely chiefly on their memories. Occasional eoneonance
(2)

could have been the result of any form of a "gloss"

appoggiatura sounded simultaneously with the main note.

In trying to keep a neutral side# and to avoid

the controversy of the Islamic influence on Western

musical theory# I think it is only lair to state that

in all probability the tarkfb of tbn STna did not have

any harmonic function (in the modern sense of the word).

It uuoi have been conceived nielodically# although it

constituted the geitn of harmony in its crudest form,

1) C. Sachs: The Rise of Music in the Ancient World# S89.
2) Daniel: ibid, 20 "on the gloss as leading to our

system of harmony."
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that of "organum". Any over-estimation of Ibn sTnafs

achievement in that field, should "be carefully weighed

against thefacts: that although the modern sense is

apt to consider it (tark lb) harmonically, yet as men¬

tioned hefore; it seems to "belong more to the melodic

line, and also that the definite rejection of Islamic

musical taste of experimenting with, or adopting this
art of "simultaneous sounds" proves it to "be alien to

Islamic musical standards and ideals. Such comprehensive

studies in the theory of music, "by Ibn sTna's successors

Ibn Zaila (A1 Kafi, B.M. MS), SafT al Bin abdel Mumin,
and other ananymous treaties, did not take up the sub¬

ject from that angle after him, nor did the practice

adopt it up till now. (not to mention a tendency in
recent years towards experiments with simple harmonies

in Eastern music). The chief interest of that point
in Ibn sTna's writings, lies in regarding it as a

phase in the evolution of musical thought of the middle

ages. That the Islamic world did not elaborate and

develop this specific branch of music, is not deplkr^-
able, as some people in the East tend to regard it nowa¬

days. As far as this study is concerned however, Ibn

Sina had come across the principle which later evolved

into the harmony typical of Occidental music, and thus

established a kind of link in the chai n of musical progress

1) "The difference between music with and without harmony
is not only historical, but racial: Wallaschek: ibid,144.
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of the two worldb on the whole.

The taflfrf or tarVfio were discussed among other

"ornaments" of melody 1n A1 EhIf and al Na.iah. as de¬

vices used In adorning and elaborating the original

melodic line. An essential part of Oriental and Islam¬

ic music traditions, which hata been characteristic of it,
in the past and the present, is the comparative freedom

of the performers to elaborate each in his or her in¬

dividual style, on a given melody that is being per¬

formed. The devices used for that purpose at the time

of Ibn sTna, as detailed by him are "tarTd." which

closely corresponds to the modern "tremolo" and the

tarozj.i which annarently is a form of "trill" and tawsTl
which is known in modern terms as gliseando and the

U>
tarkib mentioned before.

Tbn sTna* o contribution to the purely Arabian

culture, is hie masterly discussion of rhythm as applied

to the prosody of the verse, a study of great value to

the understanding and appreciation of Arabian vocal

muoic. In the past, and it© development in that dir-
i

action in future.

Ibn sTna is opposed to the relations established
as

be' ween nu!_>ic planets and human tSBperomente/dl scuosed

by ancient (Greek) and Muslim writers before him. He

1) Mm 11 Hefny: Tbn sTna Muslklehre. Berlin 1931.
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refutes this theory, proteot'ng In quite a modern

u relating ;it.l onl liu to -lie

plttTjets, or to - mental stater, since this is the

habit of those who do not keep the various sciences

apart, aor know what fchuy directly or Jndlreotly in¬
clude. An attitude which oonlliefcs with wiiat his

pupil Tbn Zaila advocates, with the authority of his

master I.e. the ; reference for play lag certain modes,
(1)

at certain hours of the day.

The *lde knowledge revealed in his treatment

of the practical side of music, makes it difficult to
the view

accent/tin Sina's total unacqu&intance with the prac¬

tice of music. Yet his biographers offer no evidence

to that effect, as in the case of Ax Farabi and inter

of SafT al dTn Sibdel Muraln.
From this survey of this new sphere of acientfi-

ic study, to which music has been introduced by the

Muslim folasifa. it should be noticed that they were

not always strictly confined to the rules of the con¬

temporary practice. Their wrttings are of a dual nature,

since they represent the abstract speculative aspect,

as well as the practical. Thut the theox'y and the
(2)

practice did not agree, is the natural order of thingB

especially at that stage of social and artistic develop-

1) Brlt.Mus. MS . B361 fol.SCI cited; Farmers History

af Aral-, 197. ffrusoft husiqu Ibn Slna, 9.

2) G. Lalo: L'art et la vie sociale, 139
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ment. Indeed the function of theory ie to attempt

to systematise and legalise the vagaries of the singers

and players. And this the Muslim Scholiasts tried to

do within the framework of the Greek theories. But

how far they hare managed to do eo, is quite evident

in their detailed discussion* +*» elusive character-

istios of their indipcnoue music, which refused to

adapt themselves to Gree1* inspired theories, Rhythms

and lute scales have defied any "borrowing from foreign

mueic. The successive treatment of the question of lut©-

fretting in the above mentioned writings reveals a keen

consciousness of and resoeet for the rules of the prac¬

tice, these rules which have been undergoing a constant

evolution. Thus the evident result of the acquirement

of (Greek) Ancient theories, was not a complete divorce

of the two aspects, the Greek inspired speculative

theory and the Arabo-Persian practice. The knowledge

of the Greek theory, which is considered sometimes as

a scholastic accomplishment, ouite separate and distinct
(i)

from the native practice, resulted in the end in a sys¬

tematic and orderly treatment of the practice by means

of the experience acquired through this accomplishment.
m

This process of systemtizing the rules of the practice
/

1) Farmer: Facte for the Arabian Musical Influence, 65.
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was undertaken with varying degrees of Individuality,
where there was scope for it* la the esse of rhythmic

modes, Toa^at* which did not lend themselves to such

processes, we find a certain degree of confonaity In

the works JUBt discussed*

As music was among the sciences studied at the

s&samlyah nlrn^iy^h college at Baghdad sad other
similar institutes throughout the Islamic world,

#

there must have keen some form of text-book, or stan¬
dard work In use* Such work® must Indeed be considered

separately as they can provide, to some extent, the

eat&fellJiJMril standards acceptable to all* Among these
should be cited the MafatTfo al%Ium by Mui ismmed Urn

A|vnad alggwarl zmT which dates from the fourth century10 A.D.
A*H*/that most fruitful century in the history of
Islamic thought* This work and similar books of

secondary Importance, help to provide a concise account
of the different sciences, by dealing with their terms,
in some detail* To this clase of book should be added
the linguistic works, which deal also with musical
terms, especially in Instruments such as A1 Mukhassas
by the Andolustan Tbn sTda* These two types of books
which are in encyclopaedic, or dictionary form, provide
a neutral version of the sciences dealt with, and as

1) A* MozaharTi La vie cuotldlenne de Musulmans de

moyen age. 136*
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free as possible from the individualistic approach

dominant in the writings of the great philosophers*

It should be -udorotood thai, the survey

attested here is comprehensive, or covers the whole

field of musical reasaroa in Iciaaie culture* It has

only been devoted to the outstanding philosophers "by

wheat music has "been elevated to a branch of ^liuaa

philo^o s\j) and tteret^cj.aiia -he attention of a survey

of the music la the Intellectual Hie of the Islamic

culture*

Apart from such tminent figures there are

many theorists of music, who have "built upon the

foundations raid by their great predecessors, some

of these specialised worses date ac early as the third
( 9 A. H. )

cer.tur;v A*H*/e. «. Ait.au tu Haahnn by: Yahya lbn All
U) _

lbn YaJiyST al Muna.J ,"j iia, al aarakhei and Manpur lbn

Tallin, Al KindT's disciples, together with THabit
lbn glim, Salcariyya al RazX, Ibn Bcja, Qusta lbn
Luqa and Ibn al liaythms have all contributed their

share to the development of Islamic nusic, in Arabia^

Andaius and Egypt* The fact that they are not offered

a more oromlnent, place in this survey, in due to the

limitations of +he study and its concentration on

1) Brit* Hue* MS ad* by B* Al AtharT, Baghdad. 1950.
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the place assigned to music In the Intellectual

sphere, as one of the ©deuces embraced by Islamic

philosophy#

The previous brief sketch of the main currents

In Islamic thought a© spoiled to music, has Inevitably

assumed a historical character# This Is partly because

the muslim philosophers writings in this field, are

significant and relevant to the type of music# which

Is dealt with in this study# They provide us with

concrete information which could not be found elsewhere,

as there are no existing records off the actual music#

Yet the Introduction of music to the Intellectual

sphere, and the place It has been assigned therein,

are essential to the present study of Its function in

the Islamic culture.

Although this attitude could possibly be ascribed

to foreign Influences, namely Hellenic, yet some Insight

would reveal definite and conclusive evidence to the

contrary# Th© tolerant attitude of Islam to foreign

cultural materiel, and Its power© of assimilation might

create the impression of lacking originality, but Islam's

originality consists exactly in Its adopting the alien
(1)

inspiration to Its needs and of rejecting the rest

1) Orunebaum; ibid, 324.
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Islam did not readily accept the ahole of foreign

cultures which ourne into contact with It# Certain

Greek artistic literary tendencies failed to gain

any popularity among the Muslims#

Thus the treatment of music as a science

which engaged the minds of Muslim thinkers# has

its "bearing® on the function of music# by the fact

of its appeal to, and popularity among# successive

generations of philosophers#
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MUSIC AMD SOCIAL 1.I81;.

a) Music In the life of the aristocracy

private and public*
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MUSIC All r Xj IAL isIKK

Although Tslain has preached equality among all
(1)

the auellras as one of ite main principles, having mad#

piety and sincerity for the faith* its real criteria of

honour, yet in spite of the emphasis laid on this prin¬

ciple in Islamic teachings, the analysis of the social

structure of Islamic countries reveals an almost dis¬

tinct stratification, which splits the society into two

gxsat grades or strata.

The Islamic doctrine of equality could not succeos-

fuliy eliminate so intangible an element in social organ¬

iset ion, as that of pride in ancestry, which was the basis

of the pre-toiamic Arabian society# So the claims of

birth retained aorae of their strength after Islam, thus(1)
tempering its doctrine of equality, and there existed

two distinct grades in Islamic society.

Having now contended, for purposes of stucy , that

the muelSjB society falls roughly Into two main sections,

i,e, the noble aristocracy, and "the people% let us

proceed to trace the successive phases of change in the

oncept of aristocracy.

1) Von Grunebaum: Medieval Islam, 199.

1) K, Levy; Socio log?/ of Islam. Chap, I#
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Towards the end of the fir t century A.H., it

appears that what constituted aristocracy was at lxl

the oriterion of birth, that Is belonging to ^urayah.

Thus the nre-Telnralc respect for birth and genealogy

was diverted to an Islamic ideal, derived from the

tr'be of the Prophet. Tt was later extended to em-
CD

brace all relationship with hlro.

The rise of the Btasyyad dynasty, still fcept the

conception of aristocracy confined to those who were
(S)

full blooded Arabs, not to the exclusion of the adminis¬
trative functionaries, that Is, the whole of the well-

to-do ruling class. Mth the fell of the ttaayyads and
the rise of the half—Persian Abbasid dynasty, the

Arabian monopoly of nobility was shattered end racial

considerations ceased to occupy the first place. Persians

were now holding the highest administrative military and
(3)

social posit.lone.

Coinciding with the Abba"sfd califate, there ia

another develovnent of great cultural and artistic

stgnifiocnee, namely the rise of small Independent
(4)

V*ngdorns, thus putting an end to the centralization

Of government (and court) In the one capital of the

Callfate. The social pattern of life of theas states

1) Grunebaunu ibid, 211,

2) bevy* 1 Dig, f, 81

3) Mttiri Call fa* e. 46P.

4) Muirj tbld. *.8,470,544,668.
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was t© a great extent modelled ©n that of the centre

of the califate, and the same social structure held

there# The subsequent rlse of small capitals with

their 2?eads of the state and their courts, resulted

especially in the enc^uragomeat of local cultures and

arts, "but the social function of music, in the in¬

dependent musllm states, east and west, remained the

same as that in the metropolis, whether 1n the life

of the aristocracy^ or the masses.

Complementary to that elaad of ruling aristocracy,

throughout its successive phases, there existed a class

of subordinates entirely dependent upon It, but which

played an important part in the social organization,

as well as in the development of music#
the

The function of music, in/everyday life of the

two main sections or classes of the inuallm society,

presents two entirely different aspects, a situation

which is not uncommon at that stage of civilization,

where economic factors result directly in a dualism

in artistic life, cerresnondlng to the duality of the
(1)

social organization. Wo shall here attempt to trace

the place assigned to muelc in the life of the nobility,

public and private, and its counterpart in the life of

the bourgeoisie, or the people generally.

1) C. halo, l/art et la vie soclale. 140.
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It should be of some interest hero, to mention

something about the function of music in the pre-Islamic

social activities, in order to pave the way for a better

apprehension of the succeeding stages*

In spite of the scarcity of reliable and definitive

data on that point, yet it could be safely assumed that

pre-Tslamlc iauaic, as is characteristic of such an under-
(1)

developed or primitive stage of civilization took the

form of a collective social activity in which all the
(2)

members of the trioe participated* It waa more of a

social art, composed and performed by the people them-
(3)

selves rather than an organised form of music, dependent

on professional musicians* The hud'a^ the nasb, and the

nawp., the three main departments of music known and

practised at that time, are forms of folk music, simple

and crude, which do not require any special musical train¬

ing and hence were available and accessible to the whole
(4)

of the coianunity. Another distinctive feature of pre-

Islaiaio music which definitely places it in the domain

1) S. Dickinson* Growth and development of rouclc.

Wallaeehek; Primitive music. Chap. 7, 8.

2) C. Sachs; Short history of • orld nxuslc. 3

3) Lalo; ibid. 150.

4) Parmer; History. 10
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of "primitive music", is the magical power attached

to It, traces of which have survived in Tslaraic writ-
(1)

lngs on that subject.

Music, featured in all the different occasions

©f the prc-Islamic communal life, "music and song were

with the Arabs from the lullaby at the cradle, to the
(2)

elegy at the bier" The camel drivers chanted their

unpretentious hudai the women their lullabies or
(3)

laments, while accompanying themselves on the few
(4)

instruments popular among them. The most highly

organised form of their musical &otivity seems to have
(•) (6)

been the so ngs of the ai.van privately owned, ©r at taverns*

although very let? of them have possessed the talent that

would make them worth mentioning by the cnroniclers of

Arabian music.

To sum up, pre-Islamic music seercs to have been

nothing but simple folk music practised ae n collective

1) Farmer: ibid, 7. also c. f. Part if "Musical and

intellectual life."

2) Farmer: ibid, 17.

3) AgiienT; XIX. 37.

4) Farmer: ibid. 10.

6) AjghanT: Vlll, 2-3.

6) Farmer: on. cit. 12-13.
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social activity and in certain cases with some

utilitarian purpose - especially magical - and

whose ultimate aim was not purely aesthetic. Its

nature could "be to some extent judged from the absence

of a distinct class of professional musicians, a fact

which points to the simplicity and crudeness of music
at that stage. Such a state of at fairs contrasts

sharply with music under Tslam, where the annals of

Islamic music abound with accounts of talented pro¬

fessional musicians and singers, even earlier than

the itaayyad dynasty, although the change from the one

phase to the other took place in the early decades of

lBl§m, which constitutedta transitory period in the

development of music. It is generally acknowledged

that the emergence of a distinct class of professional

musicians, marks a definite step forward in the develop-
(1>

ment, of a society's music and such is its significance

in the development of music, in Islamic culture, since
KiteTb al A^hanT and similar sources prove beyond

any doubt that the rise of a class of professional

musicians in Islam coincided with the flourishing of

that art. It is not irrelevant however to this study,

to treat of the rise and growth of a distinct class of

professional musicians in Islam. Such a study is

1) Lalo: ibid, 139
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complementary to that of the function of music in

social lif<% as it determines the place assigned to

music in the society, as reflected in the social

status of the practitioner of the music. Thus a

dual approach to the subject should embrace Hs two

sides, 1*% the role which music played in the life of

aristocracy and the oeoole, as well as the place which

that society as a whole, accorded to the purveyors of

music.

Music 1.n the life of the Aristocracy.

All cultural and artistic progress generally

depends on social stability and material prosperity

and In the Islamic cultxire economical development seems

to coincide with artistic development. The arts generally

and music in particular, have always thrived and progressed
U)

by the patronage of higher classes of society. In Islam

the real value of the protection and encouragement of

music by the aristocracy cannot be overestimated. The

great enthusiasm of some of the venerated Sahaba and
* a

CurashTs in the dawn of the Islamic era is a landmark
Xil1 I'M, i Hi ■mrnmrnit.f i rMl i, 'Mill'—

in the evolution of that art. Their patronage of music

provided the necessary counterbalance against the stern

religious views on music, which otherwise might have

crippled its growth and development. The indebtedness

1) Lalo; ibid. 38.
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of music to that early generation of Arabian and

QurashT aristocracy Is very great, since It Is was

at their houses, and under their auspices that pro¬

fessional musicians and singers were tutored and en¬

couraged, singers who had their unquestionable share

In building the traditions of Islamic music, carried

on toy their famous successors In the late Hastyy ad and

Wbaeid reigns.

Ifet what did music mean to this class and why

should they go to any length in their patronage of It,

In other words what was the r'dle It played In their life?

Taking Into account the previous evolution of the

conception of aristocracy, as viewed against the back¬

ground of a constantly developing society, enjoying the

most favourable economic conditions, we find that in

the complex and many-sided life of the aristocracy, ami
4a all times, music has not ceased to have a multiple

function. This function of music was not only restricted

to the private aspects of life, tout extended beyond them

to some public aspects also. While adorning their courts

and palaces, and lightening their hours of leisure, it

also became Involved to some extent, In politics, in¬

asmuch as it provided the suitable vehicle for the

propagation of certain ideas, or merely for propaganda

values, toy helping to focus attention around the ruling

class through that popular medium. Even at the battle
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fields music and Instruments found a place*

PRTVATE LIKE. Analysing the elements that consitute

luxury in a society, some writers refer it to such factors
as vanity and pride, (hence the ostentatious forms of

luxury), sensuous pleasures, the ornamental Instinct of
man and finally the love of change which is expressed in

fashion* Such are the factors that collaborate to produce
(1)

that high style of living i*e* luxury* These four elements

have a direct bearing on the existence nad. progress of art,

and such elements existed in varying degrees in the rauslim

society, and their respective influence on music in the

life of the artlatocracy is unmtstateable, especially in

the late Omayyad and 'Abbasid eras, where traces of these
s isaultan«#ously

elements are evident*/The Islamic culture could be safely

termed a poetic culture, Inasmuch as Its aesthetic ideals

were inseparably bound with the rhymed word* The deep

rooted Arab love at poetry, should be taken Into considera¬

tion in this connection, as imparting some of its popularity

to music* To the Arabs, beioxe ana sitei Islam, poetry,

and indirectly perhaps music, were iimong the highly prized

pleasures life could offer* The excessive natural dis¬

position of the Arabs, reveals their capacity for the

1) Lain ibid, "L1art et le luxe", 91*
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full enjoyment of worldly Pleasures. Music, which was to
the Semitic temperament, einee for centuries, onrt and
parcel of the mundane pleasures (i.e. mine, women and
srng) wnc cultivated, not for 1J ;; Intrinsic artistic
value "but more rserha^s as a suitable and enjoyable accom-

(1)
ua.nl ©..t, or even oacv ••ron id, to inch worlay pleasures.

This conception of music, as concomitant with the
aforementioned pleasure^ has been fully expounded In
the primary sources of Islamic music and culture. The
XItab al AghanT, later the 'iqd al farTd or the half

legendary "Alf ha,vla wa Lay la" abound with anecdotes
and accounts of fantastic gatherings at courts where

the mughannl' and plyan singing girls as well as the wine

cup, were essential elements.

Yet this hedonistic outlook, which Is to a great

extent, the outcome of material prosperity and social
stability, was not pre ent in the early decades of Islam.
The early generation of hurashl* nobility does not present
the same picture of excessive Indulgence in mundane and

forbidden pleasures. In fact, music did not come to be

so closely associated with wine till later at the courts

of some of the dissipated mna^yad Califs. To the early

^uraysh and Arab aristocracy, music war chiefly the means

to adorn and embellish their most ©loved artistic

1} Farmers Minstrelsy. 4-5.
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expreesion i*e* noetry, ae it nrovlJed the necessary,
U)

background to the appreciation of good poetry*
The chief exponent of thie view among that

generation of nobility ts'Abd Allah iba Ja^far lbn
Abi" Tolib, who le credited for wocees in overcoming
the prevalent opposition to music of the official

(S)
muelira orthodoxy* Hie anecdotes with the Calif

Mufawiyah himself are of great value to the apprehension
of the nature of the planaura and enjoyment he and his

class of early nobility; derived from singing* When¬

ever reproached* as the cousin of the Prophet and one

of his companions* for his indulgence in the music

which was generally frowned upon by t e orthodox

muellms* he would retort that it was nothing but
(3)

©elected verses, adorned with selected melodies. In

this connection Mu'awlyah* who was scandalized at hear¬

ing that ouch an eminent figure as Tbn Jaftar should be

drinking (wine) and listening to music, discovered

for himself that what he was drinking was not wine
(4)

at all* Judging from what has come down to us sb>ut

this chainnion of usiC; as well «© other keen protectors-

1) *Ipd a.I i'->rTdt IV 98-102

2) aE£- 332, 10 - Ghazali: Ibid, IT, 237.
3) Agii. W* 36 Jfe 63. cf. ante Part II. 113

4) loc. cit.
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U>
among the early nobility whose later impropriety

came to be bo closely associated with uesic, was

totally absent fro?;1 their gatherings* Being chiefly

regarded as an essential element to the better appre¬

ciation of good ooetry, music was as yet independent

of wine-drinfrlng, due to the fact that it© first en-

t ;"Ut4 "t t;" ' vv ■rr^.t.re n- ' : «. oe\ »Ut
(«)

ffiuelim© of fcuraysh and near relations of the Prophet*
Their exalted position in the society, end their aooieJ.

prestige, have all contributed to consolidate the growth

and evolution of I©in/file music* Imposing their personal

example, as keen enthuslaetlc and sober patrons of music,
and backed up by the authority of ail the factors that

constituted nobility, this early generation of |ur?ysh
aristocracy has greatly influenced the development of

music, especially by the unquestionable respectability

and nroprfety of their mustoal festivities* A1 Oh^zalT
in hie ardent defence of music quotes the names of the

early Safriaba, companions, who listened to music, an

argument v.hich carries special weight since their

1) For further timet Of champions of i uslc among

thie generation o*f* fTcd ai ffarTa;98-10CL Also

GhasalT; on* clt* 237* Agh. XIV 168, XVI, 88-90.

2) G tVayna bintai Hueayn was the Prophet's grand¬

daughter*
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listening was not blemished by any Impropriety, or
(1)

associated with forbidden thing® such ae wine. Indeed,

by conforming In their concerts, to the religious

notions of behnviouit worthy of good rausiims, this

generation of early nobility has the credit, of foster¬

ing end sponsoring the rowth of Islamic music, which

without their protection, might have suffered greatly

by the uncenelng strictures of the rigid muellms in-
(S)

dividual!^ or through state officials or in their
innumerable writings against it.

Thus we find in the function w ich music ful¬

filled in the life of this generation of early arle-

tocr cy some Interesting points. It Is likely that

the aesthetic element sought in e1nging5 was poetic
rather than tonal, melodies essentially served to en¬

hance the beauty of the verse. Thus we find that the

ornamental Instinct Inherent In men*a nature, when
material

coupled with favourable onooomlrpl conditions, resulted

in this spontaneous Interest in music, co: mon among

that early muslim aristocracy. This trend is of greet

slgnlfieenoe to the understanding of natural tendencies

In Islamic culture, since it is not necessary that such

1} Tliyn! TT, 237.

2) Tton AbT 'htTci with the governor of MadTnai c. f.

^Iffd al Parity*, agh. vTff. 10.
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a combination of social circumstances should always
U)

have the seme results.

Another interesting aspect of some vctlue to the

understanding of their enjoyment of musical performances,
is the material, physical, effect music was believed to

(£)
have on listeners. This evasive ouestion of the almost

(3)
magical influence of music, which was later elaborated

in the doctrine of the "ethos" or ta>thTr was the subject
of many discussions at the period in Question. The out¬

ward manifestations of pleasure at hearing music, would
take the form of violent gesture* and movements of the

head and limbs. Such an attitude, which is not uncommon
U)at that comparatively early stage of civilisation, was

the only way of giving vent to an overpowerlag emotion.

Ibn Ja'far on being questioned why he shook his head on

listening to singing, explained It as a certain gener¬

osity he experienced which would incite him to combat
(5)if called up and to give liberally If asked.

Account© 'bound of the strange physical and
(6)emotional influence of music over the listener, which

1) Lalo: Ibid, 32-3.

2) AlWTs Magal lk. W, 24.

3) cf. "Music and Intellectual Life," 136.

4) Wallaschekj Pr-lmltlve ihisic. 163.

5) AgU. Ty, 3b.

6) For further references of music's influence} cf.,
rbn A1 Tahhem ibid ">1. 8. LsahlqTi fiatlikio. lb*
Iviaefcdl: Muriij, Vlll. 88, Arjh? i4a, etc.
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might lead us to conclude that the utilitarian conception

of music common in primitive civilisation^ still held

at that time. Music, although making for progress as

an independent art, wac still conceived of as the means

of inciting certain feelings and inducing certain con¬

ditions, and it was still assessed in terms of its

immediate physical influence, not as an art meant to
CD

please or ed 1 fy. The vocal Islamic art however, at the

close of that period under the patronage of the Arab

aristocracy, was emerging gradually and slowly, from

the pre-Telamic collective activity, into a higher form

of artistic expression, with some intrinsic value, and

sufficiently advanced to create a class of musicians

expressly trained for that profession*

Considering the modest standard of life of the

rauelias in the first decades of Islam which did not
the

permit of/lei surely cultivation of arts, the complicated
issue of the religion* attitude towards music, together

with the immorality and defaming influence of the
(g)

muXhannathTn who constituted the majority of profess-

tonal singers at that time, it is indeed, a wonder that
(3)

the art thrived at all under Islam* It Is against this

1) fache* loc. eit.*

?) Ajgh. Jf, 61

3) Farmer; History, ii
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austere "background that the lull weight ot the encourage¬

ment to music extended "by that generation of j^uraysh

aristocracy, should be appreciated* Their patronage

and love of music, paved the way lor the subsequent

phases of orogrens upon which music entered with the
, _ to

rise of the iksayyad and Abbasld dynast lee*

With the rise of the ftaayyad dynasty with its

new capita^ where all the wealth of the vast rausliin

empire came pouring, we find musicians properly trained

in singing and playing at A1 ^ijaz turning towards

Damascus, where they were welcomed at the court of

almost all the Umayyad Califs (there are some exceptions)

who were only too eager to enjoy to the fullest measure,

the luxuries of a settled life. Singers, male and female,
(2)

trained art letsy as well as improvifcers, thronged the
court, where their performances were rewarded most

liberally, and details of these concerts and of the

consequent prizes abound in arable literature*

The tone of these musical performances was

diverting gradually from that prevalent in the previous

period, the change took place gradually and seems to

extend further through the 'ibbasl « Cell fate.

1) The period just discussed overlaps with the beginn¬

ing of the Umuyyad dynasty as Tbn Ja'fsr was con¬

temporary with Mu( iwlyah who died 630/61.

2) Hakam A1 Wad? and others*
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With the main difference of the shifting from

© pure Arabian notion of nobility, to © more pro¬

nouncedly Persian aristocracy, the'Abbas id Califa e

could be said to have developed - socially - the same

attitude towards music.

Culturally, the 'Abbasid* s reign, especially
(X)

Its peak, generally termed the golden age was the

most fruitful period under Tslara. The new elements

Persian end Oree*: and Hindu, in a materially prosper¬

ous society, opened up new vistas for Islamic culture.

This also made for a more advanced and critical out¬

look to art. Such circumstances accelerated by the

material prosperity and luxury of the aristocracy*s

life, made a singer*© Job lucrative, but also dlemanded

a greater measure of musical ability, a vaster
(2)

repertory of songs, higher standards of performance

as well as a diversity of other qualifications, In

order to secure the admiration and approval of the

elite, who were by now better acquainted with the arts

of civilisation than their predecessors of the orthodox

and early tfcayyad periods.

The rise of the Abbes!& dynasty oolnoided with

the end of the "one-cnpltal" period, which prevailed

1) Parmer: History. 90-

2) G. Saydan: Iff. 197.
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with their own capitals and courts sprang up all

over the muslins world, from Andalue in the west to

Igjrpt and Syria, and as far as Khuxaean, Transoxlana

and Jurjan in the east# The new states, whether

completely independent or professing nominal allegi¬

ance to the Calif, provided the required conditions

for further progress of the art, since it ie usually

the spread fist of urban life, and around the seat of

monarchy that the aristocracy is to be found# The

decentralisation which tooir place during the lAbha&id

reign, although a sign of political disintegration,

resulted in the encouragement of the local arts, and

the propagation of the some ideals and traditions of

the metropolis, which were faithfully copied there#

"hen studying the social function of uslc at this

period of decentralisation^and several capitals, the
broed outlines, seem to hold for the seat of the

Califate as well as for the Independent states#

In all the sumptuous festivities of the del ly

life of the aristocracy, music has been gradually
and

elevated to a higher piece,/it became one of the most

cherished ferns of entertainment# As has been made

clear, in the great Kitab A1 and the All la

wa layla. the mood of these gatherings reveals a new
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rand distinctive trend* Music was In the predlooiaent

of toeing linked up with such rorbidden pleasures,

malahT* (as wine and woraen^) against which the uuallm
purists raised their voices in protest and oondemna-

(X)
tion*

Indeed nrnelc was gradually diverted from a t«re

handmaid to poetry, and to something different) and yet
On the same level perhaps* Tt was becoming gradually

the best ace wpaniment to drinking* Replacing the

early reserved mue'cal gatherings of the Arabs, where

the predominant note was that of exalted appreciation

of the sung word, there prevailed at the courts of

the Qaayyed and ^Itoaald Califs a high note of impropriety,

where music became "honcooii ♦ant to the forbidden pleasures
(8)

of the wine-cup ana the heiTm.

The most marked appreciation that a Calif or
(3)

nobleman could show to a new song, was to "drink to it**

On the other hand, the wine-cup seems to have accentuated
(4)

the pleasures of listening and arable literature abounds

1) Farmert The minstrelsy of the Arabian nights, 4*

2) Farmer: Hi story. 52* A1 WnwajT: yalbat al Kumaytt
he dwells at sane length on this point* fol* 106—7*

3) A£h-V, 57, 81, 97, 91, 93 vj 133, 144 etc* that is

to mention only en example from the fvbbaeid and

another from the ttuayyed periods - Arabian Mights I.

304 - *Z>9, etc.

4) O&asalf: op*clt* 2<iQ* it>n Salama: K. al Malahi. 16.
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to overflowing with accounts of the most sumptuous

and luxurious gatherings where music and singing,
(1)

together with wine and qlyan were essential. In

fact, such meetings became the vogue among the wealthy
(S)

aristocracy as we can understand from the numerous

wo rife by muslim theologians and aurists in condemnation
(3>

,of the ungodliness of the nobility, irue, some of the

Califs did not indulge in such forbidden pleasures,

such as the Calif *Abd al Ma IIV (706/86), llfcmar ibn
fibd al 5\si'/, (7^0/102) who nevertheless camoosed some

(4)
melodies before his accession to the throne and Al

Mansur (776/169) to name only the most prominent among

them, yet with few exceptions the seme high note of

gaiety and frivolity prevailed at courts. In this

connection the factor of the Califs* prestige led the

rest of the community in its higher and lower classes

to oursue their example, thus investing music with

great popularity in the whole of the rnuslim society.

Tt even grew to be, a show of wealth and prosperity,
since it was unquestionably the favourite pastime

1) Kobson: Tracts, 4.

2) A. iftCzbuiarT; ibid, 93.

3) As early as the third century A.H. writings have

come down to us, such as Dhenu al Malahi, by Ibn

Abl* 1 Dunya condemning this attitude.

4) Agh. VTTT. 149-60.
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and entertainment of the elite. Tfoblemen of rank

vied with each other ae to who possessed the beet

trained singing girls, they had them sent for tuition
U>

to the Haw|ll1.s conserve*ory and their natrons would
(8 )

go to any length to have them taught new melodies,

hence the great, demand for Increasing the current

repertoire. Such seems also to have been the function

and the olace of music in the life of the local

aristocracy of the petty kingdoms of lalSn.

Throughout this second phase of aristocratic

life, such elements no vanity, sensual oles&ure,
(3)

love of change as well as Inherent artistic tendencies

©re all collaborating to the continuous growth and

evolution of music. There was a toxich of showing off,

In the Enaiintuous feasts and the liberal rewards to

the singers# Agai n, it appears that music became

fash1enable* among the nobility.

Yet in spite of this hedonistic and somewhat

trivial tendency and in suite of all the indulgence

in sensuous pleasures, there evolved gradually, among

1) A&2* ¥.» 9, etc.

2) liukhnrlg with the ilyTii of the tasTr Yafcya lbn

jihahld. Agh»V,lc, etc.

3) Oee ante, /76"
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the same clans of aristocracy and upper middle classes,
a keen appreciation of the beauty of music per Be, and

interest in it; as on independent art. 6uch an attitude

found its early exponents nmong t«urayah or Arab nobility,

its signs are apparent in the organisation of musical
(i)

coiapetitione* where liberal prizes were awarded to
(5?)

the winners*

This trend evolving with time and fevoured by
the Increasing popularity as well as progress of music,

we find marc princes and even Califs who were them-
<»)

n* ivep co- 'Ofr^ 'o.; \-c.U y. ;r'tto"i -.pd a' lc. . 1 c»ene.

A1 Isfahan! dedicates some pages to these gifted noble¬

men, citing their songs and the modes in which they
(4)

wore comoosed*

1) There were even debates on music at court in the

presence of the kbbspid Califc; Al fawajT; Ibid, 180.

For further references ©f. Agh. I, 10§ 6 • £ 10-30.
52-131, 59-70.

2) Sulaymim ion \ftbd al MaliVe competition at Mecca,
won by Tbn Curayj, Aph. T. 126 - another of Tbn

f'txfwin, won by Ma'bad, Agh. ibid, "1, etc.

3) Even a royal 1 oSy 'ifl&yy a bint al HahdT, who was

noted for her piety and dignity, had a beautiful

voice ard was a talented musician; Ibn Shal;iri

Fnwat al wofsyat; II, 124. Agh. IX, 49-53.

4) A£h.vm, 149,151,184.
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It le at the hand© of this enlightened and

exalted class of music-lovers that music came to he

regarded a© an Independent art designed to please and

edify. Although the Califs* own compositions were

largely the creations of amateurs (a© In the case of

the songr of Al Wathlq as compared to his ohelf court

musician's Ishaq al ilawsilfc, || yet their spirit certainly
made for the progress of music in all its departments,

as well as for the improvement of the standards of

musical performancet. at court, ahere such critical

judgement and sophistication existed. The significance

of this trend ia manifest^ in its result of elevating
music from the domain of the sensual, to that of the

intellectual end artistic, from a pleasant pastime,
(2)

to a cultural interest and an artistic expression.

Thus music emerged gradually, at the hands of this

class, from "being the object of protection and patronlza-

tion, to the more positive phase where it became culti¬

vated and assiduously learnt by the nobility. We may

not be mistaken in assuming that the seme phases and

and the same attitude were cultivated in the Independent

1) Agn, £, 9b*

2) The famous words of Al V-'athiq in appreciation of

Ispaq rl MavyilT'e art are relevant to the different
and

conception of amoic/he considers it one of the great¬

est gifts of God and. the adornment of his monarchy,"*
Agh. V
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kingdoms, with emphasis on the local traits of every

country*s music and the encouragement of Its Indigen¬

ous art#

PHBjuTC; The aristocracy of Islam has olayed the

difficult and exacting part of rulers, whether

fruraehT, Arab or Persian, their capacity of governors
was the central fact governing their lives# Political

currents have divided the musllrae early, thus provid¬

ing a driving force In their lives and activities#

Although It might seem, at first, that, music is far

removed from any political conflicts yet saturating

the lives of the ruling class as It did, it was in¬

evitably Involved in such Issues, Influenced by and

influencing them simultaneously#

The earliest open association of music with

considerations of political imoort, seems to be

M ;(awiyah* e deprecation of the Indulgence 1n music,
(1)

of the Pronhet?e family yet some writers contend that,
at the same time, he was fully aware of the fact that

such Indulgence In pleasure served to divert their
(2)

attention from resisting his claim to the Callfate#

It wae even thought that he provided them wlth money

towards that end,

1) Agh# JJF, 35, also Wal FarTd TV, 98-9.

2) Zaydan, J, 35#
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The major political issue which directly

influenced life under Tsiam, wae the conflict

of the Urnayyads versus the Ovbhesids, Almost all

factions and parties were either supporting or

opposing one or 4he other. Thus, music, especially

the songe Stag at the courts of the 'X be«ids in¬

evitably touched on this thorny question, with

consequent complications and penalties to the un¬

fortunate singer©. On the other hand, the singers

were patronized at court, to sorae extent, for their

political use, since opinions could he effectively
(i)

propagated by means of so rig.

It has been acknowledged that musicians played

an important, function in pubiie lif e at such a stage,

they, with the poets, were the journalists of their
(2)

day. Their songs treated of the current event©, the

apologies as well as the satires. The singers

journeying from town to town would pass on their songs

and their news, which would consolidate the body ooll-
(3)

tics. An incident which fully demonstrate© this

capacity of song as a propaganda medium is that of

the poet A1 DsrlreT who was approached by a merchant

who same to A1 MedTna with some traqian veils, ana

1) Farmer; he/rnc.v of Telirn. 362*

2) Belvianesj f-oclologle, 143,

3) Farmer: History, 66.
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sold them all except the black ones. A1 DarimT, who

had become an ascetic, and given up poetry and attended

assiduously the mosuqe, thereupon threw aside his gar¬

ments of ascetic!sen and took up poetry again, reeit-
in (1)1.ng a poem about the beautirul one/the black veil.

This he gave to a professional singer among his friends

to sing, this song became so popular in MadTna, that

all the black veils became in great demand and the
(2)

whole stock was soon exhausted. Although of no politi¬

cal Implication, the story reveals the eiitciency of

singing (and poetry) in influencing public opinion.

The aGlials of Islamic literatur and music

record many instances. A misguided choice of song

could have many disastrous results. The blunder of

u singer who ciiose objectionable verses, whether on
(3)

political or social grounds, could incur heavy pen¬

alties. An Interesting point, in this connection

is the credit given tn K. al AghanT to Ibn Burayj
the t lager, for being an intelligent arid wise man,

who never sang to hie listener a song praising his

enemies, nor anything alluding to oojectlonable

1) cf. English translation by Farmer in, Music the

priceless .jeweli 24.

£) Iqd al Far Id. iyt 96.
I

3) Allawayh with the Calif al AmTn* Agh. VAAm
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(1>(S)
affairs. Tt was not merely tact and wisdom that

would lead a musician to refrain from committing

such offences, it was even self preservation, since

the Calif's rage might well cost htra his life, or at

least cause hlra to fall into disfavour# Ovilawayh
the _

once tactlessly sang in/presence of A1 Ma'mun,

some verses in nratse of the Tjfoayyadi;, upon which
(3)

he was expelled from hie court. A similar story is

told of another musician, with the same Calif which

would have had fatal results, hut for some inter-
(4) is

▼antlon and olesding, and thot/>,.e tlonine- only a

very few exarrmies. Such severe penalties are only

another proof of the consciousness of the ruling

class, of the value of Mill In voicing

certain ideas and opinions.

On the other hand, a cleverly chi)sen song

would appease the wrath of the emotions! Califs,

as in the case of fiarun al Raehid who 1n hie indigna¬

tion, expressed hie will to get rid of the line of
BanT Ab? yalih, then a hanny choice of song by

1) ibid I, 105.

2) Yajiya al MakkT although professing allegiance
to BanT Urrsyya, was obliged to overlook the

fact find state his clientship vaguely to ^uraysh

being in the service of 'Abbaeid Califs. Agh. H, 16.
3) Agh. T, 131-2.

4) Al Waris Masali^. T£, fol. 45.
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IbrahTm al ISaweilT calmed down hla rage#

Apart from music's influence on the emotional

aristocracy, their keen love for it ~ together with

other considerations - were used by opposing factions

as a sign of degeneration and weakness, rendering a

calif unworthy of his position, ac was the case with

the excesrive WalTd ibn YasTd (664/44) who was strongly

criticised "by the &bbisids as well as by the neoole at
(2)(3)

large, fbn el Athlr states that during the ceraoai gn

in 743/131 the victorious 'Abbnsids fotmd among the

booty won over from the rjtaa. yads near Isfahan, a
_ (4)

number of lutes harsh1$ and pandoras tanabTr, It

seems that their inordinate love for music (and
and

pleasure) made them take their singers/instruments

in their travels, as well as to the battle-front.

This should not be mistaken for the military

music which had Its origin in the most ancient civilis¬

ations and was vaowsi in Islam even during the Proohet's

time. It seems that traces of the pre-Tslsmtc tradi¬

tions hove survived in the practice of military chants

1) Agh. V, 33-4.

2) TabarT. 77, 14o, as cited by Farmer: History.^

3) The ooera by Bashshar stresses music and drinking

as his vices, also cf, ante p.SOfor remarks to

that effect made by Ai Ma< ariT, see p. 20.

4) V, 190.
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and raus'c. The women of the aan muslira Arabs fight¬

ing agrlnst the Prophet at the battles of Uhud and
famous '

Radr spurred on the warriors, after the/pre-Tsiaiolc
(i)

facblon, b, rocltlng rH.1az poems to the eound of
(2)

tambourines. Even the early muaiiate during the

Proohet*s time acknowledged the influence of music

in combat, ani it is stated that such r?lag poems
(3)

were chanted On several occasions, not to the exclus¬

ion of certain a proprlate instruments. Certain drums

tubtrl are recommended for use as Inciting courage at
* (4)
battle. Not all drums though, since the enervating

■t. "'en*"io- nnf: of t«bi *1 ehahTn rnxi strongly
(5) «

prohibited nt battle according to such military leaders
, -(9)

as All ibn AbT Jnlib and Xfcalid ibn al ffalld. Although
I;:.n's practice eee^s to have an ancient origin, since we

are told that the Persian icings used some instruments
(7) _ (8)

of powerful resonance in war, such as the vus or kettledrum

1) Haldari Associations of cult Proohetb. 184-6.

2) Agh. XL 126i gg, 17.

3) Ibn Taymiyaj hi sale. '.'93. Tkhwan ai hasa (11.133.
4) Al NabulsT: Tdah, fol.7 - Ikfcwan, ibid. 122.■mm&rn >A. "

5) C^arali: TT, 244.

6) Taeh Quori Zade, Malatlh. 346.

7) Al FaraTrT; K. al mustfm. fol. 30.

8) Ikhwan: ibid. 131.
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yet military music 1a an organised form seems to
U)

have been Instituted Inter In Islamic countries

The more developed military band, which later

became an ©s ential element of military organiseti >nt

in vari me parte of the tausllm wot Id, An&alus, Syria

and ;ypt, had its special lunctionaries, such as
(2)

the drum-commanders with their staff of admlnlsi rc-

tlve (i.e. mihtlar al tabl-khana and technical
"-Wi rw n iimi tr urn-rrri-n r-irrf - - • «4~" - ' —»* ^ <ni«ffSBWSff ---<m n>

officials (I.e. ulbl nri~r) In charge of drums, mug-It ir.

who plays the horn or bug, and the kusi^-y. who plays

the brass? The name indicates that It is derived front
(3)

frus. or drum). It also had its special quarters

and hence the name tabl-1'hans» There were several

^ (4)
Instruments such ac tubul drums, abwaq horns and reed

which
pipes/became oomreon es^ecia^ly under the Buwayhlds,

faldjuqide and Fa^imids in various parts of bueliza

countries.

How ver the study of the iunctim of music in

the life of the ruling aristocracy is mors directly

concerned with one aspect of military music. I.e. the

1) A. El Kholy - Al Jaudi.v., ah fl 1 I slain.

2) Al ifsqrTsT - Khi ta*., t, 94.

3) QalqaehandT: ^ubft al A aha, IV, 8-14.

4) Ibn Maskawayh: Tajarib al Umam, mentions bugat

pi. of bug and dabadib, kettledrum^' I, 174.
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U)
nawba. This consisted of a special piece of music

performed at the five hours of prayer. The nawfra
w»© ee eat 1ally the prerogative ol' royalty, which

was marrted carefully ae one of the attributes of
(S)

sovereignty, rnd a favour which was begged of the
Cnllf by other petty rulers and lesser dignitaries#
The etalls of the different classes (I.e. the five¬

fold and the t,hrr e-fold ones) of nawba and Its differ¬

ent Instruments under sever?* 1 rulers have been elabor¬

ately dealt with by such historians as A1 HacprTzT
Tbn Khaldun. (Prolegomena) A1 QalqaehandT

(vUbh al A sha) A1 slaqqarT (Naffr al Jib) and several
(3) us wftH

others^ who have cup elled/the necessary baelt round and
traditions to that institution. In touching on this

preetle" here. It !c chiefly to emphasise the social

aspect of it, which found In music the symbol of power.

The elements of vanity and oride are responsible for

finding in muelc, the emblem of rnndeur, we??lth end

power, so that music appears? to have fulfilled a mul¬
tiple function In the luxurious life of the musiim

aristocracy in -aonoeotion with its various aspects.

1) In the Alf jurfiyia, na*.bc> is used for military band.
Partner: &l1nstrelry. 7.

2) Parmer: "Tabl fthana". Encyclopaedia ol Islam. £u pi. 217.
3) Parmer: History, fQ7-9 ?md art. Tabl-AhT . la Encyclo¬

paedia of Tsiara, sUp^l. loc. cit.
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MUTTC OF THF- PKQ^Ll* It Is in the cbinaln of popu¬

lar and folV music, that the most prominent psycho¬

logical and temperamental traits of a nations'©

character could be apprehended* By studying the

types of songs It song, the style of that singing,
the social occasions for music and song, the customs

and traditions associated thereto - we can really get

to understand and feel the spirit of 0 nation. By

trying to fathom the spontaneous emotions of the people,

as revealed 1n their music, a better understanding can

be achieved of one of the most, delicate and significant

aspects of rausllia life and culture.

Popular art hs© its peculiar features, and Is

quite distinct from that of the elite or the higher
(1)

classes. That division of music Into two distinct

styles and schools, one appertaining to the aristocracy,
and another to the bourgeoisie or the people generally -

(«)Is not uncommon at that stage of civilisation. Such

a duality in the artistic life Is to a great extent

1} C. Lalo, L'art et la vie sod ale, 139 - G# de Vaux

introduction to Musi rue f-rnbe by D*Erlunger, p. x'lI.
2) In the west, the same division existed throughout the

r#t *«\
middle agee, between opular music and church music.

Lalo 1 Ibid. 140.
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the result of economic differentiation of classes.

The nature of the two distinct styles is ultimately

determined "by their respective audiences, as well es
(1)

by their different techniques.
The general character!sties of popular forme

of art could all be found in Islamic nopular raus!c„

Such traits are; the absence of specialized and tutored

professional musicians, the absence of an aristocratic
and paying audience, ignorance of abstract theories
on the technique employed therein, and the dependence

on oral tradition, which alone transmits the lules
(2)

accepted and adopted by all# A popular music exhibit¬

ing such traits existed in the Islamic culture, and

was sung and played by the peop!e> as quite distinct

from that artistic and higher form of music which

evolved under the auspices of the wealthy aristocracy.

In the Islamic culture, the first function of

music is essentially eecular, rather than religious.

In suite of alight, variations in the r61e played by

music in the social life^ of different Islamic countries -
due to divergence in the ire-Islamic background and to

various other considerations, political sud national -
the

yet the broad outlines of/social pattern in the Islamic

1) cf. ante; Mui1c and intellectual life# 154.
Lalo

g)/loc. ctt.
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culture, provide e great deal of simiiai 1 t.v. This

makes possible, and practical, a general approach to
the function of music throughout the rauella countries

In that neriod. The prestige of the musically-minded

aristocracy must have accentuated the existing musical

tendencies among the people. The capital and seat of

the Califate must have radiated its enthusiasm for music

to the various musllm countries equally# However, such

a study is hound to overlook many points of detail, in

favour of a general and more comprehensive view#

The IkhWan al Safa, give ue their view on the

different aspects of the social function of music#

They point out its emotional influence in; rejoicing,

as in celebrating nuptials, feasts, banquets and the
in

li>e - or again in grief and adversity, as/the mounting

songs# Music constituted a valuable aid to worship, as

1n the temples and churches of various faiths. In hospi¬

tals, the Tkhwan state that. It Is utilized in alleviating

the pains of the sick and afflicted# ami even in curing

certain ailments. Labourers and craftsmen had their

own songs, which helped to break the monotony and to

while away the time. Mothers xuiied their babies to

sleep by their melodies, while even animals were suscep¬

tible to its influence, hence the camel-driver's song huda*
and the shenherds tunes. In war music was sunnosed to

(i)
stimulate courage and valour.

1) RassAl, 115-7.
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A1 Ohagall. writing In a later period £lill/5o5)

approaching the subject from a more positive and

specialised nngle, classifies all vocal music into

seven categories wM-ch serve the d » th.Lc purpose oi'

provides another account of the social iuncti n of

music# According to him, songs were either pilgrim*s

songs, war son s stimulating the faithful to holy war-

fere, or rajas; verses (which could really corse under

the previous category), lamentations, songs of joy,
(1)

love-songs and conge expressive of religious ecstasy#

This classification was undertaken with one objective

in mind, and that is the discussion of the varying

dt3greee end conditions of lawfulness of such songs,

from the religious point of view.
(2)

According to the two previous sources, the function

of music in the life of the people appears to fall into

two main divisions; music attached to "social occasions,"

which covers such celebrations whether of rejoicing or of

mourning, the second division comprises "songs of labour"

euch as caravan-songs, shepherd*s tunes and the like#

Such a classification seems to cover adequately the wide

range of occasions ?/here music featured# As to mueieo-

1) Thya TT, 243-6.

2) cf. also A1 AVfanT; Irshe'd al qasia: fol# 59-61.
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U>
therapy, or the use of music curntively tn hospitals,
it does not hold such a prominent and acknowledged

place in social lire as to call for detailed study

here. It seems to derive largely from the elemental

power attached to music in ancient civilisations and
(2)

has been touched on previously,
the

Music covers a wide field In/everyday life of

the rauslira society. All moments of Joy were naturally

and apm-oorlately celebrated with music a d song. Child-
(5)

Mrth. drci'clb1 j.i. the Buecebe ol a In learning
J4) (6)

the tor an, and nuptials, were ail the occasions for

mueic and merry making, Bancuete r a lima. convivial
(6)

meetings were likewise adorned with singing.

—>
1) Rasa H: loc.cit, also Farmers '11 nc trelsy. 4, & 13.

2) cf, ante "Hueic and the Intellectual Lifes" For

further references cf, Al AkflanTj Irshlad al gagId,

61, Al ThshThT, ibidip.98. D» Al An£ak? Tadjik irat
©1 Albeh, T Y T. 36 also Barraj, JuUma'V 269, fXqd al

Farld, TV, 88, Farmer: Influence. Chapter I.

3) Agh.T, 98, Al fUmerT; MaesllV Jx fol, 10, Maaaharl
Ibid, 48,

•1) fihaa'alT JT, 944,

5) Tbn Tsymiya: op,cit,, 224, Bobcom Tracts, 3,

Masaherl, ibid, BP,

6) Al ^shThT: n>idJT20i, Tash CuprT Zadet mi ftaft, 348.
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Religious festivals were celebrated socially,

toy the whole community, with piling and singing* such
_U)

ae the advent of Ramadan# The pilgrims departure and

return are nmrng the most Important occasion© for
(f?)

festivity, so 1e the Prophet's toirth reawlld and the

day of ^Tehurlfu The coranruntiy's secular celebration

of Its relgioue feasts, Is considered here as quite

distinct from the purely religious aspect#

Strangely enough, Tton Khaldun, one of the great¬

est muellia historians, states categorically, that music

le not essential to society. Its inaction toeing solely
(3)

attached to leisure and joy# Such a generalisation 1c

sharply contradictory to the fact, that mourning song©

nawp have always occupied a prominent place in Arab and

nasiIra life# indeed such a practice goes further tosch
(4)

to •••noient cl vi i potions and the pre-Tlamia Ar-.tos had
(6)

their laments, and we have many reasons to toelieve that

Telam did not change that age-old custom of voicing

grief and sadness through music# Together, the |m

1) Rlaala fl'l eamarwa'l ghina2 (Ananynoua) Paris MS. 1156.

2) 8. Burgronjes ttefrka, 117# 118# bane TT, 171-3, 245.

3) KUdnddtnte# 361#

4} Belvlanes: ftold. 107#

fi) Agit# y.TTt. 140. Farmer; History# 10#
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and newji could be considered as the precursors of
all Islamic vocal music, being the most ancient

(i)
and popular forms known to the nomadic Arabs#

This prominent place assigned to music In

mourning, is very natural and death being the most

deeply felt and dreaded event, it so strongly moved

the ©notional Arabs, and it is no wonder that their

feelings should be expressed through music and song,

-s=» The women especially sang their- elegies expatiat¬

ing on the merits of their dead. Music, has since

time Immemorial not been confined to the expression

of joy alone, but was likewise resorted to at moments

of grief and sadness#

Tn the early decades of Islam, that practice

of bewailing the dead by songs, wai very common and

widespread, and a great majority of the famous singers

of that early 'erlod s near to have specialised in

that type, although having deviated from It,at a

later stage of their careers, to the domain of sing¬

ing proper# Tbi Surayj was an acknowledged na ifr,
(2)

lamenter, who tutored other well known singers in it.

It Is recorded that the reason wliy he gave up singing

1) cTcd nl r&rT'i. TV.8*7.G. f,ay lan; Ibid V, 33-8.

2) A£h# I, 99#
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elegies and laments, was when his pupil A1 OharTpi
excelled him at it# Ibn Surayj forfeited his

decision of giving it uift on two occasions only,

one of which was the obsequies of the Calif YaxTd
(1) — _

ibn Abel al Malik# The biography of E~ lb \hathlr,

another famous ria ifr reveals him picking up the nawfo

from several women mourners, who performed their
(*)

laments once weekly. Another well known singer,

Atika bint Shuhda. was the daughter of a woman
(3)

lamanter, Ehuhda, of some fame in Mecca# In spite

of men exercising that profession, the usage of the pie-
(4) (5)

Islamic and other ancient civil!rations .tee.d;; to the
(6)

acsumption that it was generally practiced by women#

The mualira legists when laying down rules concerning

the permissibility of that practice, usually mention

a naMha. The progress of other types of singing

proper, have gradually taken the first ?^lace in the
chronicles of Islamic rauaic,thus giving this type a

secondary place. This could be explained by the fact

1) Ibid# 100,

2) Agh. vTT, 133.

3) ibid V?, 57.

4) IMi* 12# M»5» nlBJ H* 19°*
5) Beivlanea; i'old, 107. ilastiftgas Encyclopaedia of

Pellgion and. Ethics Yx. 39 on Hebrew women mourners#

6) S. Hurgronje: ibid, 148-9. Arabian Nights, I, 244.
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that the religious authority looked unfavourably upon
(1)

that custom# te find instances where the nawfr was

actually prohibited, but such measures are not of

primary importance to this aspect of the study, which

is confined to social customs as they existed, not¬

withstanding religious o position# A1 GhagalT'a
mention of this type, proves that it still existed

at that comparatively late erlod of Islamic history(2)
$lll/00t>)# A1 Farabi also cites it among the po ular

(3)(4)
forms of song In his time# Details of mu ;e'c o^rt

in mournin^ ceremonies are not lacking# All the great

legists and theologians mentioned it in their writings

on music, and their struggle against It and their effort

to stress the unlawfulness of certain types of it reveal

that it must have b«en quite popular, in spite of the

absence of religious sanction#

Several Arable work© expound the view that the
(5)

f1 ret man who made the lute, was hamak son of t»ab?l

(and the string of genealogy lead® as far back as Adam)

1) cf# ante# po# 16,17#

2) Ihyaj £44.

3) K# al rausToa: fol# 24#

4) The Egyptian Tbn A1 Tajftian, writing lot© in the

16thA«D./9thA.H., states in this connection that

the melodies used In singing a lament nawp must be

sod end meloncholic in mood# flawT, fol#10#

5) Ibn Salama: A1 Mal"5hT, 9.
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(1)
who made it to "lsiaent with it, a dirge, over his son#

(8)
The very popularity of this Hebraic view among the

Arabs, is of great sinifioance in illustrating how

natural and appropriate it seemed to them, that grief

should be expressed in song# Thus music, was by no

means restricted to the expression of joy and pleasure

only, but had a r8le to play in every moment and in
connection with all emotions#

The love-theme In Arabic poetry and consequently
(3)

Arabian music, dominates every other theme. Cuch

worVs as Alf hay la wa In, la or Kitab al AghianT abound

with innumerable verses and songs on that theme whether

on the spiritual love of the mystic, or the sensuous

earthly love. It seems to be so conspicuously evi¬

dent that the function of music in this connection

does not call for special attention here#

1) Al r4ns(udis Mitru.1. VTTT, 93. Parmer: Music the
or 1 eelecs .jewel. 4* ibn Salama, ibid, li.

2) The reference in the Old Testament does not Con¬
form with the Arabian account, as it ascribes the

origin of music to Jubal, one of the sane of Laraech.

Genesis, 4, 21.

3) Oibb: "Literature, ** Legacy of Islam, 186.
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SOSOS OF lAB'iUK: The Arabs Inhabiting; the peninsula,

have, since ancient tiroes been chiefly dependent on

cororoerc®. The nature of their country had imposed

the necessity of commercial activities as the back¬

bone of their economy, and the raoet important means

of earning their living, corpirately and individually#

Commerce, was then of the most vital importance to

the Inhabitants of the vast barren deserts of Arabia,

and commerce chiefly depends on communication®^trans-
A

port has always been essential to trade# Of all the

animals, the camel, waa the 'best suited to fulfill

that task with its natural endurance and other acco«ao-

dating qualities# It has been called the "ship of the

desert" and indeed it fulfilled competently the role

of the commercial fleets of the modern world# Bo

wonder the camel, had always been such a central figure

in the life of the Arabs, connecting them with the world

which lie© beyond the confines of their country, and

being inseparably bound with their work and livelihood#

Against this bac'*ground, the real vaLue of the

caravan-song or hud's, comes in relief, not as a mere

pattime, or an unpretentious form of vocal music, but

as an eecentlal element to the liie and work of the

Arabs# Ite e feet on the camel itself is remarkable,
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end the Arabs tell us, how very susceptible it is
(1)

to the charms of melody.

A1 Hud's, is one of the oldest and most specifi-
—Hr

cnlly Arab songs. The traditional account ascribes

It to the bedouin who, when hie arm was broken by the

fall off his camel, uttered in hie pain ya yadah."Qh,
(3)

my hand", the sound of which affected his camel. This

account may not be historically verifiable, yet, it

has its significance in showing the effect of rhythm

in this sphere. The latter story is supposed to account

also for the origin of the ra.iag metre which was the

metre used in J^udu. conforming rhythmically, to the
movement of the cornels' feet. Tt is likely that ftuda

was used to quicken, or slow down the animals stride

according to the driver's wish.

A traditional account, common to most of the

Arabic literature treating of music and its influence,

relates how a driver used his swee+ caravan song feuds' ,
to divert the camel's attention from their heavy loads

and their fatigue, so that, they arrived at their destina¬

tion, much sooner than expected, but the animals all

1) Ghasali; lb Id, 24b. IbshThT: Mustatyaf, 7T, 199,

200.

2) Encyclopaedia of Talain I, krufe, 4S5. Ibn Khaldun:
ibid* 369. —

3) Encvcl loc. cl t. also fTqd al ParTd TV Ibn Salama, 19.
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(1)
literally dropped dead after the journey. The close

connection between frudai end the rajag metre is another

evidence to prove how old that form of simple chanting

was. As is common and natural, all labour songs most
<S)

conform to the rhythm of the worV, bo won the huda,

strongly rhythmical, inspired aa It was by the steady

and repeated camel's stride. The melody applied to
(3)

that type must have been simple with a great deal of

repetition. However, It seems to have helped the camel
to

drlvere/begulle the tedlousnese of their long weary

journeys. Such a form of song raBst have been arrived
and

■.:% ov intuit, ion,/there 1;. renr.on to believe tr.at.
(4)

It rerulred no tutoring but was the spontaneous utter¬

ance of all and sundry. True, that most songs of labour

Innly a group, where the X'hythm of the -.ong, derived

from that of the worv, has a unifying influence. Tn

this case, the unifying influence, HaVe together the

driver to his camels, since we frequently read of one
- ~ . _ (S)
hadT (singer of hud-') for the caravan. Arabic literature

1) QhaaalTi TftyajTf. 243 - vu&hayrT, llsala. I sift.

/\'L HujwTrTi Kashf. 40Q^i8arraj, JWast 270.

2) C. Buchers " or1-- and Kvtfaa.

3) Tbn#al Tafr^sn; flawi, foi. 16, on the style of its melodies.

4) tbn i&aldum ibid. 35i.

5) J&aaalTj lbHI. 242.
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usually conveys the Impression that huria^ Is the
oldest song the Arabs practiced, yet on the other
forms derived from It, and Its exact place as com-

U)
pared to fljhtna. song proner# there are some diver¬
gences. However, the evolution of the more artistic
songs which adorned the oalaces of tlv Calife later
in the muelim era, hag waved aside the .hude^ to a

secondary ©lace, although, it is almost certain,
that It has never ceased to be chanted in the cara¬

vans of muslim pilgrims of various nati onalities. In
(2)

fact the ^hlna al pilgrims' songs, to the sound
of drums and fifes, shah1a. appears to be a survival

and an elaboration of the same technique., though with

the religious theme dominating the verses*

The buda also envoys the unquestionable sanction
(3)

and approval of the strictest theologians.

With the expansion of the economic prospects of

the rausllms and the spread of urbanisation, the caravan-

song waa superseded by other labour songs, such
(4)

as the songs of the masons, porters, qasenrln or

1) Ibn Ahaldun: loc.eft. Tbn Sslemai ioe. clt.

2) ChazfTiT. l.bid, 243.

3) ibid. 242, uushayrl: loc. cit.

4) Tkhwan al Oafa", Kasa ^ll. 116.
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fullere and other craftsmen, doing collective end

rhythmic worv, where music served to @'=se the physical
(1)

fatigue of such labours. A1 ibehThT raises an interest¬

ing point In citing some of the uses to which music was

put by certain craft amen. According to him, fishermen

in parts of Iraq used to play certain sweet melodies

near the water and on the fish approaching near the
(B)

sound they would esteh It. Tt seems that similar
(3)

devices were used with other musical animals too. One

case, of universal order, that of the shepherd*e tune,

proves "beyond doubt that music had its function In all
(4)

departments of rauelim life.

That music played another distinct part In the

life of the people la revealed in the increasing number

of professional musicians, who were tutored end trained

especially for that art, which to them meant a profit¬

able occupation. The practitioner of music, who had

dedicated his life to a musical career should be meat! ned

here. Chroniclers ascribe the origin of singing to the
C©)

market towns of the Arabs. A later author assessed music

m
_ '

1) FaraV?; Ibid, fol. 26.

|£i»la£raf, 198.
3) HujwTrT, on music as used for hunting purposes;

Kashf al Mafrjub, 490.

4) IbshlhT, 199.

6} Farmer; Music the Priceless Jewel. 4.
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1n purely commercial terms, by stating that It consti¬

tuted for the inhabitants of Mecca and Medina a liveli¬

hood and a speciality, and that each part of the rauslim

world excels in one special art or craft, so that they

were all interdependent, and that is how music and

singing, according to hira, spread from A1 Hijaa to
(1)

other parts.

THE. SOCIAL STATUS OF 2RQFFS&TONAL MUCTCUNS:

Reviewing the whole of the period in question,

from the early years of the new era, up to the peed?

of prosperity and stability, ~ then to the?;
(2)

period of decline, we can trace the social status

of musicians through three distinct and successive

and sometimes overlapping, phases. Such phases are

influenced on the one hand by social and economic

circumstances, and on the other hand, by the successive

stages of evolution of music itself. Although the

correlation of economic prosperity and a flourishing
(3) (4)

of art, is not always accurate, or consistent, yet

the economic fetor plays an important role here in

1) Ibn si Talari, [lawT al ffirma, fol.12,

2) Farmeri...History, 91 & 137.

3) Zaydan ibid, TTT. 197.

4) Lalo. Ibid. 89.
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determining, not only the statue of the professional

musician, "but the very nature and style of hie music

as well. Thus a scrutiny of the material retribution
helpful

for musical gifts, may be a valuable approach to this

rather vague question of prestige 'of*social position.
The emergence of music, from a stage where it

was a collective activity practiced by all members of

the community equally, to the higher stage of specialized

professional musicians, Is definitely a step in the

progress of the art Itself. But the qualifications of

this professional class, Its artistic and cultural

standard$ the social outlook to it,and the degree of

respect or esteem assigned to such a elate, ere all

landmarks in the course of development of the social

function of music. The welfare, respect and apprecia¬

tion, or otherwise, of that class of professionals has

its bearing on the outlook to the art itself.

The development from the quasi-primitive stage

of pre-Tslamlc music, to the further stages of progress

on which Islamic music embarked, has not occurred

suddenly, but took place gradually, over a transitory

period. During that transitory period, that Is roughly

the first century A.H., we find music In the predicament

of being practiced,by a sex-vile and degenerate class
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of social outcasts. The nu^hannathin, who constituted

the earliest professional singers under Islam, have

cast a dark shadow over the art "by their inferior

moral and religious standards, hence the prohibition

of all their instruments such as the T-uba (a kind of
(1)

drum) peculiar to them, and associated with them. The

public persecution, to which they were subjected Inter¬

mittently ,under several officials in the first century

of Islam, is significant of the prevalent attitude of

society towards them. The fact that the mukhannathTn
dominated the sphere of singing and music at that

period was accentuated by the restriction of this pro¬

fession to the servile class of slaves or mawal1,
(3) and inferiority

whether male or female. The social disreout^&f that

class of professional musicians had its impact on the

religious proscription of the art, their association

with music was far from salutary to its progress, as

has been expounded in religious treatises dealing with
(4)

that as ect. A certain degree of the neasures taken
-(6)

by early Muslim officials in A1 jjijass ,vere directed

1) A1 OhazalT; ibid. II, 240, also Tash giqprt Zafet Mlftah: 54 >

2) TV, 33-39, 59.

3) Parmer; hictory. 46.

4) Tbn Taymiya; ibid. 234.

5) Ash.IL I'M* 170 TV, 60-61.
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against this class, rather than towards music per
se«

Yet among that socially Inferior caste, we find
the exponents of Islamic music, who have contributed(1)
to build up Its traditions. Such names as Ibn Surayj,

(2) _(3)
Tuways, Ai Dalai are credited with major innovations
and contributions to music that have gained thera an

important place In Its chronicles.
It seems that the female singers contemporaneous

with this class, enjoyed a fuller measure of protec¬
tion and patronage of the nobility, and occupied a

better position In society than their male colleagues.

Azza al Mayla (705/8S) provides an interesting example
here. Her ereat popularity which attracted the rich

(4)
nobility of Al Madlna to her concerts together with

, (5)
the protectton extended to her by Ibn Javfar# put her
in a higher position than that of the male professional

singers of her time. Another example occurring only a

few years later, appears to justify such a view and that

1) Ajgh. I, 97.

2) Ibid, Tf, 170, also Tbn Ehaklft Fawat al Vafayat, 252.
3) Aah. TV", 59, VII. 137. For further nameB cf. Ibn al

Tajijmm op. eit. fal. 19.
4) Farmer: History, 54,5.

6) cf. ante p. 113-4.
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is the case of JamTla (720/102), the famous songstress

of the Urnayyad oeriod. Her famous pilgrimage to Mecca

reveals the high esteem in which she was held hy her

fellow artists as well as by the community at large l)
and especially by the famous contemporary poets,

Al AJiwas and A1 Araji.
The musical careers of both JamTla and Azza al

Maila broxight them in direct contact with the i*uraysh

nobility, who treated them with deference and respect.
This redeeming feature in the social attitude towards

musicians compensates to some extent, for the bad

reputation of the male singers of that class. Con¬
sidering the positive and negative sides, it is safe
to state that during the first century of Islam, which

extends over the greater part of the Uraayyad rule,
(2)

musicians seemed to form a class apart. The factors

responsible for this situation are rather complex.
The economic factor restricted this profession to a

(3)
servile class dependent on its masters, more than on

their art alone. Even that servitude in itself is
(4)

not as humiliating as it is considered now and is

1) A£h. VTT. 134, 5.

2) Parmer: History. 67.

3) Lalo: 1bid. 60.

4) ou.clt., 67.
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not of primary Importance to the inferiority of that

class of early professional musicians. The bad reputa¬

tion of the mukhannathTn was probably a little exaggera-
■ ■Mi. n awn* .aw. i«» i...

ted by the rigid theologians. It seems to have provided

such purists with just the right pretext for the pro¬

scription of the £*tt which these men happened to be

associated with, thereby earning their living. The

very novelty of smch a class of professional musicians,

constituted a departure from ancient tradition, and

could partially explain the inconveniences, which beset

this early generation in A1 JHjaz. Thus social and

economic factor: aeera to favour the view that, the

first position assigned in the musllm society to the

professors of music, was none but modest, in spite of

the scattered efforts of its nobility to counterbalance

it. As comp redto their successors who flourished under

the 'Abbaeid dynasty, the professional si gers of the

first century A.H., received but modest remuneration

for their musical abilities. Instances of the fabulous

wealth bestowed on the MawfliY family by several patrons,

are Inciting her , although the aristocracy it: elf, on

which the professional musicians ultimately depended,

grew richer and wealthier toWavifethe 'vbbasid era.

Before proceeding in discussion of the further

developments of the social status, from that modest

servility of the first century to the peav of respectability
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and prestige attained by the artists of the late

Uraeyyad and 'A.bbaeid period, it seems necessary here

to attempt to analyse the factors which helped to

determine the social ooeltton in this case. Such

factors are of a complex nature and cover different

aspects, religious, legal ®nd economic. Although

such factors are of fundamental Interest to this

study, yet the whole question 1e rather vague, any

theories are of a conjectural nature deriving from

fragmentary evidence in the biographies of the class

here studied#

The Jggal position which renders the testimony
(1)

of a singer or a musician invalid has its significance

here. Although it wpb not strictly adhered to, yet

the very emphasis placed on the isolated cases to the

contrary, where a singer's testimony was accepted,

should also be taken into consideration in this
(?)

connection# Arart from positive legislative measures

in this sphere, the rigid puritanlsm conspicuous in

the abundant works condemning music and other taalsThT.
could not but cast its shadow on the professors of the

1) cf. ante. 16-17#

2) The case of Attaradt Agh, TTT, 96, also kbadlli Vf 175#
A1 fUmarT: ibid, fol. 9.
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U)
art, who were frequently alluded to as ahl al flsa

(2)
or In similar terras. Thus the religious attitude

had the unauestionable effect of prejudicing public

oolnfon against music and musicians, a situation which

was justified and sometimes aggravated "by the laxity
- ryl <? 1 srenute , of cope of t-e mukhann*-»thTru All the

llii wTBHS —inmum »■—

previous considerations, taken together, are accentuated

by the fset that all the professionals of the first

century especially, were either actual slaves or free-
(3)<4)

men, mawall, with very few exceptions.

The clientship of t.he musicians, on the other

hand provided them with some material security, %i being

protected and employed by rich masters, who could afford

to reward their client artists. Although the economic

factor alone does not determine artistic achievement,

yet it certainly provides one of the necessary elements
(S)

to its maintenance. In fact, the economic side alone

is of the greatest significance in this type of organ¬

isation of eoc*e+y, and it has its far-reaching repercussions.

1) TachquprTs«<*e: Miftah, 348

2) Ibn Taymiya, 303-6. Oha^alT; 242,3.

3) Malik ibn abT al Sarah (7S4/137) wrs a ua-ashT
A»-h. IV. 168. Farmer1 s Encyclopaedia of Islam, hl 211.

4) Ibn Jsjjai also Agh. VT.« 88.

5) Laloj ibid. 39.

r
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not only on the social position of musicians, tout also

on the development of their art.

Considering the impact of the economic situation

on the social status of musicians, te find that through¬

out the period studied almost every professional musician

was employed toy a nobleman or a Cfcltf, so that to a great

extent their livelihood was guaranteed. They were not

subjected to the risks afie hardships that beset artists

in the West regarding the publishing of their works, or

ultimately awaiting judgement from the public that

would decide the success or failure of such works.

This state of dependence is n>t peculajtr to the

raualim orient alone, in fact it existed, in different

aspects, in the West, (until the institution of artists
(i)

rights In the 13th century). Such complete dependence

on one wealthy patron, was not without its risks and

inconveniences, however, we often read ======- of famous
(2)

musicians who suddenly fell Into disfavour at court
(3) (4)

whether for a political or a morel offence or merely

1) Laloi ibid. 67.

2) TbrahTm el ?4awp11i was tmprieonea more than once.

Agh. TTT. 162, X, 7.

3) Agix. X, 124.

4) AghanT, XTTT. 19.
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because of the despotic whims and caprices of the
(1)

master. However, those fortunate musicians who were

lucky enough to keep their positions at court and at
the palaces of the late tfcnayyad and fAbbaaid nobility,
amassed considerable fortunes, only by their musical

abilities, the conspicuous cat© of Ibrahim and after

him, his son Tsfcafi al MawsilT, prove beyond doubt,
that music has become a lucrative and rewarding job.

The fabulous sums paid to them and the prrent deference

and respect expanded to there, especially to Iefciag by

the muelc loving Califs whoa he served are quite in

contrast with the limited fortunes* and modest position

of their predecessors of the first century. Although

such figures as Tuways, Ibn luray j, Tbn Muftriz al Ghasid

GharT$ arid others, had, on the whole, fared well under
the patronage of the t^uraysh nobility, yet none of them
had acquired any degree of wealth from the profession,

comparable to the fortunes of those employed by the

prosperous late Utnsyyad and 4vbba©id Califs.

With ell its possible disadvantage© to the musicians,

such patronage from, the aristocracy meant an easier life

and a mor stable income. But the possible disadvantages

of this situation from the artlet1c point view are worth

1) Al HadT was a bad tempered end difficult calif.

Jajiizs Al Xajj 36.
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dwelling upon. If only "briefly. This dependence on

the aristocracy, diverted the ultimate aim of any

creative efforts, to provide directly and solely,

for the needs and tastes of that clase* Such needs

and tastes could be in some cases fantastic or

mediocre and amateurish, and thus would 4nfluence

and orientate all further development of the art

In a certain direction. Had the musiclane been

obliged to provide for the public at large, and had
there existed the circumstanced leading to a demoera-

(1)
tizatlon of the musical art, such as public perform¬

ances, attended by large audiences - the very character
and style of music would have changed fundamentally.
Thus the question of economic cvnd social dependence
on one class is of great significance here, but on

the other hand, the encouragement of that class to

music, and the esteem in which it 4-a held its pur¬

veyors should not be underrated.

Having dealt, with the two basic factors in

determining the social position of musicians, i.e.
their servility (or ellentship) and their material

dependence on one aristocratic class, it is possible

1) Lachmann: Heceulls de travaux de Congres. 707.
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to distinguish within th?jt framework, the evolution

of their status at different stages. The modest and

rather unfavourable inferior position of the earliest

generation of professionals, changed with time, and

with the comparative secularization of the mode of

life of the ruling aristocracy, as well as with a

higher standard of education and accomplishments among

the musicians themselves. The great resoeet and appre¬

ciation with which the famous Ishaq al Maw^iiT was

treated by successive califs, whether morally, or

materially has become a platitude now. In his person

music had attained the height of honour and esteem

ever accorded to it in the Islamic culture, this might

not be soley due to his wonderful musical gifts, but

to other merits or accomplishnents he possessed, yet

it is still relevant here. He was elevated to the

position of n boon companion mdTm, a cherished and
(i)

exacting position. One of the Califs who patronized

him declared his admiration for him in immoderate terms,

stating that his admirable qualities were such that

would befit a judge, and had he not been known amongst

the people a singer, he would have appointed him to
<*)

that post* Al tnthlq was more enthusiastic still, in

1) V, 64.
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confusing: hie admiration and appreciation of hie

chief court musician, so much so, that he wished he

could bestow, youth and health on his favourite

singer, whom he considered as a blessing nl(ma from
Tl) «

God. lahaq enjoyed such privileges that were un¬

known to musicians before him, he was the only one
(2)

who could afford not to obey an order of the monarch,

he did not have to carry his^ud lute, with him like
(3)

the other singers, and he was frequently called by

his kunya a privilege indicating that he was a favourite

with the Calif. Tshag was not dressed like his colleagues
but wore the black robes of the theologians fuoaha and

took his place at. court with the poets, ruuah and boon
(6)

companions until he was called upon to perform.
and

Such prestige,/stxch an exalted position could

perhaps be attributed to other qualities besides his

musical talent, for he was & learned man and & worthy

character from every point of view. Bui Xsgk&q*s la by

1) on. cit. 64

2) loc. cit.

S) ibid. 168.

4) ibid. 60.

5) £, 109.

6) V, ea
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no aeanc on isolated case, and his father before

htm was highly respected and c«oet liberally rewarded
U) ,for hit alnglng. Ma'ba^ one of the femeus Binders

f roc an earlier period (743/126) was equally honoured,

on hie death and the Calif A1 WalTd ibn YaaTd.Me
(8)

brother accompanied Me bier,wh5let ore of his

pupil® lament3d htm. Thus, this trend of esteem

and respect extended to the profeeelonel musician,

as distinct from the Inferior statue of tneir pre¬

decessors of the first century> was gaining steadily
In momentura, until It reached Its peek, In the golden

i «_

age of the Aabasid period. From the fourth century A.H.

onwarde, music occupied what was perhaps a more exalted

place, this time at the hands, not of professional

artisans, but. of philosophers and theorists, who in

their capacity of learned Intel!® ctuals of that, clvllla-

atlon, were greatly honoured and highly revered, If with
(3)

some exceptions.

Going back to thet fertile and prosperous period

which falls between the modest status of the first century

1) A£*> X, 4,6,11,20.

2) figh. T, 1ft.

3) A1 KindT*e library was confiscated, Farmer: History.139.
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and the climax in the fourth century, to that inter¬

mediary period, where detailed evidence of the

musician©*© life and work exists in abundance. The

emergence from one stage of civilisation - for the

social status of musicians is largely dependent on

the stage of civilisation — to another le a slow

process which takes place gradually. The first

unfavourable position with all the prejudices 1t

created against music and its purveyors, could not
have vanished suddenly, giving place to the rosy side
of the picture, illustrated by the few inadequate
examples from the lives of iia(bad, Ibrahim, and Ishaq
al MawsTlT. Traces of that early disfavour still

persisted, even during the golden age of music and

musicians, and in spite of the greatly changed atti¬
tude to the whole question. The fact that a man earned

a living by music or singing, seemed to have retained a

shadow of the old inferiority and defamation, Tsftaq
expresses hie views here, oerhaps unconsciously, in
strong terms, saying that he abhorred singing, And

enhe resented the fact that he was known as a singer.
Having attained the highest social position ever

attained by any professional musician in Islamic

culture, yet we find him asking permission to be

admitted at court, not with singers, but with learned(2)
men. Such minor points of no apparent importance, should

1) Agh, 2, 62,

s) 64, 109.
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direct attention to the fact that even the dorv en of

musicians, enjoying a great measure of respect and

eocisl standing, was not contented with his status

and hoped for promotion from that grade, which he

deemed to "be "beneath him to a higher pluce. Scattered

incidents also point to the same attitude. Tbn Jaraiv,
who for one, was a professional musician of guraohT

(1)
descent, was often upbraided for his lowly occupation.

He was also snubbed by a learned man, when he realized
(S)

his professional, call< ng.

The famous enmity between Ibrahim ibn al Mahdi",
a musician of royal blood and Isfcaq al MawjsilT, who

was a more talented art let., reveals that, although

artistic eouality existed, but it eould not outweigh

birth consideration*, and the latter was often derided
(3)

for practicing hia art for lucre, such a profession not

being held 1n very high esteem apparently. Even lesser

persons than a prince, would moire sharp remarks to thiB
(*)

effect. An amateur once came to Ibrahim al MnwpllT to

ask his opinion on some airs he haa learnt to sing.

IsfcaQ his eon who was present, could not help criticising

1) iold. VI. 74.

5?) SL 69-70.

3) Ajgh. V, 61.

4) {fmr ibn Sana to Isfc.a$. XIV. 52.
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the "bad singing of the nobleman. But his father

intervened and explained to the visitor that his

singing was suite good and he should not attach

any importance to what Tshaq had said "before. When

they were left alone, Tbrahljji explained to his boh,

"that if these people consider our profession as

a lew one, then let their ignorance of it be exposed,
(1)

so that they should appreciate our talent. The

expansion of some aspects of musical education among

those noblemen, had a salutary influence on the social

position of the professional, as it narrowed down the

gap which separated them from their masters, as some

of the patrons themselves took up singing professionally.
Ibn Jamf' the gurashT ir. an example, and his musical

gifts compared favourably with the exponent of the
(2)

professionals of his time TbrahTm al MawpilT. The

same trend of enthusiasm for appreciation of, music,

increased the demand for professional musicians, result¬

ing in prosperity and better standards of living for

them. In that, intermediary phase, we hear of singers
j)who lived in sumptuous dwellings owning gardens and
(*-)

estates and Jceeotng their own sly an singing glrlB and

1) Agh, J, 19.

S) Ajgh. JJ, 09. 3) dfc.
4) I, 58, 19«
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slaves. Kvon the fsmale singers, owned their song¬

stresses who, were restricted to singing the melodies
(1)

of their mistresses.

The last point leads to an Interesting aspect

of the social statue, and that is the existence of

different ranVe and classes among the musicians them¬

selves# Such ranks were determined by the musicians*

general education and upbringing, his or her manners

and loo>s (especially in the case of songstresses) as

much sb "by their amnios! gifts or the standard of their

performancee# The position of a court musician required
(2)

many qualif'cations other than those purely musical#

many famous musicians were well versed in the religious
»J*)

sciences, such as tradition and Q v an, some were good

poets and possessed the qualities of boon ooraoanion*

or nudania^ To attain such a high standard of culture

and education, professionals hac to apenfl considerable
(4)

time and money on their education and training. Yet

1) Sharlyya andfArTb had their own singing girls;

ibid XTTT. 30-1.

2) Farmer; History# li.7; Minstrelsy 21. Ai lewajT;

£albat^/107.
3) Ishaq al Slawsi lT, X, 52. fA$rad Tff. 96. Tbn Jaml'

VX, 68 etc.

4) Tehaps V, 55. tic.
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only a Tew among the professionals attained such

high positions end there were among the players

flurrsb and singer© other ami lesser figures who

occupied a secondary position.

The customsof listening at court, regulated

to a great extent the classification of the artists

Into higher *oid lower vr.uk s. The old »er©iHo Peonies

customs of placing a curtain between musicians and

audience, and granting remuneration to the artists

each according to his class or rank, persisted with

some variations after Talam. At jajilp relates some¬

thing about the strict etiquette of the old Saaanld
U)

raonar-chs regarding their music lane. An Instrumental

player from one ran*- should only accompany a singer

of the corresponding ran*?, and it seems that the

Calif A1 KnshTd was strict In adopting this pereian
put

custom, which had/seen followed _t Implicitly before
(2)

him. It seame that promotion to a higher rank was

considered a great privilege and the occasion of
(3)

celebration. All prizes received were shared aaong

*) MJil* °4«

5?) Farmer i 67-3.

3) As In the ease of Bar^auma al Zaalr, al Jahlzi,fc>'^ll.A
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all ranks of mustclans present there, proceeding

from the highest to the lowest, so that those of

the first rank would share their erlfte with their
(1)

minor colleagues but not inversely* It seems that

there was a certain official in charge of musicians'
..(2)

affaire, as was Masrur for Harun al Rashla* In the

Kitab al Aghorti we frequently read of elaborate prepar-
(3)

ations for 11 sterling^ including the sorear ing of curtains,
end of a pafeib al si tern, the roan in charge of the cur¬

tains, who ann&rently was the link between the two sides
of it and was 1n charge of passing on the Califs

(4)
instructlone to the musicians, We also read of certain

(&} (6)
clothes for such gatherings at court, and Ibn al Athlr

relates that califs had a certain order for admitting
(?)

musiclane to court* Such details have acme Interest

to this study, especially in helping to reconstruct

the social setting to music and singing at the courts

of the ruling aristocracy*

I) op*cit*88*

p) AEb ?4.

3) Ibid, T, 27*

4} H, 7rr »iPO Thn al At.hTr: VTTT, 61.

5) Tbehlhf Muatafrraf, IT, 209.

5) One Arh ab ibn Jubsyr, used to sing to the GaJLif

WelTd ibn YssTd while disguised as a donkey vT.

123, 124.

7) JLoc. clt*
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This very "brief and quick account only hopes

to ooint out some prominent evidence of special sig¬

nificance here. However, an extensive collection

and classification of evidence of this nature is a

preliminary step towards a detailed and specialized

study of such an interesting aspect of Islamic life

and culture.

Thus the Islamic culture's appreciation of

music, as Judged through the social status of its

professors, has evolved from that modest position

prevalent In the first century A.H. to a better and

hip-her status under the reign of the ooulent. and well

established ealifate, from the second to the fourth

century A.H. roughly.

Although no such classification could possibly

be clear-cut or sharply defined, yet judging by the

evidence we possess on this point, there seems to

have been a recession in the place occupied by musi¬

cians concentrating mainly on the practical asoect of
(1)

the art. As mentioned before the volume of works
the

dealing wifcVtheoretical aspect of music illustrates

thnt the interest was partially shifting from the

1) of. ante, 127.
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purveyor© of the actual music, to the scholars In the

sohere of Intellectual activities. The position of the

latter class with its positive and negative sides should

not be considered as an evaluation of music as symbol¬

ised in their persons, since music constituted but one

minor problem in the wide scope of their uifcraa. However,

the culmination of the rauslim society's love and enthus¬

iasm for music, conspicuously evident at the courts of

the Califs and the mansions of the nobility, Beems to
(1)

have subsided with political and economic adversity.

The process of disintegration of the muelim civiliza¬

tion did not have its full impact on music till some

time after the so-called decline.

1) Tbn Khaldun: Ibid. 361
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